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FIRST
UUDRD
By ArthurC. Clarke *.-

'

46y the year 1995 the

Soviet Union will have taken

glasnost into the

heavens and helped lay the

foundation for a
worldwide satellite monitoring

system whose motto

will be Peace through truth

3

Many years ago the British scientist J.

D. Bernal opened his marvelous little

book The World, the Flesh and the Devil

by proclaiming that there are two.

futures: the future of desire—whai we
would like to happen: and the I uture

of fate—what a. ual!-
:

doe: happen. -He'

i: i Arid man's rc-a if; has neve;

I' .II ii :> !
,s

Jnhkc our ancestors we need no " :

;ond future:

Science has given i..s Ihc power Ic

control our oosi ny and to make the two
iutun , .ii ci It i

>i :

thai w-ii destroy us it we do not iearn that

technology often turns the wisdom
o' one generation inlo Hk-;- -oily o- the- next

Wlien no weapon could Kit nice than

a handful ol men. there was (ruth ir

the old saying 'T you wish for peace

OiO| r ;0: '-.! iOO'i S; 'I lOje

bomb could obhieraie luc largest cty.

however, teal became nonsense. As
of" 5. i eon iai , 0! defense remarked

fa dozen yea-'s too late), nude:-;;

weapons can serve no mllirary purpose.

Today's wisdom must be, T you wish

for peace, prepare for peace."
: Yet as I write these words, 50,000

nuclear warheads arc stockpfled, with'

ar ;plO: ! i. . :n
.

It I it oi

l'ie i i

1

:

1

;. 1 .!.
1

1
.

:
: : 1

; ,.

history (No. not Krakafoa. That minor ..

hiccup was only one- hundredth as

powerful.) Around "470 3.0 fhedeiona- .

tion of Thera wiped out 'he Minoafi

iv i
.fn.i ..'. . i.u 1,. cl'v 1 'i o.r 1 us.

We could iusf 'rar.ch its violence w'lh

our current 25 btlion tons ot TNT -equiv-

alent Ifwe did so, there would be no .

laiure Plain i.o rnythoiogizo us.

Another ooaciiy piece of ancient

v'/sdoT: is :he be ief, chanted like a

mantra'by ret feci generals ihn! lor every

new weapon- fhere will be a counter-

weapqn. II Is doaoy because oniy the

leas: irnportarl part is true. Forevery

ootnterweaoo" there is a coufttercoun-

terweapci, and each climb up the

spiral of an^anienis 'educes security-—
.

yet al ever- noioasing oosi. Some of

the best muds of cur t:me are seeking a

shielo against Inte'contineniai miss-lee

An; dollar

leaky umb'c-Ha'' wii require technologies

as yet unknown 1'hey may ir-ceed

exist, but if we have' the bad fuck to

discover them, they wet give us iar

deadlier weapons 'ban mere ICBIvls

Enough ol nightmares. Here are

some ci the inci'odients of

.

">/ f-u-u-e of

ces re. Sc join me around 2020 as

.
we look back to see how we made it

safevoui ol iho mos! dangerous century.

T. THE AGE OF TRANSPARENCY The- -.

development of mi-ta- y reconnaissance

satellites tnat could cenlify individual

weapons Tear" Inal prepn-ations lev war

, could no longer bo -op: secret, ironi-

cally: a major slop tov^a'd ' Peacesats!'

was ^ade by tne Soviet Umo'i if
: 98l'

when it put on ine open market photos.

showing, fen iimen the oeta-t given by

ine eoutvalenl U.S. bandsats—which had
ijoen deliberately degraded! by order -.

of the Pentac :

the heavens" the USSR helped to lay
.

'

the -oundairons. in 1995, of an interna--
'

'iona- satellite iTiontorng svstem whose
molto was "Road 1 ouco ".; h'

2. HOS IAGES FOR PEACE. No one .

planned this: -t was an inevitable by-

procuc: of Ihe oen.'nunications and

transportation revoluoons By 2000 there

wee a: leas:

cans at any one time in "the USSR and '

.100:000 Scvle: c:tir-er;s in tiro USA.

More imporla.nl even than their numbers
was Ihe iacl thai most of then were

li 10 children ol oower 1 c : o

endanger diem was unlhinkable.

-]. SWORDS INTO PLOWSHARES.
more

Irian 30 years lo oeec the warning ;.;'"

President Eisenhower (nc woolly-minded

pacifist! j that It must "guard againsl

ihe acquisition of unwarranted influence

by "the military-industrial complex:

The onion i.r 1 -i
! <.-. 11 1 \- 11

mi; 1.1 ii . v : exist;

Tnc- chronic mm depression;-, ol Inn

Nineties finally orove ihe lesson home; By.'

squandering, irreplaceable resources

of mind and matenai. the U.S. aimost
.

.

'

; ability to compete "i the

hrg! '('-:
1 mo' 1 ii

,|,
i- •

.

.
1

: u r

countries as japan and Korea.

When roe taxpayers 0! the U.S. (and
:

the United Kingdom, France, Sweden,

ana so op; reali/ec thai, their arms .

indust; ;es were destroying tneb

soctmomios lor short-term gains, the

demand that they switch lo more prclii-

aole not -o "eniion less gonocidal— ....

line; elming.

4
:

INTERNATIONAL SPACE YEAR
1

')'! u
1

-. i
1 yoai the iner-

1. i,/i f 1
. iphy i' 1 rear l r upon

tne -cad to space. The iSY iim.ee

for the year thai wonlo also celebrate

Oofumbus— piayeO an oven create; role

:r, in. :!. !!! !!:
1 m fnal arih

was unique and must therefore be

O'escrved. The stunning discoveries' of :

-'-

the Hubble Space Telescope the

uSSRs Ma^s rover and the NASA/jPL
Gs/.'/eo erode to ine moons of Jupife"

also hac a pntrounc psycnologi ,,

eTect by demonstrating whal strange

anc wondrous worlds still remained
.

'

to be explorer.;.

6. CONTACT' '"his :s the wild card; Ifft.

happens. s-\ bets are off. And it's loo

late to co an;

been shouting our heads oif across arge

slabs ol the elec I rem ages-no spectrum

for half a century. Everyone within SO
lohl-ycars knows that we're here. This is

one future of fate we can do absolutely

nothing to control DO

A:ihuf C. Qar'/.e is cm- ol 'J'-z-- ,vor;c(s premier

science-fiction writers andauthor of 2001:
A Space Odyssev «';-' Ci"n id r-ood's End.
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Slardaie 2040. The mission:

Time-travel to the twenty-first

century, investigate its society

and culture, and send back evidence

of future realities. The vessel: U.S.S.

Omni. Purpose: cclcora! re: our eleventh

anniversary. Commanding officer's

summary of filed report: We began by

globehopping to such tourist Meccas as

London, Hong Kong, and Los Angeles

to explore urban life. Omni contributing

editor Marion Long tracked down Jan

Morris, Studs Terkei, Manuel Puig, and

17 other writers. Their insights are

assembled in "City Scripts" (page 50).

"I thought only New Yorkers have a

love-hate relationship with their city,"

Long says. "But people are the same
from Beijing to Berlin. And many of

the cities' spokespersons were almost

arrogant about the future importance of

their individual cities." In Paris, accord-

ing to Edmund White, the Electronic

Revolution was more successful than

[he industrial Revolution, with the French

workforce having proved even more
adaptable than their English or American

counterparts. And according to Colleen

McCuttough, Sydney was more
prepared for the future than most cities.

"I've always wanted to do the kind of

journalism that would result in my being

investigated by the FBI, and this assign-

ment may have achieved that for me,"

Long jokes. "Someone from AT&T con-

acted me. wanting to know why I was
catling Moscow so often. Hey, it's not my
12 OMNI

fault that Muscovites cant call me! And I

couldn't dial them directly. I had to go
through an overseas operator."

The Omni crew also spent an evening

with distant relatives oi the Jetsons.

They served us a delightful dinner,

prepared in a fully computerized Kitchen

by a staff of robots, who, by the way,

make up the world's new minority. Later

we sat around an "intelligent" television

that produced personalized entertain-

ment. Finding ourselves projected

into the on-screen action, we interacted

with the fictional characters. Douglas

Starr has compiled reports filed by Amy
McDonald. Brendan Murphy, Asako
Hatta, Hanzada Firki, Shohei Kurita, Al

Furst, Corinne Schmidt, He Shaojun,

David Gumbert, and Sarah Glazer

in "Brainstorms" (page 66). At think tanks

around the world, futurists tell of

machines so small they can be injected

into our bloodstreams and travel

through our bodies and of high-tech

classrooms with self-guided study.

To further prepare us for traveling

beyond 2000, we turned to Forecasting

International president Marvin Cetron

and former Omni senior editor Owen
Davies. In an excerpt from their book,

American Renaissance ("Future Trends,"

page 112), their crystal bail reveals

many future scenarios. Videodiscs tar

example, enhance books by providing

visual and audio information. Mass
media are personalized: A computer
system customizes your newspapers.

As early as 1939, Norman Bel Geddes
envisioned a future that captured the

maghatons of visitors to the New York

World's Fair. Yet the world he pioneered

is only now beginning to be realized.

"The Shaping of Things to Come"
(Pictorial, page 86) offers an exclusive

glimpse of his visionary vehicles, which

make today's cars, trains, boats, and

planes look obsolete.

During the Eighties another fertile

mind, Nobol prize-winning physicist and

former Ferrmab director Leon Leder-

man, spearheaded the efforts to get the

superconducting super collider off the

drawing board. In the'53-miie under-

ground enclosed ring, protons will

accelerate to enormous energies of 20

trill on volts, culminating in a collision

of 40 trillion volts. Lederman tells former

Omni editor Dick Teres! (Interview,

page 98) the reasons and the methods
fci broa<ing ilvougn to a new reality.

D.T., phone home: Since completing the

Lederman assignment, Teresi seems
to have fallen into a black hole

—

somewhere in New England, we
presume. All attempts to contact him

have oeen unsuccessful. Should anyone

sight him, notify the Omni starbase.

Physics and romance intertwine in

Nebula award-winning author Connie

Willis s novelette 'At the Rialto" (page 78).

The coauthor of Light Raid (Ace/

Putnam), Willis sets her tale in Hollywood,

a town where moguls alter reality by

quantum leaps and bounds.DO
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Space for Sale care lotions. 1 quickly called my local

Thank you for [he feature "Selling Space" veterinarian, who told me that lanolin can

[July 1989]. I found the "advertisements" be derived from the sheep's wool as

creative, thought provoking, and well as from their skin. The former method

amusing. A hearty slap on the back to involves no inhumanitarian slaughter

the artists, copywriters, photographers, of our woolly friends.

and agencies involved. Susie Epstein

Lisa J. Sloat Austin, TX
Evansvifle, IN

The Dating Game
Pat Answer 1 approve of the 28-day, 13-month-a-

Shouldn't someone nominate Pat year calendar ["Lunar Timekeeper," July

Cadigan ["Shoot the Moon," July 1989] 1989], but Saturdays and Sundays

for- the "Pulitzer peace prize"? The should be on the weekends.
story is pure delight. I wish I'd written it. John Dolinic

Loirayne Dickerson Buffalo

Houston
Al of the Beholder

Reader Mailer We read "Inputting Sigmund" [Mind,

Norman Mailer is an outstanding writer. I July 1989] by Judith Hooper with delight

find it an honor to disagree with him but also with dismay. We, too, found

concerning the value of manned space Eliza entertaining and amusing, but we
programs to Mars ["Moonraker," Books, were disturbed by the short shrift given

July 1989]. Rocketing to Mars is not a to cognitive-therapy techniques. A
Disney ride but a pivotal venture. Such a great deal of attention in the article is

mission can include all people as given to programs that are unlikely to be

beneficiaries. That is the point of explo- therapeutically effective in computer-

ration: not to entertain the explorer ized form. Cognitive-behavior techniques

but to have him take a piece of us all to are well suited to computerized form;

the edge of our self-understanding. rational-emotive therapy—founded

Claudio Veliz by the world-renowned doctor Albert

New York Ellis—lends itself easily to computerized

instruction. Readers can obtain a free

Of course Mailer is correct in his specu- catalog from the Institute for Rational-

lation that the thought energy of intense Emotive Therapy, 45 East Sixty-fifth

programmers somehow gets into the Street, New York, NY 10021.

works: "Computer designers ... put so Martin Sandry

much thought into how the machine's Kenneth Peiser

going to work that some of that thought Chicago
: i:s'a!ly travels, like fine dust, into the

very markings of the machine." It's the Animal Behavior

same principle ot energy that always I have just begun subscribing to your

makes Grandma's and Mom's hand- magazine and have been thoroughly

woven tattered quilts warmer than the impressed with the quality contents and
newest high-tech fabric blanket. professional approach your company

Glenn G. Loveland has taken.
I must say, however, that

Springfield, IL I was quite disappointed when I came
across the animal cartoon on page

Woolly Idea 64 of the July issue. I feel that it was in

I read your article "Loaded Nipples" poor taste and not in keeping with

[Continuum, July 1989] with alarm. Lan- the image Omni is trying to maintain.

olin, you stated, is culled from slaugh- Donna Thompson
tered sheep and used in a variety of skin- Fort Wainwright, AKDO



lOO YEARS OF ATTITUDE

FDRurm
By Marvin Cetron and Owen Davies

f^ ^^ ore for emotional reasons

II than (or any logical cause,

I U I the end of one century

and the beginning of another is a time

when creativity flows with special

freedom. As the clock ticks its way
through the tenth of ten decades and

begins its next 100-year cycle, the

themes that have shaped human affairs

since the last great transition somehow
seem to reach their zenith and conclu-

sion, while the themes that will dominate

the coming years begin to take shape.

Like the Cheshire Cat these new themes

and ideas often seem to materialize

from thin air but in reaiity spring from the

human spirit.

We see this "end-of-century effect" in

nearly all fields of creative endeavor.

Sigmund Freud wrote his seminal books

and papers between 1893 and 1906,

roughly the same years in which Frank

Lloyd Wright was creating his architec-

tural revolution. Beethoven and Einstein

did their formative work during the

last five years of one century and the first

five years of the next.

Ideas have taken root more quickly of

late, and change has moved faster,

thanks to the development of modern
communication networks. Before that an

isolated school of artists might blossom

in one country; a few religious zealots

might conclude that the Second Coming

was at last at hand and begin whatever

preparations they considered appropri-

ate. But there it ended, often for years.

Mass movements and rapid change

could not exist when innovators had no

efficient way to spread their views to

other susceplible minds. Now we have

television to spread the word, computers

to offer new opportunities for creation,

and the end, not merely of a century,

but of a millennium to celebrate.

We can see the turn-of-the-century

effect throughout much of history. Let us

begin at one historical turning point,

the final years of the fifteenth century.

It had been a busy century already.

This was the age of the Grand Inquisitor

Torquemada of Joan of Arc . . . of

Gutenberg, of Da Vinci and Durer.

18 OMNI

But in the 1490's there came a flower-

ing of creativity that would reshape

the world not just for ihe next century

but for all the centuries to follow. In

art Leonardo da Vinci created his Last

Supper; Michelangelo began his career

under the sponsorship of Lorenzo de'

Medici and then moved to Rome, where

he sculpted his Bacchus and Pieta. In

science Copernicus studied astronomy

at the University of Cracow, the begin-

ning of a line of thought that would

eventually change man's view of himself

and the universe. In technology Da
Vinci created ihe first conceptual aircraft

more practical than wax-and-feather

wings. And in medicine a Swiss pig

gelder named Jakob Nufer performed

the first successful cesarean operation on

a living woman.
In 1492 Columbus set sail for the Far

East and discovered the New World.

The sixteenth century would be the age

of exploration.

One century later, in the 1590's and

early 1600's, we find a lime of scientific

discovery, attempted conquest, and

Do new centuries expose new geniuses'

literary outpouring in history.

It was the time of Galileo's first works

and Giordano Bruno's last, of Tycho

Brahe and Johannes Kepler. When the

1590's began, the Copernican revolution

had been languishing for nearly a

century. When it ended, no one could

honestly doubt that the sun was the

center of our solar system and just one

of countless stars.

The revolution in literature in the

1590's was just as historic. Above all,

this was the time when Cervantes wrote

the first part of Don Quixote, the first

modern novel; when Edmund Spenser

published Epithalamion and Faerie

Queene, and when Shakespeare wrote

his Sonnets (not published until 1609)

and fully three fourths of his plays over a

period of 15 years.

One century later, in the 1690's, the

focus had shifted dramatically. The

era of baroque music was reaching its

height. In 1690 John Locke published his

two best-known works, An Essay

concerning Human Understanding and

Two Treatises on Civil Government,

the wellsprings of our modern sense of

human rights and in large part the

inspiration for the American and French

revolutions. In the New World William

Penn's rights to his colony were briefly

revoked, then restored, but not before the

citizens of Pennsylvania developed a

taste for fife free of the proprietors.

In Virginia the growth of vast plantations

worked by slaves began to drive

smaller farmers from their land, spurring

the long migration west that eventually

peopled the continent.

In the 1790's music and the arts still

appear thoroughly classical, at least

to modem sensibilities. Haydn wrote his

London symphonies . . . and the great

oratorio Trie Creation, and the best

of his chamber music; Beethoven

became his student in 1792 and a

decade later had firmly established the

Romantic movement in music.

Yet in politics we come at last to a
period thai begins to look distinctly

modern. In the New World, as the decade

opened, Washington had just



PRESENTINGTHE SAMETHING
ONIYFORYOUREARS.

What 3-D did for your eyes Technics can do for your ears.

Thanks to the virtues of our SA-R477 A/V receiver with

Dolby Surround Sound.*
When hooked up to an extra pair of speakers and your

VCR, it can make moving pictures at lot more moving. For

instance, when the Orient Express crosses your TV screen, it

will sound like it's crossing your living room. Or when you're

watching a great war film, it w'"

sound like the battle is taking

place around your couch.
This incredibly life-like

sound is brought to you in

large part by a special digital

delay circuit. Which allows

you to decode the signal on
many pre-recorded video

tapes and acoustically shape

the size of the room to the sound of the movie.

Naturally, with 100 watts of pure power per channel (at

8 ohms, 20Hz— 20Hz with 0.008% THD) it has the power

to keep you on the edge of your seat. However, you certainly

won't have to leave it. Because this receiver comes with a

remote control that can control all compatible Technics

audio components, and many TVs and VCRs, as well.

Hear the remarkable sound
of the SA-R477 A/V receiver

at a Technics dealer near you.

YoU won't need a pair of

those silly glasses to appreci-

ate this type of 3-D. Just a

;ood pair of ears.

Technics
The science of sound



JAPAN'S SPACE KIK

By John Vacca

Japan, which once fielded a

baseball team whose motto was
"Practice Until You Die," has

jumped into the young astronaut

movement with both feet. Young astro-

naut clubs (YACs)—modeled on those

first created in the United States-
are blooming there like shitake

mushrooms. And with the help of

corporate and government sponsors,

Ihey are pushing ahead with typical

Japanese diligence and a crystal-clear

sense of purpose.

That purpose is to prepare the next

generation of young Japanese for

careers in space The effort dovetails

with Japan's recently announced plan to

create a space program that, beginning

around 2000, will include manned
space vehicles, a space shuttle, and a
panoply of commercial space ventures.

To date 15 YACs exist in Japan, with

more to come. The Japanese have
also built four space camps (they call

them astrocamps)—youth training

facilities thai use sophisticated space-
craft simulators and that are modeled

on the first large-scale U.S. Space Camp
ai Huntsville, Alabama, and the

Cosmosphere at Hutchinson, Kansas.
The difference between YACs in

Japan and in (he United States may say
something about who will most likely

dominate the next century in space, not

in the expensive, politically charged
exploration of Ihe solar system but in the

lucrative, infinitely open field of commer-
cial space activity.

The American clubs are formed in

schools under the aus'pices of the

nonprofit Young Aslronaut Council,

founded 1

in 1984 as part of a White House
effort to upgrade American schoolchil-

dren's poor performance in math and
science. "Our mission is to deliver

curriculum materials to American schools

to stimulate American kids to study

math and science by using the space
program" as a spur, says T Wendell
Butler, executive director of the group,

which reaches 25,000 schools

and claims 560,000 kids as members.
The Japanese form YACs in associa-

tion with science museums and gear

them toward training and stimulating

children who are products of the superior

Japanese school system.

"The Japanese have an advantage
over me," says Butler. "Their kids are

already literate in science and math, so
they see the young astronaut clubs

as an opportunity lo use our program to

create the image that there is a future

in space." That is, to sell careers in

space to their youth.

The Young Astronaut program made
its way to Japan when one day "a guy
from ihe Japanese embassy came
knocking on Ihe door" requesting

materials to start a space program. 'At

the time there were only a handful of

other chapters, in Latin America and
Canada," says Butler. "It was clear Ihey

would move with us or without us. I

decided it would make sense to

cooperate with them."

Japanese YACs get support their

American counterparts can only dream
of. When the first club was organized,

the Japanese government provided
it with $5 million, mostly in Ihe form of a
building for the group's headquarters.

In another example, the Yokohama
Exotic Showcase, a huge high-technol-

ogy exposition running from March
through October of this year, took as its

theme "Children and Space" and gave
the Japanese branch of YAC international

space for a week to host the third annual

meeting of the group's member nations.

"It-would make me happier if we
got that kind of support," says Butler.

(He scuffles every year for his $3 million

budget, which comes from corporate

donations, licensing deals [the group
lends its logo, for a fee, to science toys

and other products], and dues from

member schools.)

The Japanese YACs have another

advantage: Each is sponsored by a
single corporation, such as Nippon
Electronic Corporation or the Yomiuri

Shimbun newspaper. In 1990 Nippon
Steel will open a space camp on the

island of Kyushu.

Japanese corporations, gearing up
for commercial ventures in space,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 156



ADDICTION AND 10.

nniruD
By Linda Marsa

Like crack addicts found dead

with half-empty pipes clutched

in their hands, rats in the lab

have taken lethal doses of cocaine,

pressing levers for the drug until they go

into convulsion and die. Scientists are

now beginning to understand why

cocaine is so addictive and why this

addiction rips away even the

most ingrained instinct for survival. Two

researchers at the University of California,

Irvine (UCI), have uncovered some
clues to addiction's mystery. And in a

bold conceptual leap they propose that

addiction, learning, and intelligence

may involve one and the same process

at the cellular level.

In a series of experiments, Larry

Stein, chairman of UCI's department of

pharmacology, and psychopharmacolo-

gist James Belluzzi discovered that

certain individual brain cells can be

trained or "reinforced" to respond to a

reward of cocaine. Like Skinner's rats,

which pressed levers unremittingly

in anticipation of being fed, these neurons

literally burst with electrical activity for

a coke fix. "We were actually surprised

that a single cell can be reinforced,

because it would seem you'd need a

whole brain, or at least many of its

subsystems, to reinforce behavior," says

Stein. "The fact that cells respond to a

reward shows just how deeply embed-
ded in the design of ihe brain this

reinforcement mechanism is."

Studying the neurochemistry of

addiction, reward, and reinforcement

has been Stein's lifework for 30 years, and

he and Belluzzi are Ihe only scientists

in the world who have given over the

control of the rewarding stimulus to the

cell. Allowing a cell to "self-administer" a

drug, as it were, "is an extremely difficult

concept for my colleagues to accept,"

says Stein. Most investigators apply a

drug to a cell, then wait to see what

happens. But in Stein's test the cell first

fires in a burst of electrical discharge.

then it gels the cocaine reward. Just as

in animal operant conditioning, the

pigeon, say, gets the piece of corn after

it pecks the right button.
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Stein and Belluzzi examine neurons

from the hippocampus in the brain's

limbic system because the electrical

activity recorded when the tissue is thinly

sliced is comparable to that in an intact

brain. When the cells fire, microdroplets

of cocaine are immediately applied to

the cell body. The researchers give

another group of cells cocaine randomly,

whether or not they fire. When the

scientists pair doses of cocaine with

firing, the neurons "learn" to fire for

more, while the neurohs in the randomly

dosed control group do not. Stein and
Belluzzi then do the same test using the

neurotransmitter dopamine as the

reward. It works just as well as or better

than cocaine. And when they perform

the same experiment with the powerful

natural opiate dynorphin A, other hippo-

campal neurons learn to fire for more

of that reward, too.

"In a sense, the purpose of life is to

activate our reward systems," declares

Stein, who thinks dopamine and the

opioid peptides function as the brain's

own reinforcement transmitters and may

"Smait" brain cells

be responsible for many forms of learning

and conditioning, as well as addiction.

"Dopamine and the opioid peptides

are transmitters in very powerful control

systems based on a certain chemistry,

and along come poppy seeds and

coca leaves that have chemicals very

similar to, or can pharmacologically

interact with, these central systems. They

go right in, do not pass go. So if you're

tapping into the natural, positive

reinforcement systems, then to say that

cocaine or amphetamines—or heroin

or morphine—should be highly appeal-

ing is- an understatement."

Why use cocaine as a reinforcer? In

the whole animal, cocaine is probably the

most addictive of the addictive drugs,

says Stein. "Of course, no one has

found a good fast way to give dopamine
centrally to see how addictive the trans-

mitter is. Drug addiction should be

treated as a biomedical brain disease

rather than a failure of character. Until

pharmacological approaches are devel-

oped to prevent the brain's reward

system from being automatically

switched on by these drugs, it will be
difficult to break the cycle of addiction.

"But my primary interest is not addic-

tion, although it's a fascinating per-

turbation of the system," he adds. "The

big question is the neurobiology of

reinforcement." Stein's tests demonstrate

that consequences of an event can

mold behavior: Cells fire; cocaine is

applied as a reward; cells fire with

renewed zeal. This pattern of selecting

successful behavior by reinforcement

has the same logical status as the natural

selection of successful structures and

functions in evolutionary biology. Both are

examples of selection by consequence.

Stein constructs a thought experi-

ment: "If we had a microelectrode

in every cell in a rat's brain," he says,

"and a giant Cray computer to keep

track of all that, then we would get the

rat to press a lever lor food. We could see

which neurons were active. If we
allowed the rat to do that a hundred

times, of all those cells there'd be a small

subpopulaiion contributing directly to



DO THE RICE THING

By David Perry

There are vampires on the streets

of San Francisco. They bite at

the darkness, lick their lips

hungrily. Outside Fantasy, Etc., a small

bookshop next to a seedy theater on

Larkin Street, dozens of them line up for

an audience with their ruler, who's

holding court inside.

Envision a vampire disguised as

Annie Hall: long black hair, blood-red

lips, dressed in schoolgirl plaid. Behold

Anne Rice, queen ot the damned,
surrounded by stacks of the world she

has created.

A punkish young woman clad ail in

black steps forward. "Here," she says,

offering Rice a delicate crystal amulet.

"This is for you."

Methodically autographing copies ot

The Queen of the Damned, the most
recent volume in her vampire chronicles,

Rice raises her head and smiles. There

are no fangs. "Thank you," she says, It is

the voice of an author who maintains a

listed phone number so fans can call

her. "Thanks very much."

Trembling, the young woman turns to

me. "Vampires are real," she says,

panting. "She knows. Ask her."

Later, as Rice and I recline in

the back of the white Chrysler limousine

provided by her publisher, Knopf, I

ask about her literary creatures.

"I've always been fascinated by the

vampire, the elegant yet evil Byronic

figure," Rice says. "It's easy to say it's a

metaphor for the outsider, the predator,

anyone who feels freakish or monstrous

or out of step but appears normal."

"Yes, but are they real?" (I'm beginning

to feel like the reporter in Interview

with the. Vampire, the initial volume of

her chronicles.)

Rice smiles, teeth gleaming in the

glow of the streetlights passing by. "That

depends on when you ask me and
what mood I'm in," she answers, laughing.

"But seriously, sadly, they exist only in

the imagination. Vampires are powerfully

mythic. They confront our fear of the

dead, our fear of being sucked dry by
guilt. We also long for transcendence

and immortality," She utters immortality

with almost religious reverence.

Interview with the vampirolagist '.'<: htu
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Some readers, I suggest to her,

believe that the vampire-child Claudia,

who hungers for life-sustaining blood,

represents the literary immortality

granted to Michelle, the daughter Rice

lost to leukemia in the early Seventies.

"I'm sure that is partly true," she says.

"But when I write I don't think about

things like that. Only later, after it's done,

do I
discover things that even I wasn't

aware of."

Although she wrote Interview after

Michelle's death, Rice actually first

considered a novel about vampires in

1968. "I sat down and typed the words
Shall we hold the interview here, said

the vampire. That became the seed for

the first vampire book."

Rice has written about more than just

vampires. Her published work also

includes historical fiction (The Feast of

All Saints and Cry to Heaven). And
she has used pseudonyms to express

other sides of her personality: As 'Anne

Rampling" she authored the Lolitaesque

Belinda and Exit to Eden, a porno-

graphic love story that falls somewhere
between an Anai's Nin story and the

Bernardo Bertolucci film Last Tango in

Paris. 'A. M. Roquelaure" has penned
tales of pansexual sadomasochistic

odysseys, erotic novels "for the enjoy-

ment of men and women." Her most

recent 'Anne Rice" novel (soon to be a

CBS minrseries), The Mummy, is, she
says, "an extended meditation on life and

death, love and loneliness, guilt, isola-

tion, alienation, existentialism, grief, and
immortality," themes echoed throughout

all of her work. She is best known,

however, for her homoerotic "fang gang":

the vampires in Interview, The Vampire

Lestat, and The Queen of the Damned.
Still to come, The Body Thief'will

continue the saga of Lestat, the vampire

who first appeared in Interview and
later became a rock star reigning over

San Francisco's nightlife.

Turning off Market Street, the Chrysler

cruises down Castro, a neighborhood

of gay bars, Irish widows, and, if you're a

believer, vampires. "One of those over

there. Yes, there," Rice exclaims, pointing
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out the limousine window. I lean over for

a better view. Any o( the gay bars could

be Lestafs vampire bar But she's singling

out Badlands, with its rain bow-painted

cornice, on Eighteenth Street just off

Castro.

"Vampires transcend gender," says

Rice, who once described herself as a

gay man writing in a woman's body.

"So where else would a vampire go but

to The Castro?"

Outside Badlands is a cluster of

men—half of them preppy, the other

half punk—who seem unaware they may
be entering a legendary meeting place.

Inside, the patrons play pool, drink,

smoke, murmur over the din of disco

music. But in the back, behind the

cigarette machine and concealed by a

velvet curtain, could be the secret

door known only to those whose faces

are never reflected in a mirror, those

creatures of the night whom society-fears

with its preconceived notions—a door

for the undead.

Thinking I've been privy to a great

revelation, I'm disappointed when Rice

dispels my notion that Badlands is

Lestat's vampire bar. The meeting place,

she acknowledges, is really a compos-

ite of several gay bars.

Farther down the street, the car stops

and Rice looks around her city of color-

ful, antiestablishment characters, the

city of the vampire, where she has lived

for 27 years with poet-husband Stan.

But right now she is tired. Hungry. It's

time to feed. And quick as a bat, she

alights from the car and darts into

the welcoming darkness of Luisa's, a
small Italian restaurant just down the

street from her home. Inquisitive stares

follow her to our table in the rear. Who—
or perhaps what—they wonder, is she?

"I'm pretty much of a recluse," she

says as the waiter seats us. "I don't go

out much into the world."

Based solely on her published work, I

expected to meet a sadomasochistic

Elvira. She's not.

No, she is not a witch. No, she's not

lesbian
—

"although I've mentally explored

the idea." Her best triend may be John

Preston, author of gay S&M novels,

but, no, she's not a dominatrix. She was
once a Catholic but now says she

believes in neither organized religion

nor God. The woman across the

table from me is more like Auntie Mame.
Rice, I discover, is a paradox. The

author who has, arguably, spilled more
literary blood than any other writer

tells me she believes in the"sanctity of

human life." The woman who frequently

puts her female characters in chains

directs her own personal anger toward

the "hatred of women."
Turning to the waiter who's come for

our order, she requests pasta with

cream sauce and a glass of mineral

water. No blood, not tomato sauce or

even red wine.
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I decide on an entree of spaghetti

with pesto sauce.

"Garlic bread?" the waiter asks.

Rice looks up at him quizzically.

"Yes," I respond, perhaps too quickly.

"Lots." Is my nervousness showing?

My hand fingering my tightly buttoned

shirt collar,
I
think, Maybe I should

have worn a gold cross around my neck.

Better to be safe than sorry.

"It puzzles me that there is such a

gap between the critics' perception of

my books and my readers' response to

them," Rice says when the waiter

leaves. "If someone from another planet

were researching what humans read

and only looked at the reviews, he

couldn't possibly tigure out why anybody

reads my novels. He'd get a better

idea if he just asked the readers."

And why does she write?

"Obsession," she says, and her latest

is UFO abductions. "1 read everything I

can on UFOs. I watch everything I can on

'•Quick

as a bat, she alights from the

car and darts into the

welcoming darkness of a small

Italian restaurant.

Inquisitive stares follow her to

our table. Who—or

what—they wonder, is she?^

TV. There is definitely something going

on and, whatever it is, it needs further

investigation. All 1 know is that these

people say they've been abducted and
they don't seem to be lying. They truly

believe it. It's incredible—afraid to be in

the dark, thinking they were carried

off in a flying saucer. There are women
all over the country who say they have

lost their babies to aliens. This is a

symptom of something. And even if it's

some sort of mass hallucination, it's

an absolutely fascinating one.

"It all intrigues me mightily," she says,

never having seen a UFO but believing

in the "logical existence" of extraterrestrial

civilizations. "I was afraid to go to the

bathroom alone for weeks after reading

Budd Hopkins's Intruders. I was
convinced I was going to look up and

see one of those four-footed men coming

in after me."

It seems, then, that UFOs might be a

subject for a future Rice novel. She
ponders the possibility. "Yes," she says

finally, her after-dinner coffee forgotten. "It

just might be."

The-toll of midnight is fast approaching

when the chauffeur returns and Rice

prepares to leave. As she grants me her

autograph, she invites me to New
Orleans, where she will soon be living in

the same neighborhood she was born

in. If she's a vampire, I think, she's a

gracious, Southern one. ,

I broach one last question: Is Anne
Rice afraid of anything?

"Yes," she answers, stepping into the

limo. "The dark."

Several months later 1 stumble across

a garage sale outside a trim, three-

story San Francisco Victorian town house

at Seventeenth and Noe streets.

Bargain hunters vie for a copper pot, a

recording by the Doors, a dollhouse that

reminds me of the toy dwelling in Inter-

view with the Vampire.

Browsing through the hundreds of

books, their subjects ranging from sex

and the occult to philosophy and

mythology, I find many of them inscribed

'Anne O'Brien Rice and Stan Rice,"

followed by the dates they were read.

And many ot the strangers milling around

the front lawn don't know that this is

the house vampires built.

When Rice comes out to greet me,

she acknowledges that the garage sale

will benefit Synergy, the private school

her eleven-year-old son, Christopher, will

no longer be attending. Nearby, eating

a turkey sandwich, Christopher oversees

the proceedings.

I admire a Ouija board I've just picked

up and ask if she's ever used it.

"No, we got it for Christopher. I'm

scared to death of it." She autographs

the back of the box: beware, this board
MAY CONJURE UP ASTRAL TRAMPS.

"I have the greatest respect for such

things, but I've never had any sort of

paranormal experience," she says.

"I just don't get the vibes. Our house in

New Orleans is supposed to have a

ghost named Pamela. And coincidental I y,

there's a ghost in The Witching Hour

[her next novel], but I. had planned that

before we bought the house."

Yes, she believes in ghosts and in

communicating with them, "But I don't

want to see Pamela," she says. "I'll

let her do what she wants, and, hopefully,

she'll let me do what I want."

"And what's that?" I ask, visions of

bats and blood dancing in my head.

'All I want to do is smell the magnolias,

listen to the cicadas, and write my
books," she says. "I love San Francisco,

but I'm less afraid of dying when I'm

in New Orleans."

Would she, if offered, accept the

vampire's "Dark Gift": immortal life played

out between sunset and sunrise but

lacking the freedom mere mortals take

for granted?

"Oh, yes," she exclaims with super-

natural speed. "Wouldn't you? I'd cry a
lot, but I couldn't turn it down. I'd

have to take life over death."DO
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BIG BYTES IN NASA'S BUDGET

ARTIFICIAL
IfUTELLIGERJCE
By Robert Fleming

The major dilemma facing NASA
in the next five years is ihe

impending retirement of its key

veterans—seasoned flight controllers,

skilled engineers, and top managers. The

statistics are staggering: 45 percent ot

the agency's 2,500 most experienced

senior and midlevel managers are

at retirement age. That number is

expected to leap to 70 percent in two

years. And according to William Death-

erage, an aerospace analyst for Dean

Witter, budget cuts during the last

decade have hurt NASA by forcing many

top people to seek more lucrative jobs

in the private sector.

"The chickens have come home to

roost," says Joanne Gabrynowicz,

an associate professor of space law

and policy in the space studies depart-

ment at the University of North Dakota.

The current staffing problems are a

result of cutbacks that began during the

Nixon administration. Despite the

Apollo.successes, which gave America

the historic moon landings, Gabryno-

wicz says, "For many reasons, including

the cost of the Vietnam war, Nixon was
no friend of the space program. He
ordered the reduction of staff, budget-

cutbacks, and a general freeze on

hiring. The agency was greatly scaled

back and almos: dismaniiecl." Prestigious

projects such as a manned Mars

mission and a space station were put

on the back burner; blueprints for the

space shuttle were reduced in scope.

According to Gabrynowicz, there is

a dearth of engineers in the thirty-five to

fifty age bracket because few new
hirees came online during those years.

The wave of budget crunches contin-

ued through the Ford. Carter, and

Reagan administrations. NASAs budget,

which hit $16.2 billion during the Sixties,

dropped to $6.3 billion in 1986. It is

now inching toward the $10 billion mark.

Appearing before the Senate

Commerce Subcommittee on Science,

Technology, and Space, retired NASA
administrator James C. Fletcher recently

warned senators of the "potentially

Booted: NASA's masterminds shouldn't worry about i
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disastrous situation" awaiting NASA if

the budget is not increased to hire

and train new personnel. According to

Fletcher, the best solution to the growing

experience gap is to replace some
flight controller:-; and :ngireers with smart

computers capable of handling reams

of data, troubleshooting potential crises,

and intervening if a problem arises.

The. arrival of supercomputers at NASA
will change the way the agency
operates. In the future fewer humans will

roam around the control rooms at

Kennedy Space Center, monitoring

shuttle launches or running missions to

distant planets, At Johnson Space
Center in Houston, one goal is to reduce

the number of flight controllers from 15

to 5. In order to accomplish this, the ma-

chines are programmed with Ihe aciual

experience and know-how of the Apollo-

era flight controllers. These people are

interviewed, and their expertise is stored

in the machines' knowledge base.

Most of the engineers and scientists

welcome the new machines, which allow

freshman engineers to become inde-

pendent very quickly, relying less and

less on the veterans for advice. Even so,

the new systems are not easy to learn.

According to Martin Lougheed, a senior

NASA engineer who managed the agen-

cy's expert systems project al Kennedy
for three years, learning time for new
engineers trying to absorb the expert

systems is six months. For a flight

controller, it takes two years to master

interpretation of the numerical data

relayed back from a shuttle in flight.

One expert system, AT-EASE
(Automatic Test Expert Aiding System

Environment), helps new engineers

verify the accuracy of the computer

components in the shuttle firing room.

There AT-EASE displays its flexibility,

offering deep analytical memory and
greater speed than older artificial Intelli-

gence programs. 'AT-EASE is like an

online expert, since it guides the new
guys through the process with tried-and-

true methods," says Lougheed.

Some intelligent programs are already



OUT OF AFRICA

EXPLDRATIDrUS
By M. J. Wilcove

^^\ dventurer and lilmmaker Dou-

M^^^ chan Gersi faced a dilemma

# » in the early Seventies. With

the opportunity to go to Borneo, he

would "explore a region still unmapped,
meet headhunters and live among
them," he wrote in his 1987 autobiography,

Explorer (Jeremy Tarcher). "All that

would fulfill my dream."

There was one hitch: Now caring for

an infant daughter, his wife no longer

wanted to globe-hop with him as she had

in the past. "If I stay I will witness

[Maroussia] growing up, I will save my
marriage and have more babies like her.

No more Borneo! That's it. I have made
my choice!" But the result of that decision,

Gersi immediately realized, might be
different from what he hoped. "I am only

27 years old," he continued in Explorer.

"How long will I be able to carry around

my regrets without poisoning the lives

of those for whom i give up my dreams?
Regardless of the consequences, I

will go to Borneo. They will hate me today.

But tomorrow I
will light them up with

my happiness,"

Belgium, i9BB. Maroussia Gersi now lives

with her mother and her banker

stepfather and their four children in a

large, suburban Brussels home. She

excels at sports, loves animals, and
spends hours on the phone. Maintain-

ing high grades in science and Latin,

the gregarious teenager wants to

go on to college and study for a career

in business,

Some children may fantasize about

glamorous, heroic parents who will

one day whisk them away to a more
exciting life. But for fifteen-year-old

Maroussia, such an offstage father is a

reality. Indeed, Maroussia was conceived

during an expedition through Morocco.

She spent her infancy nestled in a wicker

basket dangling from her father's arm
as he traipsed around the globe showing

his documentary films of Borneo's

headhunting tribes. And at the age of

five she traveled alone to visit her father

in the United States and asked him

—

as any idol-struck child might do

—

to take her with him on an expedition.

Still, Maroussia was "a little surprised"

when her father called from his Los

Angeles home and told her he was
coming to take her, ostensibly as his

cinematography assistant, on what
figured to be his most unusual expedition.

They would join professional hunter

and guide Jim Kosi and American

cryptozoologist Roy Mackai, a retired

University of Chicago biology professor,

in central Namibia, Africa. The foursome

would search for a winged serpent

that may be a pterodactyl, a contempo-

rary of the dinosaurs long pronounced

extinct, Local residents have reported

sighting the creature, said to be the size

of a Cessna plane, soaring over the

Namibian savannah and roosting on the

kopjes (the rock formations that dot

the subtropical grassland).

"I told Mama and she jumped on the

telephone and started to scream at

Dad," reads Maroussia's diary entry of

July 12, 1988. "It's too dangerous,

she said. Dad asked her, what is the

best memory of your life right now?

Mama said, the trip you and I took in the

Sahara when we were 18. And Dad
said, are you ready to deprive our

daughter of such an experience? Finally,

Mama took me aside and said, okay,

what do you think? Of course, I said, I

want to go."

The following translated excerpts

from her diary tracking the Namibia trek

are augmented by her comments in

later conversations. It's an account of a

girl confronting death and emerging

four weeks later with an altered aware-

ness of the value of life.

august 5. It's the end of winter here. It's

very hot during the day; very cold

during the night. What is exciting is that

the country is just savannah and there

are so many animals. It's like going on a

safari. There are other hunters at the

farm where we will be staying [outside

the city of Windhoek]. And we saw
kudu, antelope, oryx, and many rabbits.

august e. Awakening at six o'clock,

we went to explore a kopje. We discov-

ered a narrow, deep cave and inside

I saw the remains of a young zebra. Dad
COSTI vlJED OM PAGE 154



DNE VOYAGE

BDDV
By Jeff

J^^t a meeting on AIDS last June,

#i^^k Johns Hopkins University

m \ researchers announced that

they had successfully removed all

traces of the HIV virus from an AIDS
patient's system by giving him a bone
marrow transplant (BMT). Earlier

attempts to treat AIDS this way had
failed because the virus quickly infected

patients' new marrow cells. This time

oncologist Rein Saral's team adminis-

tered megadoses of the antiviral drug

AZT before and after the transplant,

removing all traces of the virus. Thirty

days after the surgery the patient's

AIDS test came back negative.

Although the man subsequently died

from a preexisting cancer, Saral finds

the preliminary results encouraging.

While reluctant to call the AZT-transplant

combination a potential cure for AIDS,

he plans to test it further next year.

AIDS is only one of a wide range of

illnesses doctors may someday treat with

bone marrow transplants. According

to the U.S. Office of Technology Assess-

ment, the transplants could help

conquer 34 diseases, including blood

disorders like sickle-cell anemia and
thalassemia. Until recently the procedure

remained a last resort for patients

suffering from leukemia and radiation

exposure. BMT surgeons are combining

more sophisticated marrow-matching

techniques with new ways of reducing the

transplants' frequent side effects to

fight a wide range of diseases that disrupt

the immune system. In 1988 they

performed 4,000 BMTs with good results,

and by the year 2000 they hope to

double the number done annually.

Before doctors can recommend BMTs
as routine therapy, however, they need

to perfect techniques to offset the

procedure's common complications.

They also need to ensure close genetic

matches between donor and recipient

—

a formidable task, given the subtleties

of marrow typing and the current scarcity

of donor tissue. (Unless a transplant

patient is lucky enough to have an

identical twin to serve as donor, the odds
of a perfect match are around 6 billion
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to one.) Bone marrow lypes are far

more unique than organs like hearts or

kidneys. Marrow plays an intricate

role in regulating our immune system

and producing fresh supplies of oxygen-

bearing red bipod ceils and disease-

fighting white blood cells.

The vitality of transplanted marrow

often complicates the patients' recovery

from the procedure: Because the blood

cells responsible for tissue rejection

originate in the bone marrow, a less-than-

perfect match can result in the trans-

planted marrow rejecting the patient's

other organs. A potentially lethal

syndrome called graft-versus-host

disease (GVHD) results. It is character-

ized by vulnerability to many infections.

Although new tissue typing techniques

allow BMT surgeons to match their

patients' marrow more precisely than

ever before, about 50 percent of those

patients still develop some signs of

GVHD. The severity of the syndrome is

closely linked to the quality of the match.

In many cases doctors can now
prevent GVHD by using T cell depletion,

Marrow transplants may yield many

a technique developed by Israeli biologist

Yair Reisner, In 1982 Reisner's

colleagues discovered that the primary

cause of GVHD was "killer" T cells in

donor marrow—cells that perceive cells

in a recipient's liver and intestines as

foreign and thus attack them; Over the

next few years Reisner experimented

with different methods of removing

T cells from donor marrow and found
that lectin from soybeans combines with

sugars on T cells. Once that's achieved,

the T cells can be easily separated

from other marrow cells in a centrifuge.

"Using T cell depletion," says Richard

O'Reilly, chief of pediatric surgery at

Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center,

"we have a very good batting average

against GVHD."
O'Reilly's arsenal of weapons against

GVHD also includes monoclonal

antibodies—antibody proteins designed

to bind exclusively to a single type of

molecule. In this case the antibodies are

equipped with tiny warheads of a

poison called ricin and engineered to

recognize and destroy only T cells.

By injecting patients with these micro-

scopic ballistic missiles, O'Reilly purges

their blood of any remaining T cells,

effectively halting GVHD in its tracks.

Still another way of offsetting the

effects of GVHD comes from Sloan-

Kettering researchers. They have

harnessed blood cell growth factors like

interleukin 1 and identified one factor,

granulocyte colony stimulating factor,

which triggers the manufacture and
maturation of blood cells in the bone
marrow. Malcolm Moore, head of the

hospital's growth factors research effort,

believes he can use growth factors to

rebuild patients' blood streams and
immune systems after BMTs. "In early

fetal development these factors come in

at different times to cause the step-

by-step development of the various types

of blood cells," he explains. "If we can

duplicate that sequence, we can accel-

erate the same process after bone
marrow transplants."

Several advances lhat may ultimately

transform bone marrow transplantation



ADVERTISEMENT

"What does not change" wrote poet Charles Olson, "is

the will to change" Those taut lines could well

serve as a motto for the stunning advancements in

technology, medicine, and exploration that

have characterized the past 100 years. Now, you can

gaze into the future by filling out....

Below are a series of statements that predict future

developments. Do you think these changes wiil

take place before 2050? If you believe they will, check

yes. If you don't think these changes will take

place before 2050, check no. There are no right or

wrong responses - it's your opinion that counts.

MEDICAL
1. Computer microchips will replace damaged sections

of the brain.

2. Scientists will discover a cure for cancer.

3. The average human life span will be 100 years.

'

4. Genetic engineering will enhance and magnify
human abilities, creating a superhuman.

5. All surgery using knives will be replaced by non-
invasive, "bloodless" laser surgery.

6. All genetic disorders will be corrected in vitro.

7. Male pregnancy will exist—men will carry a fetus

full term.

8. Organ and tissue cloning will replace donor
transplants.

EXPLORATIONS
9. A manned mission will land on Mars.

10. Humans will travel to Alpha Centauri, our nearest
star neighbor, 2.5 light years away.

11. Altantis will be discovered.

12. Permanent observation satellites will be orbiting

each planet in the solar system.

13. We will establish contact with an intelligent alien

lifeform.

I journey to and explore the center of

LIFESTYLES AND SOCIETY
21

.

Acoustical musical instruments will be superseded
by computerized music.

22. A woman will be president of the United States.

23. The moon will become a major vacation resort.

24. The church of Techno Worship will depose
traditional religion.

25. Food will be replaced by hunger-sating, time-

released nutrition implants.

26. 3-Dimensional holographic movies will allow you to

enter the picture.

27. Mind excursions, dream-like fantasies stimulated

by brain-computer hook-ups, will be used as mini-

vacations.

ENERGY
28. Resource scarcity will make oil and coal more
valuable than gold.

29. Lightning bolts will be captured and stored,

becoming a major source of electricity for the Earth.

30. Mining operations will be established on other

planets.

31

.

Fusion plants will be powered by nuclear waste.

MISCELLANEOUS
32. Faster-than-light particles will be discovered,

bursting our conventional views of the universe and
of time.

33. Every plant and animal species on Earth will be
identified and cataloged.

14. Humans w
the Earth.

TECHNOLOGY
15. Small, easy-to-use aircraft will replace automobiles

as personal and family transportation vehicles.

16. Scientists will find a way to control and direct

weather systems.

17. Voice-activated computers will talk with, listen to,

and advise human beings on psychological problems.

18. Technology, land use, and architecture will combine
to make Earth a second Ede,n.

19. Perfect living environments will be created inside

protective bubbles.

20. Electricity will power automobiles.

Simply fill in "yes" or "no" in the space which
I corresponds to the questions in the OMNI Delphic Poll: I

!
1) 2) 3)

6). 7) _ 8)

I 11) 12) 13)

| 16) 17) 18)

l 21) 22) . 23)

I

26} . 27) 28)

31) 32). 33)

4) 5)

9) 10)

14) 15) I

19) 20) |

24) . 25) l

29) 30) ,

|
HITV RTATF 7IP |

1 MAIL YOUR ENTRY TO:

THE OMNI DELPHIC POLL
BOX 639, GIBBSTOWN, NJ 08027



EI, PHONE TORONTO

By Robert Brody

^^ n antique dealer acquires a

^™^fc unique chess set, its pieces

m m consisting of figures based on

The Lord of the Rings. The only

problem: He has never read the Tolkien

fantasy and can't identify the characters

for prospective buyers.

A high-school student turns in a

suspiciously familiar sounding science-

fiction story. His teacher needs to learn

whether the lale has been plagiarized.

The place to call for even the most

obscure science-fiction information: the

Spaced Out Library, or SOL. Toronto

residents and visitors, of course, can

always wander into the Toronto Public

Library building and check out the

science-fiction collection themselves.

A continually growing service, SOL
offers approximately 2,000 novels and

short-story anthologies, as well as

records, newspaper clippings, artwork,

and both current and out-of-print

periodicals. There are aiso nonfiction

books on such subjects as space
exploration, extrasensory perception,

and UFOs. Particular attention is given to

fanzines, the amateur periodicals

published by science-fiction fans, and

to special editions of books produced by

small publishing houses. And SOL's

Jules Verne Collection consists of more

than 250 copies of the French author's

works, in English and French, together

with comic books, games, and other

Verne memorabilia.

With tens of thousands of items in its

archives, SOL is the most extensive

public science-fiction (SF) library in North

America and the third largest on the

planet. Admittedly, the J. Lloyd Eaton

Collection in Riverside, California, and the

Dallas Public Library Science Fiction

and Fantasy Collection cover more

ground. And UCLA, MIT, Ohio's Bowling

Green State University, England's

Science Fiction Research Foundation,

and Scotland's House of Elsewhen

also harbor notable collections. But while

only scholars generally have access

to such valuable research materials, SOL
encourages everyone to ply its facility,

even making some 6,500 books available

for circulation. "SOL's purpose is to

When and where was Asimov's first short story published? The m
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stimulate scholarly as well as public

interest in SF" says collection head Lorna

Toolis, bespectacled in pink-tinted,

beveled glasses. 'And it's illogical for a

research collection to ignore material

simply because it's in another format."

Indeed, SOL is already "expanding

its audiovisual materials" with audiotapes

of interviews with science-fiction

authors and future-oriented scientists.

The library also offers half-hour science-

fiction classes for eighth to twelfth

graders. And a Futures Forum presents

panel discussions and readings by

local science-fiction writers. "Another

level of service—movie videos—may
also become available," Toolis adds.

With flyers and other notices from

Hungarian, Polish and other SF societies,

SOL's bulletin boards attest to how
much the library's reputation has spread

among the globe's science-fiction fans.

Seeking material for their own scholarly

works, researchers even fly in from

other countries.

SOL dates to 1970, when Canadian

SF author Judith Merrill, running out

of room in her own home, donated some
5,000 books to the Toronto Public

Library. 'At the time, SF was becoming

both commercial and respectable,

and more scholars were developing an

interest in it," Merrill says. "My books
were climbing the walls, and I had
thought of selling them, but I knew I'd

never get their full value."

During the next few years SOL
operated out of an old house— until the

late Seventies, when a Toronto housing

inspector warned that the structure

would soon collapse from all the weight.

Now the collection's current location is

splitting at the seams. Boxes of books are

stacked six feet high in a storage room

and spill out into the hallway.

Within two years, however, the library

will move into new and larger quarters.

Then Toolis hopes to fulfill a long-standing

desire: environmentally controlled

rooms to protect the often-fragile pages.

"Ideally, I'd like an industrial size

freezer," Toolis says. "But not to worry:

Science fiction never gets stale."DQ
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MORAL PROPAGANDA

In
the mid-Eighties Scotland tried a novel approach to curb

a sudden explosion of heroin use in the region. The experi-

ment did nothing to lessen drug abuse but fueled the spread
of AIDS, teaching a lesson that the United Stales continues

to ignore at a horrendous cost in life. Fearing thai easy access
to injecting equipment might be exacerbating the drug prob-

lem, the city of Edinburgh banned pharmacies from selling sy-

ringes to anyone who walked in off the streets, as was then the

custom. The addicts in Edinburgh didn't stop injecting heroin;

they just started sharing needles. The rale of AIDS infection

among them soared to 60 percent. Forty-five miles away in

Glasgow, where the ban was never put into effect, only about

12 percent of IV drug users became infected with the virus.

As this tale ol two cities spread round the globe, Australia

and half a dozen European nations took steps to increase the

availability of slerile syringes to addicts. But the United States,

with a staggering incidence of AIDS by comparison, continues

to drag its leet as inner-city areas along its main drug corridor

from Boston to Miami are being decimated by the virus. Al-

though the exact rate of infection in IV drug addicts is not known,
anonymous testing of newborns gives an alarming picture of

just how far the virus has spread within this community. In the

most hard-hit area. New York City's South Bronx, approximately

1 in every 40 newborns tests positive for antibodies to the AIDS
virus. In Newark, New Jersey, 1 in 63 babies is antibody posi-

tive. In Boston and Palm Beach County, Florida, home of the

large Belle Glade ghetto, it's roughly t in every 86 babies.

Why, in the face of so much human suffering and death, is

the United States still reluctant to protect addicts—not to men-
tion the wider heterosexual population—through the distribu-

tion of sterile needles? Opposition comes from diverse groups,

ranging from minority leaders to top-ranking officials in the Bush
administration. But all are inclined to see AIDS as a secondary
issue in relation to the broader drug problem. Under no circum-

stances, say these moral high grounders, should the nation

adopt measures that might be construed as promoting drug
use—without any effort to research whether needle-exchange
sites do in fact increase drug abuse. Hence even pilot studies

to test the approach may get nixed, as happened last year in

Boston, or may be forced to operate under rules more restric-

tive than the most exclusive country clubs—a prime example
being the embattled, year-old program in Manhattan. So lar il

has attracted only 200 of the city's 200,000 IV drug addicts

because it demands, among other things, that enrollees submit

to a blood test forAIDS and carry a photographed identification

card on them at all times.

In fact, despite all the preaching lo the contrary, the prepon-

derance of data from a wide range of cultures shows that needle

exchanges eilher have no impact on drug abuse or actually

change it for the better. In Amsterdam, for example, the number
of new recruits to IV drug use has decreased every year since

the needle-exchange program was introduced in 1984. Critics,

however, argue that such findings may not hold up in the United

States, despite the beneficial results that have been docu-

mented at Tacoma's needle-exchange site, which is highly ac-

cessible to addicts. Since it began lasl year, enrollment in the

city's methadone clinics has increased by 30 percent.

Far from worsening the drug crisis, as critics of needle ex-

changes widely fear, these programs are helping to get addicls

off drugs and to prevent new initiates from starting. How can
needle-exchange programs have this paradoxical effect? It's

a classic case of the carrot succeeding where the whip has
failed. The needles basically serve as bait to draw addicts to

the attention of health professionals. This is no small feat given

that addicts are part of an underground community beyond the

reach of institutions thai might be able to help them. Over time,

participants develop trust in their counselors and often agree
to drug rehabilitation. "When they have someone in their court

for the first time," says Chuck Eaton, project coordinator of the

New York study, "they are much more responsive to making
positive changes in their life than anyone guessed."

In condemning needle-exchange programs as a matter of

principle, critics are, in fact, exhibiting nothing more than prej-

udice. Their moral posturing is downrighl immoral, for it unne-

cessarily dooms millions, including innocent babies, to early

graves. The nation's inner cities need highly accessible needle
exchanges now, before there are no surviving addicts to reha-

bilitate. As Dave Purchase, who pioneered Tacoma's needle
exchange, puts it, "You can get over being stupid. But you can't

get over being dead!—KATHLEEN McAULIFFE
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In search ol seafood: When tiaps go astray, lobsters suffer a stow death. Melt-away slats that open the

door for the tasty crustaceans may dissolve the problem.

TRAPDOORS FOR
LOBSTERS

American lobster fishermen

lay down millions of traps

every year—some 2 million

in New England alone. The
irouble is that at least 250,000

of these traps, called pots,

get lost on the ocean floor,

meaning that any lobsters

trapped inside will eventually

die of starvation. Now a
scientist at Stevens Institute

of Technology in Castle Point

on Hudson, New Jersey,

has developed a solution;

pots with plastic slats that
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degrade in seawater.

Kenneth Gonsalves has
developed four experimental

variations on the common
plastics polyethylene and
polypropylene. When he

combined these plastics with

cobalt, aluminum stearate,

starch, and a fatty acid,

he got a material that will

break down in seawater over

a period of no less than

three months. Once the plas-

tic slats break down,"Gon-

salves s.ays. trapped lobsters

can simply scuttle through

the openings to
"

Large lobsters c

cool waters for several

months without feeding.

The lobsier fishing industry

has shown considerable

interest in Ihe new pols as a

means of lobster conserva-

tion. "While juvenile lobsters

die in traps," Gonsalves

explains, "it cuts down the

harvest for the future.

The more lobsters saved, the

more that are available to

breed."—Bill Lawren

"Leisure tends to corrupt,

and absolute leisure corrupts

absolutely."

—EdgarA Shoaff

PEDIATRICIAN
ON A DISK

The latest entry in the

computerized medicine field

is a software package that

can help parents diagnose

ailments in children under

fifteen when they can't reach

the family pediatrician.

Lundin Laboratories, Inc.

in Southfield, Michigan,

says its $99 FamilyCare pro-

gram, designed for IBM
PCs but also compatible with

Apple Macintosh systems,

deals with 650 different

symptoms and can handle

up to 1,500 medical ques-

tions. The program walks

users through everything from

eye and ear problems to

broken limbs and chest pains.

Designed by a team of

computer scientists and three

Wayne State University

pediatricians, FamilyCare is

an appropriately cautious

program. If in doubt, the

software directs you to a
doctor. While it is not intended

to be a complete diagnostic

tool, it could help parents

decide whether a particular

problem requires a trip to

Ihe emergency room or can
be handled safely at home.

"It will tell you," says Lun-

din's Wendy Sahutske, "if

something is seriously wrong,"

such as a cut that won't

stop bleeding. "If will flash a

message: emergency! get

MEDICAL HELP NOW!"

Sahutske says the Michi-

gan company is also devel-

oping an infant care program

aimed at parents of new-

borns and specializing in

such things as diaper rash,

umbilical cord problems, and
even incessant crying.

—George Nobbe



NITRO-BUSTING BUGS

The most advanced tech-

nology for cleaning up soil

contaminated with explosives

is, ironically, the dump truck.

Tainted earth is hauled off,

then burned or buried. But

according to researchers at

the Los Alamos National

Laboratory, explosives that

have leached Into the ground
at munitions plants and
other sites may one day be
rendered harmless by bacte-

ria. Recently discovered

microscopic bugs can me-
tabolize the explosive stuff

into harmless by-products

within six months.

Los Alamos biochemisl Pat

Unkefer collected bacteria

from several sites contami-

nated with explosives and
tested the microbes' ability to

chow down on compounds
like trinitrotoluene (TNT)

and nitroglycerin. The results?

"Nitroglycerin can be readily

broken down by microor-

ganisms into water, carbon
dioxide, and nitrates," says
Unkefer. "We are studying

other cultures to see if we

Dumping the old truck: Soon !o

be usurped by bugs?

have bacteria lhat can me-
tabolize TNT."

Unkefer points outthat

microorganisms used to

clean up explosives-tainted

areas will have to adapt

to a variety of weather and
soil conditions. "But we
are not going to use genetic

engineering," Unkefer insists.

"Soil bacteria are so adapt-

able you can grow them
within the conditions you want
until they adapt."

If large-scale cleanups

with bacteria work, they

promise to be much simpler

and cheaper than current

cleanup efforts. "For every

dollar spent on this method,"

Unkefer says, "it takes be-

tween ten and a hundred

dollars to do the job with

dump trucks."

—Sherry Baker

"A fishing rod is a stick with a

hook at one end and a fool

at the other."—Samuel Johnson

"Good behavior is the last

refuge of mediocrity."—Henry S. Haskins

BEER BOTTLES WITH
GILLS

Next time you grab an ice-

cold bottle of beer, find out

how long it's been sitting

on the shelf. Bottled beer is

not airtight and begins to

lose its crisp flavor after 90
days. Now help is on the

way: A California company
wants to put "gills" in beer

bottle caps. .

The Aquanautics Corpora-
tion spent several years

working on an artificial gill

that could extract oxygen
from water, hoping to develop

an underwater life-support

system. It sought a fluid

that could bind with oxygen
and then release it, the

way human blood Functions.

"We developed more
than two hundred and fifty

compounds to do this," says

Aquanautics vice-president

Steven Carnevale. But the

company saw a greater

potential in applying this

technique to packaging oxy-

gen-sensitive foods.

Enter ZapatA Industries of

New York, one of the world's

biggest beer bottle cap
manufacturers. ZapatA and

Aquanautics will spend $2.5

million in an effort to develop
a bottle cap that will absorb

oxygen, retard spoilage, and
preserve carbonation.

The two companies hope
to put just enough of their

compound inside the bottle

cap to do the job. "Beer

drinkers won't even notice it's

there," says Carnevale. The
caps will need FDA approval

and could take two years

to reach the nation's brewers.

You can then be sure that

your brew will be as fresh as

the day it was bottled.

—George Nobbe
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Where has all the Martian atmosphere gone? According to one theory, the red planet's air may have

been stolen by rocks with a taste for carbon dioxide.

MARTIAN ROCK SCENE

Four billion years ago,

Mars had a carbon dioxide

almosphere up to 20 times

thickerthan Earth's. At least

that's what many researchers

believe. Today that ancient

atmosphere is trapped in the

red planet's soil.

This is one scenario to

explain the recent discovery

of the mineral scapolite on

Mars. Scientists at the Uni-

versity of Arizona estimate

that it accounts for 10 to

20 percent by weight of the

soil on the Martian surface.

Scapolite constitutes about

one tenth of the earth's

crust. Certain compositions

of this mineral incorporate

carbon dioxide in their struc-

ture. If Mars once had a
thicker carbon dioxide at-

mosphere (its

very thin), it':

the gas was locked up during

the mineraJ's formation, says

Robert B. Singer, associate
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professor and director of the

university's Planetary Image
Research Laboratory. On
Earth, carbon dioxide is

locked into coral reefs, algae,

and seawater; the gas is

then released into the almos-

phere via volcanic eruptions

and other geological proc-

esses. Because Mars is

a relatively stable planet,

however (lacking movements
such as plate tectonics),

the carbon dioxide wouldn't

get recycled, says Singer:-

The abundance of scapo-
lite present on Mars varies—
from less than 10 percent

to as much as 30 percent of

the Martian surface, depend-
ing on the region.

—Devera Pine

"Many studies have

discovered a close link

between prejudice and
'patriotism.' . . . Extreme

bigots are almost always

super-patriots."

—Gordon W. Ailport

EVILS OF PRESCHOOL

Some parents throw their

toddlers into preschool

programs so their children

will learn to socialize with

others as quickly as possible.

But according to one psy-

chologist, this approach

could backfire.

Lawrence Harper, profes-

sor of human development

at the University of California,

Davis, found that young
children who weren't com-
fortable with adults did poorly

in school. During his len

year study of preschoolers,

he watched how kids

played—who was more kid

oriented, who preferred

adults—and then tracked

their school careers. By the

time they reached third grade,

children who had preferred

to spend more time with

adults had better academic
records. Students who were
kid oriented scored lower

on state achievement tests.

teachers, Harper says.

For this reason preschool

programs that are too child-

centered might not be good
for certain disadvantaged

kids, including those whose
parents work full-time.

"Latchkey kids need to get in

the habit of looking to adults

for direction more than they

need social skills," says

Harper. If the end product is

well-educated people, he

says, maybe we should

concentrate more on getting

kids to pay attention to those

teaching them rather than

to those hanging out with

them.—Henry Wouk

"If you want a picture ot the

future, imagine a boot stomp-

ing on a human face-
forever."

—George Orwell

"To die for an idea is to set a

rather high price on

conjecture."
—Anatole France



ULTRASOUND SUSHI

Aficionados of sushi occa-
sionally hear unappetizing

slories of gruesome little

worms in their raw fish. But if

a team of scientists from

the United States, Britain, and
Iceland has anything to say
about it, these sushi scares

may someday become a
thing of the past, thanks to the

wonders of ultrasound.

The normal method of

inspecting raw fish, which
usually takes place during the

filleting process, is to lay

the fillets out on a translucent

table with a light shining

from underneath and simply

eyeball the fish lor worms.
But, says Cornell University

food scientist Sayed Rizvi,

this visual inspection will

miss any larvae embedded
more than one fifth of an inch

deep, meaning that as many
as 25 percent of the worms
may escape detection. When
Rizvi and his colleagues

scanned a sample of cod
fillets with ultrasound (which

doesn't damage or otherwise

affect the fish) they found

every single larva, including

some buried nearly an inch

and a half in the meat.

Rizvi says that it will be
severai years before ultra-

sound inspection can move
out of the laboratory and
into large-scale commercial
operation, ultrasound equip-

ment being very expen-

sive—ranging from $12,000
to $250,000. But he can
foresee a day when ultra-

sound scanners will routinely

check fish for worms in

fisheries, restaurants, and
yes, even sushi bars. "Unless

more economical technology

comes along," Rizvi says,

"sooner or later they'll proba-
bly go for it."— Bill Lawren

"Wo witchcraft, no enemy
action had silenced the

rebirth of new life in this

stricken world. The people
had done it themselves."—Rachel Carson

"Nature uses as little as

possible of anything."—Johannes Kepler

GAS ATTACK FOR
GALLSTONES

The newest treatment for

gallstones is an additive

used in gasoline to enhance
octane. A doctor at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester,

Minnesota, has successfully

used methyl tert-butyl ether

to dissolve gallstones. The
additive was injected by a
long needle into the abdo-
men, through the liver, and
straight into the gallbladders

of 75 patients. (The gallblad-

der is an expendable storage

sac for digestive juices.)

In 72 cases the stones dis-

solved in 24 hours. The pa-
tients went home in one
to three days and spent about
a week recuperating. Sur-

gery, by comparison, requires

a week in the hospital and
six weeks of recuperation.

The methyl tert-butyl ether,

which is harmless, works
by attacking cholesterol,

which accounts for about 80

Gathering stones: tilt 'er up
with high octene.

percent of gallstones. The
chemical treatment does not

dissolve calcium gallstones,

which account for the re-

maining 20 percent.

The new treatment, which
is awaiting FDA approval,

was developed by the clinic's

Johnson L. Thistle. He be-
lieves the ether therapy could
help half of all patients requir-

ing gallbladder surgery.

Gallstones, which form when
the liver puts too much
cholesterol in the bile it man-
ufactures, affect 16 million

Americans, 526,000 of whom
had their gallbladders sur-

gically removed in 1987.

—George Nobbe

"The trouble with being
punctual is that nobody's
there to appreciate it."

—Franklin P. Jones

"Laziness is nothing more
than the habit of resting

before you get tired.

"

—Jules Renard
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PIONEERS UNDERFOOT

Chinatown is as much a

San Francisco landmark

as the Golden Gate Bridge.

Little is known, however,

about the people who origi-

nally settled that part of

the city. Now Berkeley, Cali-

fornia, archaeologist Allen

Pastron thinks his recent

discovery of one of China-

town's original buildings

reveals how the unsung Chi-

nese pioneers lived.

Pastron, who heads Ar-

cheo-Tek, an archaeologi-

cal consulting firm, was
asked to investigate a down-
town site in San Francisco's

financial district to make sure

no historic sites would be
damaged by the constmclion

of a new building. After
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drilling a series of holes he

struck pay dirt: a Chinese

general store from the Gold

Rush era. "It's not a total

surprise that we found a

building buried there," he

notes. "But we never ex-

pected to find this quality and
quantity of stuff."

More than 100,000 arti-

facts—including dishes,

remains of food in ceramic

vessels, toothbrushes, opium
pipes, and gaming pieces

—

have already been retrieved

from the site, and many
more articles can be seen

poking up from the dirt

Ninety-five percent of the

items are broken, but many
are so well preserved they

can easily be reconstructed.

So far a 20-foot-square

portion of the store, about half

of the structure, has been
unearthed. Although ash was
found on the building's

redwood plank floors, Pastron

says it was probably dyna-

mite and not fire that de-

stroyed the store. "It was on
the edge of a district where
buildings were dynamiled to

stop a fire in mid-1851 ,
the

year the store was
destroyed,"— Sherry Baker

DONATED ALLERGIES

Bone marrow donors can

give the gift of life to patients

suffering from leukemia,

aplastic anemia, and con-

genital immune system

deficiencies. But researchers

have recently documented
that donors can also give

bone marrow transplant pa-

tients something else

—

unwanted allergies.

William Henderson and
Jan Agosti, both allergist/ im-

munologists at the University

of Washington, and Law-

rence Lum of the Medical

College of Wisconsin

screened 12 bone marrow
recipients and their donors for

allergies with questionnaires *

and skin tests prior io surgery.

According to Henderson,

when the 11 surviving patients

were retested a year after

transplantation, about half of

them were newly allergic

to the same substances that

had caused their marrow

donors to sniff, scratch,

or wheeze. "Seven of the

recipients either acquired or

had an exacerbation of

hay fever, and two who had
never had asthma developed

that condition," he notes. 'A

couple of people developed

hives, and one patient devel-

oped a hypersensitivity to

nickel. His donor had a

contact allergy to jewelry

containing that metal."

But there was good news
for two allergic patients

who had received bone mar-

row from nonallergic donors.

'Although they had positive

skin tests before trans-

plant," Henderson reports,

"after a year they had lost

their allergic reactivity."

Lum explains thai the

transplantation process in-

volves first wiping out a pa-

tient's immune system by

destroying bone marrow with

radiation and chemotherapy.

Then donated bone marrow is

used to generate a new.

healthy immune system. "The

entire immune system that

develops in the marrow
recipient is of donor origin,"

he says. "We have long

known that we can sometimes

transfer altered immunity

—

like an autoimmune dis-

: .--
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ease—as well as transfer

normal immunity. So I'm not

surprised that allergies,

or a lack of allergies, can also

be transferred."

Patients facing bone
marrow transplants are so
seriously ill that the risk

of acquiring allergies from a

donor's marrow is a small

price to pay for a potential

cure, Lum points out. But

knowing that allergies can be
transferred could head off

potential problems. "The

recipients' immune system

doesn't make it back for

at least a year to the point

where we feel they can safely

go out in public without a
mask and we are constantly

looking out for infections

and relying on antibiotics,"

Lum relates. "If a donor was
allergic to penicillin, we
can protect the recipient from

a serious reaction to that

drug."—Sherry Baker

HOPE FOR HICCUPS
THAT JUSTWONT QUIT

All those folk remedies
notwithstanding, two neurol-

ogists at Walter Reed Army
Medical Center in Washing-

ton, DC, think they may have

come up with a cure for

hiccups—at least for some
people. It's a drug called

nifedipine, a calcium channel

blocker, which reduces cal-

cium absorption by tissues in

the brain. Nifedipine is now
commonly used to treat

migraine headaches and
control high blood pressure.

This drug helped relieve

five of seven chronic hiccup-

pers studied by David C.

Lipps and Bahman Jabbari,

That's a small test group,

which they hope to expand

A stable environment: When equines are given a choice, ihey prefer the light side of the force and are

willing to take matters into their own hooves, without any horsing around.

one day. But as Jabbari says,

"these are not people you

meet every day. They hiccup

day in and day out for weeks
or months."

It is Jabbari's theory that

inappropriately high levels of

calcium absorbed by certain

brain tissues may trigger

hiccups, an involuntary

spasm of the diaphragm that

snaps shut the glottis (the

space between the vocal

cords) in midbreath. causing

the short, sharp sound.

Taken orally, nifedipine halts

the absorption process.

Jabbari believes it may also

help epileps.y and prevent

strokes. It's thought that

excessive calcium absorption

during seizures and strokes

causes much of the cell

damage.—George Nobbe

BRIGHT MGHTS, HAPPY
HORSES

Next time you bet on a
horse, you might want to ask

if your favorite sleeps-with

the light on. Horses studied at

Cornell University regularly

turned on lights in a dark

barn when given the chance,

says Cornell veterinarian

Katherine A. Houpt. While

treating equine behavior

problems, Houpt noticed that

a few horses became unusu-

ally aggressive in the dark.

She and her husband, Rich-

ard, an animal physiologist,

decided to see what condi-

tions horses preferred.

They put several horses in

a windowless barn and
arranged the lights so the

horses could turn them on for

a minute by passing through

the beam of a photoelec-

tric cell. The horses quickly

learned the Irick and
switched the lights on at all

hours of day and night.

Houpt is not surprised.

Obviously, horses evolved to

live outdoors, where the

moon and stars make nights

much brighter than in a

dark barn. She adds, "Some
horses display claustropho-

bic behavior as well, and
providing some light seems
to better serve their wel-

fare."—Jeff Hecht

"Remember that the most
beautiful things In the world

are the most useless;

peacocks and lilies, for

instance."
—John Ruskin
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VIDEO RESUMES

A standard printed resume
suggests little, if anything,

about how a job candidate

talks, acts, and looks. But

now there is a video resume,

giving a prospective em-
ployer the chance to size up
the person before the inter-

view takes place.

Advantages? An employer

can judge how well person-

alities will mesh before sub-

jecting himself or the

applicant to the pressure of

a face-to-face interview.

Just pop the video resume
into a VCR.

It's also advantageous for

the job seeker, "Paper re-

sumes screen you out. Video

resumes get you screened

in," says John B. Kelman,

president of Res-A-vue, a vid-

eo marketing company in

Connecticut. "You can really

put your best foot forward

—

no interruptions, no smoke
blowing in your face."

Video resumes run about

five minutes and cost from

several hundred to several

thousand dollars, To prepare

one, a job seeker tells about

his abilities and ambitions

before a studio camera. The
tape is then edited, complete
with on-screen titles and
background music.

The video resume can be
used to illustrate skills that

might seem unimpressive on

paper. For example, a human
resources vice-president

prepared a video resume in

which he performed magic
tricks, It was shot on location

all around the country. The
cost: $12,000. In another

instance, a scientist out to

land a promotion gave a
video to his boss to prove he
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was management material

Says Use Chnstensen, a
public relations executive who
recently found a job by

using a video resume, "Em-
ployers get to meet you
without actually meeting you.

You have an edge over

anyone with only a piece of

paper."—Robert Brody

"TV—chewing gum for the

eyes."
—Frank Lloyd Wright

ITS A MAD, MAD
WORLD

Freudians find the expla-

nation in the unconscious;

behaviorists blame it on

conditioning; and some psy-

chiatrists say it's alia matter

of genes and neurochemi-

cals. But the real reason

some people act in bizarre

fashion, a new theory claims,

is simply that ihey^choose

to do so. And the rewards

may be high.

Take, for example, the

case of the woman with choc-

olate phobia. Soon after

her mother died, this unhap-
pily married woman gradu-

ally grew terrified of choco-
late. She is a textbook case of

what psychologist Yacov

Rofe calls psychobizarreness.

Rather than suffer the

depression that enveloped
her following her mother's

death, the woman turned her

attention to a bizarre avoid-

ance of chocolate. Preoccu-

pation with her symptoms
brought her relief from

mourning and may have

saved her from suicide.

"Individuals choose bizarre

behavior when they have
no other means of coping with

unbearable stress," says

Rofe, who teaches at Wash-
ington University in St. Louis

and at Bara Hun University

in Israel. "The result is that

the individual alleviates stress

by engaging his attention

elsewhere." Rofe discusses

his psychobizarreness theory

in a new book called Repres-
sion and Fear: New Ap-
proaches to Resolve the Cri-

sis in Psychopathology.

Truly bizarre behavior is

rare, Rofe asserts, and also

fundamentally different

from more common fears,

such as fear of going to

the dentist or fear of flying.

As such, if calls for a different

treatment. Rofe uses a com-
bination of techniques to

help the patient recognize the

need for the bizarre symp-
toms, then offers tools to

cope with the problem.

Rofe views the behavior

typical of schizophrenia

as the most extreme example

of psychobizarreness, fol-

lowed closely by agoraphobia

(the fear of going out any-

where), obsessive-compul-
sive disorders, and multiple

personality.

Usually people who choose
bizarre behavior consider

the monetary factors, Rofe

adds, citing the case of a

man who withdrew from

social contact and avoided

leaving his home—except to

go to and from work. Psy-

chobizarreness theory thus

explains why agoraphobia is

uncommon in men. Rofe

reckons it's simply too costly

for them, whereas women
have traditionally been able

to afford being house-

bound.—Dava Sobel

"Medicine, the only

profession that labours

incessantly to destroy the

reason for its existence"
—James Bryce
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I brated authors—there 're 20 ot them

—

I describe the glory of past eras or dwell

I„
of the city built by the

city I talk to when I talk to nobody . . . i

innocent tribes that camp
'

... of the longed-for encounter with that

unexpected form with which the ur'

—

is made flesh."

Why talk to writers? Why not inter

city planners, architects, mayors? "Writ-

ers," Amiri Baraka (LeRoi Jones) once
"are the antennae of the race." Writ-



cities, seeing in thern a reflection of the

strengths and shortcomings of our "civi-

lized" values and ways of life. As you ex-

plore these vastly differing cities—from

Berlin to Moscow to Chicago—enjoy the

visions, flavors, and styles of our authors'

earthly cities, and while you're there, in-

habit the cities of their imaginations.

THE FUTURE
Beijing. The first thing that everyone no-

tices on entering Beijing—and this has

been true since about the year 2015— is

the perimeter fence, called The Small Wall

(Xiao Cheng). It entirely surrounds the city

and seals it. It is full of gates (they use the

old word meng for these checkpoints):

No one gets into the city without permis-

sion, a so-called citizen's pass or resi-

dent's permit. Every resident has an ID

number. The perimeter wall, which is

square (each side is 14 miles long), was
builtaffera series of devastating famines

in China and the subsequent influx of

people to the capital. For a while Beijing

was faced with riots and rationing until

residence was controlled by mass de-

portations—to the countryside, which is

still poor and picturesque, and to other

walled cities, the largest of which is

Chongqing, a city of 30 million.

Other strange sights in Beijing are the

60-foot water pumps, some shaped to

resemble drum towers or pagodas. There

is no other source of water in the city; the

lakes are gone. Kun Ming Lake in the

northwest and Drago.n Lake in the south-

east are both gardens. Water is available

for residents for one hour in the morning
and one hour in the evening. Available is

a euphemism: Since everyone turns fau-

cets on at once, some people never get

it. In fact, faucets are always left open "n

the hope that water will come out.

The best place to live in Beijing is the

so-called Foreign Sector, which is sub-
divided into American, Russian, Korean,

and—largest of all—Japanese. It is ru-

mored that the Japanese have resettled

millions of elderly Japanese in the Chi-

nese countryside ,r wailod communities.

Certainly most of the banks are Japa-
nese, and many of the signs are in Jap-
anese and English. The presence of these

wealthy foreigners often incites the Bel-

ling citizens to riot, but the mobs are bru-

tally put down by armed police.

Because of the foreigners, who consti-

tute 11 percent of the population (and hold

87 percent of the wealth), there is always
food in Beijing, always work, and fewer

Shortages than elsewhere in extremely

poor China. Ironically, most Chinese try

to get into Beijing to get an exit visa or to

gain entry to a foreign country. Millions of

people wish to emigrate—to America and
Australia—but without money or influ-

ence it is almost impossible.

After fire swept through the Forbidden
City in 2009 it was rebuilt on a small scale

Little else remains in Beijing that looks

specifically Chinese: a few pagoda roofs

at the university, some self- consciously

reconstructed streets of shops selling

souvenirs, the interior of some of the ca-

sinos and restaurants, the decor of the

brothels in the Foreign Sector.

The rest is an immensity of dusty build-

ings of uniform height (20 stories is the

limit because of the water shortage). Brick

buildings that were put up as recently as

1990 are already beginning to crack and
collapse. By degrees Beijing buildings

—

most tenements—are pulled down and
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replaced with Japanese steel-and-glass

prefabs. But a dreariness settles over

them almost as soon as they are erected:

The windows are never washed. On many
nights the city subsides into darkness as

a power cut takes hold. This is especially

dreaded.among the millions of subway
passengers because it often means a

long delay, sitting on a stalled train be-

lowground. The sinister aspect of the

power cuts is that they are usually an oc-

casion for some sort of anliforeign or an-

tigovernment violence—the riols always

take place in complete darkness.

There is a nervous excitement about

living in Beijing because it is so hard to

enter and just as hard to leave. Il is an
island of relative prosperity in an impov-

erished country. And [here are dan-
gers—street gangs, the black market,

triads, muggings, and a brisk and bewil-

dering trade in foreign passports. But this

metropolitan fever makes up for the in-

conveniences and indignities: the tiny,

expensive rooms; the suffocating crowds;

the aggressive policing; the nasty for-

eigners, whose cars are everywhere.

Television is the great recrealion: the

numerous satellite channels, the educa-
tion and language channels, which fill the

Chinese with a desire to leave. Every Sat-

urday there are the televised execu-

tions—the week's wrongdoers killed in

close-up with the bullet to the back of the

neck—the name and the crime of the vic-

tim spoken in a voice-over.

It has not rained in Beijing for nine

years.—Paul Theroux

Hong Kong. The city limps along,

searching around for some means to earn

a living. At one time, Hong Kong grew so

fast because it provided an outlet, a valve

for China, but when it no longer fulfilled

that role, it stopped growing. The future,

which seemed more or less limitless, is

by no means limitless now. On the con-

trary, Shanghai, Hong Kong's rival and
the great magnet for Chinese talent and
money, easily outclasses Hong Kong, a

stagnant backwater.

After 1997, as China became more
capitalistic, the money went to Shanghai,

even though Hong Kong had the infra-

structure of modern finance and China
didn't. Today, in 2040, the materialistic

competition is incredibly fierce in China
because the China market is vast, a mar-
ket capitalists scarcely dream of captur-

ing. Hong Kong capitalists want that mar-
ket. But the Chinese magnates of Hong
Kong aren't loyal to Hong Kong. Why
should they be? They're Chinese with

roots on mainland China. Many of them
came from Shanghai. They're taking their

money, drive, vigor, and plants to China,

migrating out of Hong Kong to Shanghai
and up the Pearl River to Guangzhou
[Canton], where the chances are best. ..

So Hong Kong is searching for an
identity as a place of pleasure for-the in-

ternational community, a duty-tree shop,
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t very well.

All the Western forms of art are practiced

in Hong Kong, tar more than within China
or Taiwan. In its decadence, Hong Kong
is a meeting ground lor artists, writers,

producers from the East and West. A
rather happy conclusion.—Jan Morris

Dateline; Hong Kqng, 2040. Architects

and city planners are reclaiming' vast

areas from the soa. building skyscrapers

where the water once was. Freeways lie

on top of freeways, and roads on top of

roads. They have lots of "flyovers," pas-

sages one on top of the other for vehicles

and pedestrians. And the shopping malls

are indescribably huge. The island grows
however it can: sideways, up higher, fur-

ther into the sea, underground.

This city serves as a model of how to

deal with problems of overcrowding,
housing shortages, and overpopulation.

Architects have found ways of building

houses, schools, offices, hospitals on

<mWater is available

for one hour in the morning

and one hour in

the evening. Some people

never get water.

In fact, faucets are left

open in hopes
that water will come out.V

land that would be considered useless m
any other part of the world. If the tech-

nology is developed, you will see Hong
Kong urban areas float on the seas or

built on space platforms.

And they are great gamblers. They
gamble at the drop of a hat. With more
extensive computerization, new fads and
more sensational forms ol gambling
spring up. At the moment the race:rack

is the only form of gambling that is oflicial

and legal. The Hong Kong racetrack is

the richest and most expensive gam-
bling joint in the world.

Hong Kong is the center of the world,

literally and figuratively. China is the cen-
ter of the earth, you know, and when you
are in Hong Kong, you are in the very
belly button of China. The mosl exciting

place on Earth, Hong Kong is a place ol

unbelievable opportunity for anybody, of

-any nationality, but particularly for the

Chinese, II is a capitalistic soce : y where
there is no floor beneath you that can sink,

and there is no-roof. It's a free port. It you
make any money outside of Hong Kong,
it's tax free. Everybody is there because
it's a place where people can say to gov-

ernments, "Leave me bloody alone."

Everybody is excited, everyone wants to

be in business. People scream, shout,

pack it in, make money. They live the life

of Riley.—James Clavell

Tokyo. The big factories and warehouses
along Tokyo Bay moved away from the

city, and the bay is now devoted to rec-

reation and cull-ara.' purposes. Skyscrap-

ers don't dominate the city. New trans-

portation systems are lantastic; bullet

trains, mainly driven by linear motor sys-

tems, and subways that run more than

150 feel under the ground. Tokyo's a great

international city and an important center

of the global society. Tokyo and New York

are connected by efficient, rapid, highly

technological networks. And Tokyo is a
more friendly key station in east Asia.

People who visit Tokyo say that even
though it is an agitated city where every-

one is constantly on the move, it is a city

with a peaceful, tranquil sense—a mys-
terious quality. Even the look of Tokyo has
become more like this inner quality, a
much more beautiful place.

The character of the Japanese people

has changed Alter rapid and fierce eco-

nomic growth in Japan, many people be-

came aware that economic victory is not

the final human target. They looked to

develop relation;:: values with people from

the West, mainland China, and Africa. The
great material competition and efferves-

cence of the late twentieth century
ceased.—Sakyo Komatsu

Sydney. The chie! problem of the world

in 2040 is overpopulation. There are sim-

ply too many people and very certainly

too many in certain parts of the world like

Japan, resulting in vast cultural upheav-
als and mass migrations. The history of

the human race has been mass migra-

tion, and why should that stop? When
these mass migrations take place, peo-

ple don't settle in arid deserts or frozen

wastelands. They settle in cities.

Sydney becomes bigger and bigger

and bigger. Sydney, however, has
adapted to the future with less trauma
than other cities because it does not have

a long conformist tradition or a long cul-

tural heritage—an attachment to custom
you find in, say, a city like London. Aus-

tralians are some of the hardiest people
in the world: tough, very tough, hardy,

cynical, unimpressionable, qualities that

resemble the land. The people and the

land are one, and that goes for city dwell-

ers as well as country folks. Australians

are not guilt ridden any more than the

Australian land is. They are not soft any
more than the Australian land is.

Australia began as a convict settle-

ment, a dumping ground. The country

was founded in pain. There was great

loneliness. It wasn't glorious— no milk and
honey, no promise of streets paved with

gold, no dream of a better place to live.

But the country is still-wild and magniti-



cent: hardened earth, jungles, cliffs, a

desert as red as blood, blue trees, pur-

ple distances, rainbows, water that's clear

and precious, and seas upon seas of

seemingly imperishable flowers that need

only a little rain to bloom in absolute per-

fection.—Colleen McCullough

Moscow. [The author bases the following

scenario on the proposition that Gor-

bachev remains in power and his plans

for modernization succeed.] In the year

2040 the Soviet Union remains a major

player on the world stage. Its population,

industrial weight, and military strength

ensure its position. Moscow's a genuine

futuristic city, not terribly large, sur-

rounded by satellite cities with electronic

methods of conveying people from place

to place. Most of Moscow has been bull-

dozed. They just shook the housing a lit-

tle bit and it all came down. Easy job. Then

they constructed permanent buildings,

squirting cellular or tubular buildings out

of a giant gun, using the most modern
kind of preformulated materials. They

saved the Kremlin and what they call the

inner circle—the very oldest buildings-

—

as a historic district to remind people of

what things used to be like. No automo-

biles are allowed in the inner city. In-

stead, people travel in small cabins like

preset elevators that run along the high-
"

way. Everything is done by computer. Get

up in the morning and punch in the day:

appointments, where you're going to

have lunch, what you want for supper,

who you're going to. go to bed with. The

rest of the day you are automatically

transported through these different ma-
neuvers. Housing is self-cleaning. The
people eat sausage stuffed with vitamins

and nutrients. A hunk of sausage in the

morning would last all day. They go in

for that kind of stuff. Horrible, isn't "it? No
ham and eggs.

A dictator with preemptory power still

controls, imposing a pattern on the city

and on the life of the people. The capital,

the real operating head of the Soviet

Union, is no longer in Moscow but in the

country, a rural section with parks, foun-

tains, and old-fashioned stuff surround-

ing it. Inside, however, one great com-
puter runs the country. Everyone has a

number. The government controls pop-

ulation by computer—precontrolled birth

control. If they want more of one person-

ality type, they punch it in, automatically

releasing a certain number of people to

have children.

National ethnic tensions are a serious

problem, and they're increasing. It's hard

to say how this issue will resolve itself, but

if it goes too far, the country could just

blow up. I don't think it will go that far, but

it could, it could. -There's nothing people

get sorer about, more stubborn, or fight

more about than national differences.

—Harrison Salisbury
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Moscow. Gorbachev wants the Soviet

Union lo be a real power in the twenty-

first century by the time the twenty-first

century arrives. If the political and bu-

reaucratic hierarchy allows the forces of

reform to grow, then the Soviet Union will

look and feel different when the twenty-

first dawns. My hunch is that the Gor-

bachev crowd and the forces of history

are on our side, not on the side of Marx-

ism-Leninism, and that it will work that

way. By the year 2000 the living stan-

dards of the Soviet middle and upper

middle class in big cities are going to be

closer to that of the West. Gorbachev may
eventually generate high-speed mono-

rails connecting Moscow with its sub-

urbs. He may set up international trade

centers. Eventually, parts of Moscow, iso-

lated enclaves and centers, will look like

parts of New York, London, or Paris, but

about 20 percent ot the population will

live in communal apartments or literally

even in log cabins around the circumfer-

ence of the city.—Hedrick Smith

Berlin. In the summer of 2041 the Society

for the Preservation of Historical Berlin

calls a conference on the fate of the Ber-

lin Wall. The Futurist faction of the So-

cialist Party wants to raze the old monu-

ment as a useless remnant of an unhappy

age, while the conservative Ecological

Party desires lo preserve it. The Wall, they

point out, no longer divides the city, hav-

ing been permeated by 22 decorative

passageways, each crowned on both

sides with a letter of Ihe Hebrew alphabet

(a memorial tribute to the early twentieth-

century Jewish residents of Berlin); nor

does it offend by sheer ugliness, as it

used to. A committee of artists has cov-

ered the white surface with Ihe world's

largest mural, a mosaic depicting the un-

dulating bodies of two fire-breathing

snakes—emblems of the twin enemies

who once held each other at bay in this

divided heart of a Europe in conflict with

itself. The faculty of Berlin's renowned
Akademie friir sozjalpsychologische Stu-

dien also supports the maintenance of

the Wall on the grounds that it symbolizes

the importance of boundaries as well as

openness in social relations. If you ask

people in the streets for their opinion of

the Wail, however, most of them think you

are referring to the huge bulwark lining

the Bailie and Atlantic coasts to stave off

the seas swollen by the steady melting ot

the polar ice caps. That is a wall worth

talking about. It is a feat of engineering

rivaling the pyramids, a guarantor of

safety—at least from the sea—for the

whole of United Europe, with its five cap-

itals, of which Berlin is one.

When the old political boundaries were

dissolved in 2012, Easl and West Ger-

mans were thrown into each other's arms,

and the reaction did not always resemble
an embrace. Tensions gave rise to wild

fights, even murders, all over the counlry

and especially in Berlin, the epicenter of



East-West hOiMiliiy Borliners siil; romorn-

ber the Wollanckslrassenkrieg of 2016, a

bloody three-day battle between the res-

idents of the formerly "Eastern" dislricl of

Pankow and Ihe formerly "Western" dis-

trict of Wedding.

By now Pankow and Wedding have

forgotten their differences and even their

names: Their combined area is called Alt-

Berlin and has become a kind of living

museum where visitors come to experi-

ence the past. There they sit in iheir old-

fashioned pubs, the aging remains ol a

proletariat that has lost its economic
foundations, singing and wisecracking in

their quaint, clipped dialect. The country

is being run by machines, which these

men and their wives do not understand,

and the rest of the city has not only grown
out of all proportion but has changed be-

yond recognition.

What was once true of New York (now

sunk below sea level) is even more true

of modem Berlin: The whole world comes
here to live, to play, to work, to study even

to die—tourists, mystics, hungry immi-

grants, artists and their fans, playboys,

fanatics, and especially the students of

the new "psychology of global conllict

resolution," a kind of secular religion

combining theater, chaos science, and a

Western revision of Taoism. The world is

still a dangerous place—any local up-

heaval could literally tilt the globe on its

axis—but, at last, in this city that twice

declared war on the world, the source ol

the malady has been isolated in the hu-

man heart.—Joel Agee

Los Angeles. The family is gone as a unit.

It no longer exists. There's no place for it.

Kitchens as we knew them are no longer

built in houses. They are forbidden by the

government, particularly during political

. crises. People eat in communal kitchens,

great public kifchens open all the time for

everybody but the rich, who eat in small

restaurants. And there's bootleg food.

When you hear that somebody just killed

a steer, say, if you're lucky, you slip in

through the back door to gel a piece of

meat.— M.FK. Fisher

Paris. The "city of lights" has taken its

place as capital of Ihe twenty-first cen-

tury. France's very highly respected po-

sition in the Third World, its diplomatic so-

phistication, centuries-old cultural

prestige, advantageous location, and
successful experience in decolonization

contributed to making it the cultural, po-

litical, administrative, diplomatic center of

the new order.

In the last decade of the twentieth cen-

tury and the early decades of the twenty-

first century the knowledge industry be-

came more and more important to eco-

nomic power. The French realized that

high-tech revolutions were the direction ..

of the future and invested an enormous
amount of money in taking workers -from

the obsolescent old industries like steel
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and training them lor Iho now knowledge
industries. The French workforce proved
adaptable to change, more adaptable

than their English or American counter-

parts. The Electronic Revolution look hold

in France better than the old Industrial

Revolution did.

The combination of conservatism and
high technology has, produced wild in-

novations—from robots in four-star res-

taurants to holograms next to the mas-
ters in the Louvre. The French are

intrigued with r.cw possibilities. Paris is a

great city of fads, a place where every-

thing comes and goes. Paris's biggest

commitment is to change. Even old peo-

ple want to know about the latest novel,

the latest dance, the latest fashion. After

all, the very nature of fashion is that it is

always changing, and French taste is

formed around that idea of fashion, of

mode, of change, of fad. It's what makes
Paris frivolous but also very supple.

Cities all over the globe are desper-

<mThe whole

world comes to Berlin to

live, to play, to

work, even to die—tourists,

mystics, artists,

and students of the new
psychology of

global conflict resolution.^

ately overcrowded, chaotic, and crime

ridden. Paris has become the model city

Governors and planners come to Paris to

learn how to manage a city and how to

create a unified system that actually

works. It is probably the best funciioning

city in the world. Already a vast sprawl oi

boroughs, Paris now extends to the Eng-

lish Channel.

The private lives and attitudes of the

French are more libertarian than ever. The
French are still a very atheistic people,

even though they're nominally Catholics

The average French person never gees
to church or ever thinks about it in any
way. A lot of themes that are laboo in

America are treated here in a playful way.

That Iremendous force for sexual con-

servatism in the United States simply

doesn't exist in France. The French, as

they have always been, are discreet in

their public life. They don't show much in

public, but perversity on the private scale

is much more important to them,

As has been true of any eslabtshod
culture, everybody knows the rules; So-

cial communication is ritualized. They
send each other signals that are mutually

comprehensible- This makes iot tremen-

dous unity, People from all around the

world come to Paris to learn social codes.

The negative side of ritualized contact:

real rigidity and less creativity. A society

like the United States is crazy and het-

erogeneous but also potentially creative.

There continues to be a radical streak

to French thought, however. Intellectual

lite is innovative in methods of analysis,

linguistic theories, or in ways of recon-

eeiving >oeas and concepts like .social

roles. Paris is the place where artists meet

each other, a kind of clearinghouse for

artists But ol course it's still the fashion

capital of the world because there is uni-

formity and confidence about French

taste that simply doesn't exist anywhere
else. The French continue as pioneers,

finding new ways to be fabulous.

Edmund While

London. [The following scenario pre-

sumes that the world economy, espe-

cially that of the United States, survives.

"II that budget deficit blows," says the au-

thor, "then we all blow."] A socialist gov-

ernment cares lor the working class, ed-

ucates the working class, and transforms

the look and the feel of the city. There

aren't such massive discrepancies in

earnings. Working people have a chance
of progressing up through the society. The
high wages paid to teachers make it a

glamorous job. London is integrated, a

city in which people who perform differ-

ent jobs enjoy equal facilities in the cap-

ital. The public transportation system is

efficient, so people move easily about the

city. Architecturally the best buildings in

the city have been preserved, and the

endless building of office blocks for usury

has been .stopped. They looked ugly; the

function Ihey performed was ugly,

— David Hare

THE PAST
Buenos Aires. I dream of a future for Bue-

nos Aires in which life in the city becomes
much like it was in its momen! of glory in

the Thirties and Forties. It sounds crazy,

I know, to say in 50 years I want the city

to be like it was 50 years ago, but what
we had accomplished then in the city was
a miracle. It was far ahead of its time.

Argentina was very rich then. The
country, especially Buenos Aires, had
grown in a way that its population was
largely middle class. The country had a

very, very high standard ot living. And
Buenos Aires was a most democratic city.

Education, from grammar school through

college, was completely free.

The heart of the town was its show
business. We had at least 50 movie
houses, fabulous places, and legitimate

theaters, which functioned all year. Movie

distribution was wonderful. Films were

subtitled and shown in their original ver-

sions because oubo ng had never been
!! 'i: '. 'i inyol itizens had been
born in Europe—in the Thirties there were



Spaniards, Italians, Poles, Russians—and

everyone wanted to see films from their

countries. We had ail kinds of movies from

all over the world, not just American films.

For example, an Ingmar Bergman film

was shown in a film festival in 1953. It was
presented without any publicity and be-

came the big success of the season.

Bergman was "discovered" with great

acclaim in France in the late Fifties.

The theater was glorious—two per-

formances a day, one at six-thirty and one

at ten. Afler La Scala in Milan, the Met in

New York, we had Teatro Colon in Bue-

fios Aires, the third best opera theater in

the world. That sounds crazy now, but it

was true. European companies from It-

aly, France, and Britain visited Argentina

throughout the year. La Comedie Fran-

chise stayed for months, performing [heir

whole repertoire. Buenos Aires was a

great musical center, and the concert

halls were huge—big, big, great places.

Buenos Aires was a people's paradise.

After show business, restaurants and

bars also characterized the city. Since we
had this vast middle class, there were

thousands of decent little places to eat

inexpensively and without fear of being

poisoned. The other big institution, inher-

ited from Spain, was a confectionery, a

bar with tables where you could spend

the whole afternoon or evening over a cup

of coffee and just talk. There was a great

tradition of meeling at the bar to talk. It

was accepted that you could spend the

whole night with your coffee; the waiters

would not bother you. There were thou-

sands of these places in Buenos Aires.

For the future I would wish the enor-

mous collective feeling of fun that was
such a part of life at that time. Buenos

Aires had a very, very long nightlife. No-

body, it seemed, ever went to sleep. But

people were studying and working like

crazy. And whenever you could, you

would go to a bar, meet friends, and talk

and talk.

Buenos Aires almost had the air of a

socialist country, I mean a social democ-
racy, a place where nobody is extremely

rich, nobody is extremely poor. There was

enough room for personal development

and personal initiative. That is what I wish

again for my country. At that time, Bue-

nos Aires was really a city for everybody,

not just for an elite. Even though it was an

enormous city we had a wonderful sys-

tem of subways. We could circulate it

easily and do business easily. The city

was ahead of its time. Yes, in those days

Buenos Aires was called the Paris of

South America. But there. was a differ-

ence: Most of the beautiful things Buenos
Aires had to offer were within reach of

almost all of the population. It was a

beautiful city of sidewalks and gardens,

a city with lots of color, beautiful buildings

and houses, a city where you could walk

and meet people, where a woman could

walk any time at night and nothing would

happen to her. I love the Old World type
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of human contact. Buenos Aires really

was a most peculiar place.

All this is gone. Our economy is a
shambles. A military government cre-

aled gigantic eternal debt. I don't even

know what to call it. And the people must

pay it back. The miserable conditions that

the military created make it very difficult

for a democracy to survive. Today if you

know how to talk to hungry people, make
promises lo desperate people, have the

right kind of charisma—oh, a dema-
gogue could win. That is a big danger.

It is a terrifying thing to think about the

future, since all my worst nightmares

seem to pale in comparison to present

realities. But I hope the future brings

something very much like Buenos Aires

was 30 years ago. How confident am I

that such a thing could come lo pass in

50 years? I could not say; I would not

pronounce myself. I think one has to be

optimistic. Otherwise life makes no

sense.—Manuel Puig

'•Qui there was
no hope of reconstituting

the thre& houses

I had once lived in. There

is something

almost surgically devastating

about the loss

of one's physical past.V

Manchester, "farewell, Manchester, sadly

I depart" is the first line of a song that

Bonnie Prince Charlie is supposed to

have sung. The occasion was his leaving

the city (and a number of pregnancies)

behind after a recruiting drive for the 1745

rebellion. Manchester at that time had yet

to become the queen of the Industrial

Revolution. I broke away from Manches-
ter itself when, having taken my degree

at Manchester University, \ joined the

army. At the end of the war, like mosl of

the demobilized, I went where the jobs

were. They were in the Midlands and in

the dwindling British Empire, not in

Manchester. When I became a writer

London was the heart of my culture. I said,

"Farewell, Manchester" in my twenties.

In my later sixties I said, "Hello again."

A Belgian television team insisted on my
returning lo Manchester and, under Ihe

eye of iheir camera, looking for my past.

The house in Manchester where I was
born had long been demolished. The
district of Moss Side, where I had spent

my childhood and adolescence, had
turned into a green wilderness set with

posters promising redevelopment. While

I stuttered bemused into one micro-

phone, the Prince of Wales spoke in an-

other for a reconstituted Moss Side. But

there was no hope of reconstituting the

three houses I had lived in. There is

something almost surgically devastating

about the loss of one's physical past.

Change, so Evelyn Waugh was always

saying, is evidence of life, and we all have

to register unconditional surrender to his-

tory. But it is hard to be philosophical and
unresentful when, on racial grounds, one
is thrown out of the Moss Side pub one's

father frequented. I was politely, or not so,

told to get out of what had become a West

Indian preserve. Very good—accept
change: the Friday call of the muezzin in-

stead of the Sunday summons of the bells,

an Asiatic Manchester instead of the Eu-

ropean one of my youth.

The cosmopolitanism of the city used

to provide its own piquancy. The German
Jewish element was strong; so was the

Italian; and both forced Manchester into

being a center of the arts, particularly

music. The old city was far Irom beautiful.

Beauty was something to discourse in the

Free Trade Hall or study in the Whitworth

Art Gallery. Much of the old architecture

has gone—the Luftwaffe helped—but
the Town Hall remains to remind us of the

messy Neo-Gothic that was a kind of re-

flection of the mercantile mind. The pro-

gressive conscience sometimes stirred

in the grim city. But it was primarily con-

cerned with Gotton—the proud nick-

name was Cottonopolis—and engineer-

ing. Mercantile enterprise cut a canal to

the coast and turned Manchester into a

port. MANCHESTER GOODS FOR MANCHES-

TER docks read the slogan in the trams.

Change is evidence of life, and some
of the changes are good: Surely Deans-

gate is one ol the most handsome shop-

ping streets in Europe. But the more one
looks for evidences of urban distinction,

the less one finds it in brick-and-mortar

solidities. The distinction is all in the peo-

ple. Mancunians built the industrial world;

they are the creators as well as the Iruit

of international modernity. Marx and En-

gels—and Engels was himself a kind of

Mancunian—wrongly predicted that the

communist revolution would spring out of

Manchester's industrial strife. They
thought in abstractions, ignoring the

Character of a people whose conserva-

tism could be tempered by liberalism but

not replaced by political innovation.

Manchester's innovations have ail been
within Ihe cadre of capitalism—railways,

seaside resorts for the workers, organi-

zations promoting music (brass bands
and choral societies)—rather than strat-

egies of revolt. Mancunians have always

been tough enough to accept oppres-

sion within limits and to soften the hard

life with the amenities they made for

themselves: cricket at Old Trafford, the

annual performance of The Messiah.

We writers from Manchester have
shamefully neglected our city, though I



BRAINSTORMS:THE

WORLD'S TOP THINK TANKS

PREDICT THE FUTURE
From robots to supersonic trains, from intelligent

homes to computers that think,

professional seers conjure the next 100 years

BY DOUGLAS STARR

s cross Europe in supersonic

trains. Fleets of robot taxis ply the streets

of Tokyo. Diphtheria and dysentery wreak

havoc in Bolivia. The poor swell the cities

of Africa to apocalyptic size. An Ameri-

can-Soviet spaceship lands on Mars.

To gather these images Omni re-

cruited a team of reporters from around

the globe. Working from New York and

Rome. Cairo and Tokyo, our correspond-

ents captured tomorrow by interviewing

Ihe experts—prominent futurists whose

job it is to speculate about the twenty-first

century and beyond. For the most part

our seers work at think tanks like the Rand

Corporation in Santa Monica, California,

the Club of Rome, and the Foundation for

Israel in the Twenty-First Century, located

in Kefar Sava, Israel. Sometimes, espe-

cially in Eastern Bloc and Third World

countries, these trained professionals are

more likely to be found at universities or

companies or government bases. For in-

stance, some Soviet predictions came
courtesy of the USSR Academy of Sci-

ences. Chinese seers hailed from the

Shanghai Academy of Sciences. And we
learned about South America from the

Institute for Urbanism at the Central Uni-

versity of Venezuela in Caracas and the

Institute for Peruvian Studies in Lima.

Our futurists' backgrounds are as di-

vergent as the groups from which they

come. Some are economists, some en-

gineers, and some high-tech urban ar-

chitects. We found political science and

sociology professors, as well as busi-

ness tycoons whose livelihoods depend

on foreseeing world events.

These events will be drastically differ-

ent for industrialized Japan and impov-

erished Peru. Indeed, while experts from

developed nations talk about soaring into

the twenty-first century Jetson-style, Third

World prophets envision a mire of over-

population, poverty, and crime. What's

more, some futurists and think tanks skew

their predictions deliberately to influence

the course of world events. A few predict

dire consequences in hope that leaders

will take corrective steps now; others point

to rosy futures, hoping, in that way, to en-

courage positive change. One such

group is the Armand Hammer Fund for

Economic Cooperation in Tel Aviv, which

predicts a series of fortunate outcomes if

the Arabs and Israelis make peace.

Across the board, futurists said that

machines will get smaller—some so small

that they can be injected into our blood-

streams and travel through our bodies,

destroying disease cells. Computers will

become more common, changing our

homes, our businesses, and our schools.

No one predicted a nuclear war; perhaps

everyone finds such a future unthinkable.

Instead the us-versus-them world of the

United States and the Soviet Union will

disappear. In its place will rise a new or-

der of "multipolarity" in which power is

PAINTINGS BY RUDOLF HAUSNER



^Experts from the United States and
Japan talk about soaring into the next century Jetson-style,

while prophets from Ethiopia and Peru

envision a mire of overpopulation, poverty, and crimed

shared among many prosperous na-

tions. At the same time new schisms will

erupt between the have and the have-

not nations of the world. This was the most

distressing— and persistent—prediction

that we came across. "It's scary to think

about," said one of our correspondents.

"While a minority of humanity will live in a

high-tech fantasy world, the majority will

live in overcrowded, filthy cities lacking

basic services." Experts have even
coined a name for such cities of the fu-

ture; apocalyptic megalopolises.

Before diving : r:o spec 'ic predictions.

we'd like to tell you how futurists work.

They don't stare at crystal balls or read

the I Ching; nor do they simply make up
their ideas. Futurists follow established

techniques. Some survey the leading

thinkers in a technology to see where to-

day's developments will lead. Others use

computer simulations. Some use a

method called backcasting, in which they

postulate a series of future scenarios, then

ask what must take place today for each

scenario to happen. Whichever scenario

matches today's developments is the one

most likely to occur.

Given the diversity of background,
opinion, and forecasting technique
among futurists, we find it impossible to

paint a single, unified picture of what the

world will become. Instead we present lor

your perusal a collection of fascinating

snapshots, quick takes of dozens of pos-

sible futures as envisioned in Bangkok
and Bolivia, the United States and the

USSR, Israel and Peru.

The global view that follows is divided

into eight universal fields: private lives,

technology, communications, medicine,

energy, politics, demographics, and
crime-. The think tanks and futurists con-

tributing to each segment are listed im-

mediately after the thought bite they

helped to form.

PRIVATE LIVES

"Father, is our house alive?"

"No, my son," Matsui replied, Such
questions from his six-year-old always

amused him.

"But it does everything for us. It wakes
us in the morning. It has our tea ready by
the time we get dressed. It heats up the

bathtub without our even asking. Each
night it will dim the lights."

The lights dimmed as the house re-

sponded to the unintended command.
"Lights up," Matsui said. The room

brightened again,

"Listen, my son." he said, taking the

boy gently by the shoulders, "The fact that

something moves does not make it hu-

man. It does not become a person just

by listening to our commands."
"But it knows us," said the boy. "II knows

what kind of TV shows I want. It shows
you all your favorite movies. It reminds

you to call Uncle Hiroshi every week. How
can it know this without being alive?"

"That's the difference between a com-
puter and a person," Matsui replied. "A

person has feelings. A person has will. A
person is not programmed like a com-
puter. A person does something be-

cause he wants to."

Matsui smiled as he stepped onto his

front porch to get some air. Before he

could react the door slammed and locked

behind him. "Open," he said softly. As the

door opened, he saw his small son listen-

ing to his favoritemusic. illuminated by a

pool of light.

UNITED STATES. Computers and new

.

materials will alter the American home.
Windows will be able to change their vi-

sual and thermal characteristics, de-

pending upon weather, temperature, and
sunlight. Lights will dim automatically

when natural light is sufficient. Most ap-

pliances will carry computer chips for

optimal operation. The toasler, for exam-
ple, will never burn the toast. Heating and
cooling systems will be integrated more
effectively into the zones of the home.

In the baby's room, holographic mo-
biles will hang over the crib. These three-

d:mc"iS:cna[ laser images will change
according to which psychological prin-

ciples parents favor. If they subscribe to

the theory that babies need yellow and
green when they first open their eyes and
other colors when they are more awake,

the mobile will function accordingly.

Computer-based monitoring systems will

be equipped with moisture, air motion.

and sound sensors as well as cameras.
They will detect if the baby is wet. stirring,

or crying.—Clement Bezold, Institute tor

Alternative Futures, Alexandria. Virginia

The twenty-first-century classroom will

resemble a high-tech training center with

workstations at every desk. Students will

generally come and go at their leisure,

engaging in self-guided study, hands-on
learning, and study groups. When they

think they have mastered the material,

they will sign up for tests and demon-
strate their knowledge. If they pass, they

will move on. Instead of age divisions.
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children will be grouped by interest, ap-

titude, and achievement. Schools, oper-

ating more fluidly, will be open year-round,

12 hours per day.—Denis P. Doyle, The

Hudson Institute, Indianapolis

Instead of using encyclopedias, Amer-
icans of the twenty-first century will tap

something called hypermedia: a highly

sophisticated computer design that will

link databases and make them accessi-

ble to the user. People using this power-

ful tool will be able to scan a document,

click a cursor on a word, and see vol-

. umes of information on that subject. The
user will be able to continue this way in-

definitely, following his curiosity from one
knowledge base to another. For instance,

the user might go from the Civil War to

Abraham Lincoln to Abraham Lincoln's

hat to hats throughout history and on and

on. More advanced forms of hypermedia

will produce sound, images, and video-

tapes. Hypermedia words, sounds, and
images will be accessible through a na-

tional database, enabling the average

person to access the sum of the nation's

knowledge through his home computer.

Hypermedia will adapt to each user's

style—be it visual or aural—and bring in-

formation in a way that the user can best

understand.

Every American home will have a high-

definition television—a high-tech, digital

television whose pictures are as clear as

those seen in Hollywood motion pictures.

Because the televisions will have com-
puters inside them, many will use the units

as the main information sources in their

homes to communicate with daiabases

and news services. Many will use the

television's computer to control home
systems such as heating and cooling.
—Clement Bezold, Robert Olson, Insti-

tute for Alternative Futures

EUROPE. In a new life pattern, many
people will begin to work part-time—say,

three days a week—for most of their lives.

As mechanization increases, there will be

a growing tendency to avoid physical

contact with friends, relatives, and neigh-

bors. And there will be a growing dispar-

ity between the average person's mental

models of the world and one's physical

actions in it.

—

Hugues de Jouvenel, As-

sociation Internationale Futuribies, Park;;

Ian Miles, Science Policy Research Unit,

University of Sussex, England

PACIFIC RIM. In Japan increasing

prosperity will lead to a shortening of the

workweek. Japanese workers will seek

varied, moral and cultural experiences

and will spend increasing time on self-

improvement and with their families.

Family members will enter the names of

their favorite actors, sports teams, and

musicians into their TV's intelligent con-

trols. An internal computer chip will then

cross-reference a detailed electronic

program guide and produce a person-

alized schedule for each family member.
If someone forgets to tune in for a favorite

show, a built-in VCR will automatically re-

cord it for viewing later.

—

Masaya Naka-

jima, Matsushita Ltd. , Osaka;Japan 2000
report, Economic Planning Agency, Tokyo

Jet-propelled passenger ships will ferry

tourists to and from resorts in Hawaii,

Australia, New Zealand, and other pop-

ular Pacitic locations. Sailing on jet-pro-

pelled engines will take more time than

flying on jet aircraft but much less time

than comparable journeys on the ships

of today. For instance, saiiirig from Japan
to California will take four days, as op-

posed to the ten-day journey it is today.

A jet-ship journey will cost passengers
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about one tenth as much money as a

comparable airplane flight.

—

Himkazu
Nishimura, deputy director tor ship de-

velopment and planning, technology di-

vision, Ministry of Transport, Tokyo

"Once voice input technology is per-

fected, robots will clean the rug, iron the

clothes and shovel the snow."—Theo-

dore J. Gordon, The Futures Group,
Glastonbury, CT

MACHINE DREAMS

Fire Chief Lawrence stood a few hun-

dred feet from the burning building. He
tapped at a keyboard and read the dis-

play: SECTOR TWO: ALL CLEAR.

No sign of them, Lawrence thought. He
worried about Costabile and Nelson, the

two men inside. The department had sent

out its full complement of fire fighters;

Lawrence, two men, and a fire-fighting

robot. They had controlled the blaze, but

Costabile and Nelson hadn't come out

yet. Burning timbers were collapsing.

"Dammit, come on!" Lawrence said, as

he punched buttons on the keyboard.

Responding to his command, the robot

vehicle rumbled amid the flames, its

probes scanned for life forms. The com-
puter bleeped and displayed a new

3- alive. Despite the intense heat, Law-

rence moved closer to the building, now
fully engulfed in flames. He figured the

whole structure would fall in about a min-

ute. "Come on, come on. . .

."

Just then a robot appeared through the

smoke, crunching its way over a col-

lapsed wall, tentacles shooting fire-re-

tardant chemicals in all directions. Lights

flashing, it rolled up to Lawrence and
came to a dead stop.

"Thank God," said Lawrence. A door

opened in the car-size machine and Nel-

son and Costabile walked out smiling

and unscathed.

UNITED STATES. By 2010, when com-
puter components have become signifi-

cantly smaller, business executives will

use the "head office," a supercomputer

so compact that it can be put into a head-

set, complete with voice recognition in-

put, advanced communications technol-

ogy, and a high-resolution video display.

This device will make it possible to obtain

up-to-date market information, perform

sophisticated market analyses, and ne-

gotiate deals from anywhere in the world.

As engineers begin to work on in-

creasingly smaller scales, they will build

nanomachines: tiny machines whose
component parts are small enough to

manipulate molecules. To make nano-

machines, molecular engineers will rely

on the same processes of molecular

buildup that form the machinery of living

cells. They will put together pieces of

molecules to form molecular machines.

These machines can then be used to

move and join yet other molecules to form

72 OMNI

complex product? iuch a-- tiny robot as-

sembler arms full of gears, bearings, and
drive shafts. A nanomachine consisting

of these arms will manipulate molecules

the way current-day machines manipu-

late plastic and steel. In medicine, micro-

scopic power saws will cut away scar tis-

sue inside the human retina. In the

environmental arena, solar-powered
nanomechanisms wilt mimic photosyn-

thesis, creating carbohydrate food out of

sunlight, water, and air. Incorporated into

the pavement, these devices can re-

move carbon dioxide from the atmos-

phere faster than automobiles and hu-

man industry produce it.

Scientists will build "neural net" com-
puters that think like people. Today's most

powerful computers can "think" only in

one direction at a time. This makes them
ideal for long ca ouatior-s but poor for the

kind of creative thinking that humans do.

In neural net computers, designers will

connect hundreds of components in a

^Microscopic

power saws will cut away scar

tissue inside the

human retina. Tiny solar-

- powered machines

wiii mimic photosynthesis,

creating food out

of sunlight, water, andairJ

linkage more akin to the structure of the

human brain. The result: a computer that

can process laterally, as humans do. Such

computers will excel at recognizing pat-

terns in voices and shapes. They will be

used to control intelligent robots, to direct

unmanned aircraft, and to respond to

voice commands.

—

Robert Olson, senior

consultant, Institute for Alternative Fu-

tures, Theodore J. Gordon, chairman, The

Futures Group; Clement Bezold, execu-

tive director. Institute for Alternative Fu-

tures; Marvin Qetron, Forecasting Inter-

national, Arlington, VA; K. Eric Drexler,

Foresight Institute, Palo Alto, CA
In the twenty-first century robot tech-

nology will continue to advance. Borrow-

ing from military technologies, robots will

gain in mobility, visual capability, on-

board intelligence, and -weatherproof ex-

teriors. These automobile-size robots will

have tractorlike treads or spiderhkc- logs.

Their improved mobility will make them
useful in farming, housing construction,

and deep-sea exploration. Small, fire-re-

sistant robots will be sent into burning

buildings to fight lires and find survivors,

carrying them to safety.

Electricity-conducting glass could be
used as a windshield that heats the car.

A related material could be used as a
glass-topped stove (with a surface as
smooth as Teflon) that changes color as

it heats.—Joseph Coates, J. F Coates,

Inc., Washington, DC
EUROPE. A high-speed

-
rail network will

propel travelers across the continent at

speeds upwards of 200 miles an hour.

The new trains will depend upon high-

powered electric motors and smooth,

nearly curveless tracks. By the year 2000
these trains will connect major travel axes

such as Amsterdam-Rome and Lon-

don-Paris. By 2050 this transit system will

operate through a technology known as

magnetic levitation, in which powerful

electromagnets suspend the train a few

inches off the rails while rapidly pulsing

magnets placed along the track work to

propel the train forward. Magnetic levi-

tation will propel trains forward at hun-

dreds of miles per hour.

Europe's car-choked cities will even-

tually ban automobiles within the city. In-

stead, the visitor will find fleets of public

electric cars. He'll enter the car, insert a

credit card in a slot for billing purposes,

and drive around. At the conclusion of his

trip he'll simply park the car at a recharg-

ing station and plug it in for the next cus-

tomer.

—

Robert H. Pry, International Insti-

tute for Applied Systems Analysis,

Laxenburg, Austria; Roberto Vacca, Ital-

ian professor, mathematician, and futur-

ist, University of Rome
PACIFIC RIM. Inexpensive supercon-

ductors that operate at room tempera-

ture will transmit, or "superconduct,"
electricity along power lines with virtually

no loss of energy. The increase in effi-

ciency will render electricity vastly less

expensive. Computers packed with su-

perconducting components will operate

at unprecedented speeds. And by 2050
magnetic levitation trains will crisscross

Japan inside vacuum tunnels at super-

sonic speeds. In that same year Japa-

nese taxicabs will operate robotically. To

enter a cab, a passenger will first insert

a bankcard or credit card, then he will

indicate his destination by pressing a

computerized touch-screen map. The
cab will use stored banks of map data to

navigate at high speeds around the city

or countryside, avoiding collisions by us-

ing radar that oxrm hyh-iroquency sound

waves.

—

Yoshihiro Kyotani, president,

Technova Inc., Tokyo; Dr. Shigeru Watan-

abe, Tokyo Science and Technology Col-

lege, Tokyo; Setsuo Takezawa, Japan
Foundation for Shipbuilding Advance-
ment, Tsukuba, Japan

Scientists will use magnetic levitation

technology along the slopes of Mount Fuji

to hurl ships into space.

—

Yoshihiro Kyo-

tani, Technova Inc.

Elevated sky trains, or monorails, will

crisscross the Thai city of Bangkok,
transporting workers to and from manu-
facturing plants in outlying areas. Ulti-



mately the sky-train system will pave the

way for industrializing all of Thailand.—Sart Sirisinha, economic counselor,

Royal Thai Embassy, New York

MIDDLE EAST. The Arab world will lag

in technological development because of

high illiteracy rates and a lack of trained

personnel.

—

Mahdi El Mandjra, Futuri-

ties International, Rabat, Morocco
Israel, like other small, educated coun-

tries, wiil adopt many First World tech-

nological developments for its own use.

The country will find a niche in producing

new energy technologies and electronic

medical equipment such as the 3-D X-

ray machines used for CAT scans.
—Baruch Raz, Center for Technological

Analysis and Forecasting, Tel Aviv Uni-

versity, Tel Aviv

SOUTH AMERICA. Due to the rich-

ness of the Amazon's genetic resources,

some South American countries will de-

velop expertise in biotechnology—the

manipulation of plant genes to produce

high-yield, high-protein crops. South

American researchers will create more
productive strains of native plants like

yucca, pineapple, plantain, and sweet

cucumber. Some nations will apply for

patents on the genetic structures of the

plants in the Amazon.

—

GRADE (Group

of Analysis for Development), Lima, Peru

AFRICA. African nations have little

hope of developing advanced technolo-

gies in the twenty-first century. Scientists

throughout the continent lack money, sci-

entific, facilities, and government sup-

port. The region suffers from a continu-

ing brain drain due to lack of opportunity

for intellectuals and their fear of political

persecution.-—Economic Commission for

Africa, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

"Technical progress' will challenge our

morals and values. What do you say to

progress in genetics, which is going to

challenge our most fundamental ideas:

What is a man? What is a woman? What
is freedom?"—Hugues de Jouvenel, As-

sociation Internationale Futuribles, Paris

VITAL LINKS

Congressional Record, October 14, 2033

Senator Abramson: The Chair recog-

nizes the senator from Missouri.

Senator Truman: Thank you, Madam
Chairwoman. I'm speaking on the matter

of Senate bill 13-2031. As you know, we've

debated this bill for several weeks now.

Furthermore, we've uploaded all the rel-

evant information into the National Hy-

pertext System, making it available to

every American at home.

Voters who have followed this debate

on their Home Information Centers now
know everything we do. They've had ac-

cess to all the opinion polls. They've seen

videos depicting outcomes of both yes

and no votes. They've been able to con-

duct their own economic analyses of

benefits and costs.

Senator Abramson: Are we ready for a

vote, then?

Senator Truman: I'd say so. I yield to

the distinguished senator from Kentucky.

Senator Sanders: Thank you. Now if

you'll all watch your monitors you'll see
the vote as it develops. Madam Chair-

woman, you're on.

Senator Abramson: Thank you. Fellow

citizens: Our computers indicate that

you're fully briefed on the issue
:
so I'll cut

to the matter. Please vote yes or no now.

Senator Sanders?

Senator Sanders: Our tally is showing

a decided trend. With two percent of the

tally, our computers predict a yes vote

from 272 million, or 62 percent.

Senator Truman: What is the exact

breakdown?
Senator Sanders: The full vote won't be

in for another ten minutes. But projec-

tions show it will pass with both Main-

streamers and Ethnics. Also with the

Brainworkers. I think we have a mandate.

Senator Abramson: Fine. It's passed.

The 2,1 million moon colonists are here-

with declared citizens of the United States

of America.

WORLD. Modern communications will

give the average person much greater
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I got to Hollywood around one-thirty and
started trying to check into the Rialto.

"Sorry, we don't have any rooms," the

girl behind the desk said. "We're all

booked up with some science thing."

"I'm with the science thing," I said. "Dr.

Ruth Baringer. I reserved a double."

"There are a bunch of Republicans

here, too, and a tour group from Finland.

They told me when I started work here

that they got all these movie people, but

the only one I've seen so far was that guy
who played the friend of that other guy in

that one movie. You're not a movie per-

son, are you?"

"No," I said. "I'm with the science thing.

Dr. Ruth Baringer."

"My name's Tiffany," she said. "I'm not

actually a hotel clerk at all. I'm just work-

ing here to pay for my transcendental

posture lessons. I'm really a model-slash-

actress."

"I'm a quantum physicist," I said, trying

to get things back on track. "The name is

Ruth Baringer."

She messed with the computer for a

minute. "I don't show a reservation for

you."

"Maybe it's in Dr. Mendoza's name. I'm

sharing a room with her."

She messed with the computer some
more. "1 don't show a reservation for her

either. Are you sure you don't want the

Disneyland Hotel? A lot of people get the

two confused."

"I want the Rialto," I said, rummaging
through my bag for my notebook. "I have

a confirmation number. W37420."

She typed it in. "Are you Dr. Gedan-
ken?" she asked.

"Excuse me," an elderly man said.

"I'll be right with you," Tiffany told him.

"How long do you plan to stay with us, Dr.

Gedanken?" she asked me.

"Excuse me," Ihe man said, sounding

desperate. He had bushy white hair and

a dazed expression, as if he had just been

through a horrific experience or had been

trying to check in to the Rialto.

He wasn't wearing any socks. I
won-

dered if he was Dr. Gedanken. Dr. Ge-
danken was the main reason I'd decided

to come to the meeting. I had missed his

lecture on wave/particle duality last year,

but I had read the text of it in the ICQP
Journal, and it had actually seemed to

make sense, which is more than you can

say for most of quantum theory. He was
giving the keynote address this year, and

I was determined to hear it.

It wasn't Dr. Gedanken. "My name is

Dr. Whedbee," the elderly man said. "You

gave me the wrong room."

'All our rooms are pretty much the

same," Tiffany said. "Except for how many
beds they have in them and stuff."

"My room has aperson in it!" he said.

"Dr. Sleeth. From the University of Texas

at Austin. She was changing her clothes.".

His hair seemed to get wilder as he spoke.

"She thought I was a serial killer." .

'And you said your name is Dr. Whed-
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bee?" Tiffany asked, fooling with the

computer once again. "I don't show a

reservation for you."

Dr. Whedbee beganto cry.

Tiffany got out a paper towel, wiped off

Ihe counter, and turned back tome. "May
I help you?" she said.

Thursday, 7:30-9 _rm. Opening Cere-

monies. Dr. Halvard dnofrio, University of

Maryland at College Park, will speak on

"Doubts Surrounding the Heisenberg
Uncertainty Principle." Ballroom.

I
finally got my room at five after Tiffany

went off duty. Till then I sat around the

lobby with Dr. Whedbee, listening to Abey

Fields complain about Hollywood.

"What's wrong with Racine?" he said.

"Why do we always have to go to these

exotic places, like Hollywood? And St.

Louis last year wasn't much better. The

Institut Henri Poincare people kepi going

off to see the arch and Busch Stadium."

'•Dr. Dinah

sounded a lot like Dr. Onofrio.

I wondered

if he might have undergone

some strange

transformation during his

search for room

1282 and was now a woman.^>

"Speaking of St. Louis," Dr. Takumi said,

"have you seen David yet?"

"No," I said.

"Oh, really?" she said. "Last year at the

annual meeting you two were practically

inseparable. Moonlight riverboat rides

and all."

"What's on the programming tonight?"

I said to Abey.

"David was just here," Dr. Takumi said.

"He said to tell you he was going out to

look at the stars in the sidewalk."

"That's exactly what I'm talking about,"

Abey said. "Riverboat rides and movie

stars. What do those things have to do
with quantum theory? Racine would have

!
.. !!

.
.,!.;.. !i: i

of physicists. Not like this. . .this.
.
.do you

realize we're practically across the street

from Grauman's Chinese Theatre? And
Hollywood Boulevard's where all those

gangs hang out. If they catch you wear-

ing red or blue, they'll
—

"

He stopped. "Is that Dr. Gedanken?"

he asked, staring at the front desk.

I turned and looked. A short, roundish

man with a mustache was trying to check

in. "No," I said. "That's Dr. Onofrio."

"Oh, yes," Abey said consulting his

program book. "He's speaking tonight at

the opening ceremonies. On the Heisen-

berg uncertainty principle. Are you

going?"

"I'm not sure," I said, which was sup-

posed to be a joke, but Abey didn't laugh.

"I must meet Dr. Gedanken. He's just

gotten funding for a new project."

I
wondered what Dr. Gedanken's new

project was— I would have loved to work

with him.

"I'm hoping he'll come to my workshop
on the wonderful world of quantum phys-

ics," Abey said, still watching the desk.

Amazingly enough, Dr. Onofrio seemed
to have gotten a key and was heading for

the elevators. "I think his project has

something to do with understanding

quantum theory."

Well, that let me out I didn't under-

stand quantum theory at all. I sometimes

had a sneaking suspicion nobody else

did either, including Abey Fields, and that

they just weren't willing to admit it.

I mean, an electron is a particle except

it acts like a wave. In fact, a neutron acts

like two waves and interferes with itself

(or each other), and you can't really

measure any of this stuff properly be-

cause of the Heisenberg uncertainty

principle, and that isn't the worst of it.

When you set up a Josephson junction to

figure out what rules the electrons obey,

they sneak past Ihe barrier to the other

side, and they don't seem to care much
about the limits' of the speed of light either,

and Schrddinger's cat is neither alive nor

dead till you open the box, and it all makes

about as much sense as Tiffany's calling

me Dr. Gedanken.
Which reminded me, I had promised

to call Darlene and give her our room
number. I didn't have a room number, but

if I waited much longer, she'd have left.

She was flying to Denver to speak at CU
and then coming on to Hollywood some-

time tomorrow morning. I interrupted

Abey in the middle of his telling me how
beautiful Racine was in the winter and

went to call her.

"I don't have a room yet," I said when
she answered. "Should I leave a mes-

sage on your machine, or do you wanl to

give me your number in Denver?"

"Never mind all that," Darlene said.

"Have you seen David yet?"

To illustrate the problems of the con-

cept of wave function, Dr. Schrodinger

imagines a cat being put into a box. with

a piece of uranium, a bottle of poison gas,

and a Geiger counter. If a uranium nu-

cleus disintegrates while the cat is in the

box, it will release radiation which will set

off the Geiger counterand break the bot-

tle of poison gas. Since it is impossible in

guantum theory to predict whether a ura-

nium nucleus wit! disintegrate while the

cat is in the box, and only possible to cal-

culate uranium's probable half-life, the cat

is neither alive nor dead until we open the
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box.—From "The Wonderful World of

Quantum Physics," a seminar presented

at the ICQP Annual Meeting by A. Fields,

Ph.D., University of Nebraska at Wahoo

I completely forgot to warn Darlene

about Tiffany, the model-slash-actress.

"What do you mean you're trying to

avoid David?" she had asked me at least

three times. "Why would you do a stupid

thing like that?"

Because in St. Louis I ended up on a

riverboat in the moonlight and didn't make
it back until the conference was over.

' "Because I want to attend the pro-

gramming," I said the third time around,

"not a wax museum. I am a middle-aged

woman."

'And David is a middle-aged man who,

I might add, is absolutely charming. In

faci, he may be the last charming man
left in the universe,"

"Charm is for quarks," I said and hung
up, feeling smug until I remembered I

hadn't told her about Tiffany. I went back
to the front desk, thinking maybe Dr. On-
ofrio's success signaled a change. Tif-

fany asked, "May I help you?" and left me
standing there.

After a while I gave up and went back

to the red and gold sofas.

"David was here again," Dr. Takumi
said. "He said to fell you he was going to

the wax museum."

"There are no wax museums in Ra-
cine," Abey said.

"What's the programming for tonight?"

I said, taking Abey's program from him.

"There's a mixer at six-thirty and the

opening ceremonies in the ballroom and
then some seminars."

I read the descriptions of the seminars.

There was one on the Josephson junc-

tion. Electrons were able to somehow
tunnel through an insulated barrier even
though they didn't have the required en-

ergy. Maybe I could somehow get a room
without checking in.

"Ifwe were in Racine, "Abey said, look-

ing at his watch, "we'd already be
checked in and on our way to dinner."

Dr. Onofrio emerged from the elevator,

still carrying his bags. He came over and
sank down on the sofa next to Abey.

"Did they give you a room with a semi-

naked woman in it?' Dr. Whedbee asked.

"I don't know," Dr. Onofrio said. "I

couldn't find it." He looked sadly at the

key. "They gave me 1282, but the room
numbers only go up to 75."

"I think I'll attend the seminar on chaos,"

The most venous difficulty quantum
theory faces today is not the inherent lim-

itation ol measurement capability or the

E-PR paradox. It is the lack of a paradigm.

Quantum theory has no working model.

no metaphor that properly defines it.

—Excerpt from Dr. Gedanken's keynote

address

I got to my room at six, after a brief

skirmish with the bellboy-slash-actorwho
couldn't remember where he'd stored my
suitcase and unpacked.

My clothes, which had been perma-
nent-press all the way from MIT, under-

went a complete wave-function collapse

the moment that I opened my suitcase,

and came out looking like Schrodinger's

almost-dead cat.

By the time I had called housekeeping

for an iron, taken a bath, given up on the

iron, and steamed a dress in the shower,

I had missed the "Mixer with Munchies"
and was half an hour late for Dr. Onofrio's

opening remarks.

I opened the door to the ballroom as

quietly as I could and slid inside. I had
hoped they would be late getting started,

but a man I didn't recognize was already

introducing the speaker: "—and an in-

spiration to all of us in the field."

I dived for the nearest chair and sat

down.

"Hi," David said. "I've been looking all

over for you. Where were you?"

"Not at the wax museum," I whispered.

"You should have been," he whispered
back. "It was great. They had John
Wayne, Elvis, and Tiffany the model-slash-



actress with the brain o( a pea-slash-

amoeba."

"Shh," I said.
"—the person we've all been waiting

to hear, Dr. Ringgit Dinari."

"What happened to Dr. Onofrio?" I

asked.

"Shhh," David said.

Dr. Dinari looked a lot like Dr. Onofrio.

She was short, roundish, and mustached

and was wearing a rainbow-striped caf-

tan. "I will be your guide this evening into

a strange new world," she said, "a world

where all thai you thought you knew, all

common sense, ail accepted wisdom,

must be discarded. A world where all the

rules have changed and it sometimes

seems there are no rules at all."

She sounded just like Dr. Onofrio, too.

He had given this same speech two years

ago in Cincinnati. I wondered if he had
undergone some strange transformation

during his search for room 1282 and was
now a woman.

"Before
I go on," Dr. Dinari said, "how

many of you have already channeled?"

Newtonian physics had as its model
the machine. The metaphor of the ma-
chine, with its interrelated parts, its gears

and wheels, its causes and elfects, was

what made it possible to think about

Newtonian physics.— Excerpt from Dr.

Gedanken's keynote address

the lobby.

When we stood up to leave. Dr. Dinari

had extended her pudgy hand in its rain-

bow-striped sleeve and called out in a

voice a loi like Charlton Heston's, "0 un-

believers! Leave not, for here only is real-

ity!"

'Actually, channeling would explain a

lot," David said, grinning.

"If the opening remarks aren't in the

ballroom, where are they?"

"Beats me," he said. "Want to go see

the Capitol Records Building? It's shaped
like a stack of records."

"I want to go to the opening remarks."

"The beacon on top blinks out Holly-

wood in Morse code."

I went over to the front desk.

"Can I help you?" the clerk behind the

desk said. "My name is Natalie, and I'm

an actress
—

"

"Where is the ICQP meeting this eve-

rting?" I said.

"They're in the ballroom."

"I'll bet you didn't have any dinner,"

David said. "I'll buy you an ice cream

cone. There's this greal place lhat has the

ice cream cone Ryan O'Neal bought for

Tatum in Paper Moon."

"A channeler's injhe ballroom," I fold

Natalie. "I'm looking for fhe ICQR"
She .fiddled with the computer. "I'm

sorry. I don't show a reservation for them."

"How about Grauman's Chinese?"
David said. "You want reality? You want

Charlton Heston? You want to see quan-

tum theory in action?"

He grabbed my hands. "Come with

me," he said seriously. ,

In St. Louis I had suffered a wave-
function collapse a lot like what had hap-

pened to my clothes when I opened the

suitcase. I had ended up on a riverboat

halfway to New Orleans that time. It hap-

pened again, and the next thing I knew I

was walking around the courtyard of Sid

Grauman's Chinese Theatre, eating an ice

cream cone and trying to fit my feet in

Myrna Loy's footprints.

She must have been a midget or had
her feet bound as a child. So, apparently.

had Debbie Reynolds, Dorothy Lamour,

and Wallace Beery.

The only footprints I came close to fit-

ting were Donald Duck's.

"I see this as a map of the microcosm,"

David said, sweeping his hand over the

slightly irregular pavement of printed and
signed cement squares.

"See, there are all these tracks. We
know something's been here, and the

prints are pretty much the same, only

every once in a while you've got this"

—

he knelt down and pointed to the print of

John Wayne's clenched fist
—

"and over

here"—he walked toward the box office

CDNTNU-FDON PAGE 142



I hi:I his exclusive glimpse of cars,

boats, trains, airplanes, freeways, restaurants, and cities

—

conceived mostly during the impoverished years from 1929 to

1939—pays tribute to a man who clearly lived beyond his era.

Every sprawling Sunbelt city laced together by 12-lane free-

ways confirms his predictions. Each elevated expressway and

loop bypass skirting an urban center bears out his vision.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY STEVEN PIERSOL
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Streamlined cars as well as

today's sleek and foreboding

Stealth bomber bear a striking

resemblance to the work done

by this extraordinary designer

half a cenlury ago.

The prophetic vision ot an

energetic young designer

named Norman Bel Geddes
stirred an entire generation

during the darkest period of

the Great Depression. While

most of the industrialized

world was paralyzed in the

present, he imagined a revo-

lutionary new society domi-

nated by mobility, efficiency,

and independence. Bursting

with boundless ideas, he

leaped into a future we have

only now begun to realize.

The most cohesive assem-
bly of Bel Geddes's ambitious

ideas was his Futurama ex-

hibit for the 1939 New York

World's Fair. (The model for

Futurama is shown above with

World's Fair workers.) With its

theme "The World of Tomor-

row," the fair offered the per-

fect stage for Bel Geddes's

unfolding drama. Spending $7

million (busting the $2 million

budget lhat his sponsor, Gen-

eral Motors, had projected) the

intense, wild-haired inventor

created the fair's most popu-
lar attraction, which consisted

of a 16-minute "ride" through

the largest animated scale

model of the future ever built.

The three-quarter-acre ex-

panse of miniature cities, high-

ways, towns, and countryside

contained half a million indi-

vidually designed buildings,

50,000 tiny cars and buses

(10,000 of which moved), and

1 million miniature trees.

Futurama embodied an in-

dependent society liberated

by laborsaving machines and
accessible modes of trans-

portation. The decentralized

cities were strictly zoned,
demonstrating how motor-

ways—with remote-con-

trolled traffic bridges, safety

curbs, and multiple lanes to

accommodate high speeds-
would link the metropolis to its

surrounding areas. Pollution,

atomic energy, traffic conges-

tion, and urban parking were

all addressed head-on as in-

evitable problems created by

a progressive future.

Much of Futurama's vision,

as well as Bel Geddes's other

work, found its way into every-

day life exactly as its designer

hoped. Over the span of his

45-year career, Bel Geddes
designed an incredible pan-

oply of objects, ranging from

beds and refrigerators to

skyscrapers, indoor stadi-

ums, and freeway flyovers.

Such smaller objects as an

IBM typewriter and the gas

range oven, which he de-

signed for the Standard Gas
Equipment Corporation, be-

came fixtures in the American

office and home of the Forties

AfUIilfl
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and Fifties. His larger proj-

ects, however, were not con-

structed until decades later:

His aerial restaurant design for

the 1933-34 International Ex-

position in Chicago depicted

a steel, aluminum, and glass

structure—25 stories high

—

which would rotate slowly,

providing patrons with a

changing panorama of Chi-

cago. The first aerial restau-

rant was actually built for the

Century 21 Exposition in Se-

attle in 1962.

More than any other futurist

of his era. Bel C

saw the impact of advances
in transportation. "Speed is the

cry of our era, and greater

speed is one of the goals of

tomorrow," wrote Bel Geddes
in his 1932 book Horizons. For

him, the automobile' de-

manded forms radically dif-

ferent from those that domi

nated the designs of the time.

His teardrop-shaped aerody-

namic cars of the early Thi

ties (seen above with his sin

ilarly designed buses) had
engines in the rear, bulging

windshields to provide full vis-

ibility, retractable safety

bumpers, wheels fully en-

closed in the body super-

structure, headlights that

turned with the wheels, ancf

air-conditioned interiors.

Bel Geddes followed his

own stringent policies with the

designs for his Ocean Liner

and the Wenner-Gren yacht,

The huge, whalelike, 1,808-

foot-long Ocean Liner would

accommodate 2,000 passen-

gers and a crew of 900. In ad-

dition to grandiose lounges, a

nightclub, cinema, pool, and
gymnasium, there was a large,

sun-exposed beach and four

tennis courts under a smooth
glass shroud. The skin of the

ship was designed with a

glass-and-metal slipcover to

enclose the vessel during

rough weather. Much of the

design was incorporated into

Bel Geddes's plans for a pri-

vate 231 -foot yacht commis-
sioned for Axel Wenner-Gren.

Neither ship was ever built.

Anticipating that airplanes

would eventually replace

ocean liners, Bel Geddes,
along with German aeronau-

tical engineer Otto A, Kuhler,

designed an alternative lux-

ury vehicle—the V-winged
Transoceanic Airliner. The
mammoth, nine-story-high

hybrid of ocean liner and air-

plane would have accommo-
dated more than 600 people,

with staterooms, suites, and a
two-story-high dining room as

well as a dance floor, tennis

court, library, and barber and
beauty shops.

As with the cars and boats,

Bel Geddes was reinventing

air transportation from scratch.

His "Helicopter Community
Bus," for example, combined
road, water, and air transport.

And for such a vehicle, he
imagined a Rotary Airport in

New York City harbor: The
floating airport would be con-

nected to Manhattan by an

800-foot tunnel equipped with

amoving sidewalk,

This year, on the fiftieth an-

niversary of Bel Geddes's re-

markable masterpiece for the

1939 New York World's Fair, a

feeling of buoyant optimism

resonates from the pages of

his archives. His challenging

and provocative views still be-

long to the future.

—Lawrence W. SpeckDO
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in other ways remain experimental. At the

Fred Hutchinson Cancer Research Cen-

ter in Seattle, E. Donnall Thomas's team

has tried purifying human stem cells, the

unspecialized bone marrow cells that

produce all other types of red and white

blood cells. Stem cells exist in such small

numbers—constituting just 0.01 percent

of all bone marrow cells—that their po-

tential importance has thus far been
overshadowed by their elusiveness. Last

year, however, a team of scientists, led by

Irving Weissman at Stanford University,

succeeded in isolating and transplanting

stem cells in mice. Their startling re-

sults— in some recipients, as few as 30

cells were sufficient to repopulate whole

blood and marrow systems— could

eventually enable BMT teams to perform

human transplants with little more than a

pinhead's worth of material.

Because stem cells appear to be un-

affected by leukemias and other marrow-

damaging diseases, it may also be pos-

sible to avoid GVHD by harvesting, pu-

rifying, and reimplanting a patient's own
stem cells. Doctors at the Hutchinson

Center and Sloan-Kettering are already

experimenting with autologous, or self-to-

self, transplants, in which a cancer pa-

lient's own marrow is removed, stored

during an aggressive round of chemo-
therapy, and reinjected once treatment is

completed. Recenlly Sloan-Kettering in-

vestigators tried the technique on 14 lym-

phoma patients, with exciting results: 78

percent were still in remission two years

after their transplants, compared with an

expected survival rate of only 20 percent

with conventional treatment.

By using purified stem cells, doctors

may be able to widen the application of

self-to-self transplants. Marrow-Tech, an

Elmsford, New York, company, is working

on growing marrow cultures in the lab by

maximizing stem cell populations. Ulti-

mately, Marrow-Tech plans to license this

technology to a company that would store

individuals' marrow for a nominal fee. Nu-

clear power plant workers and others at

risk of exposure to high levels ol radiation

or toxic chemicals could then bank their

own marrow while they're still healthy and
withdraw it should they ever need a bone
marrow transplant.

Elegant as the advances in BMT tech-

nique appear, they won't increase the

number of procedures performed until the

ranks of donors swell. Because bone
marrow, unlike other organs, is typed
along strict racial and ethnic lines, typing

centers frequently fail to locate suitable

.donors. Doctors now do BMTs on less

than half of the 11 ,000 patients who might

benefit from them each year. To find more .

donors the Department of the Navy pro-

vided $3.5 million in 1987 to establish a
computerized National Bone Marrow
96 OMNI

Registry. Registry officials say they hope
to increase their current donor pool of

33,000 to 100,000 wilhin the next year-
enough to provide BMTs for an additional

3,000 patients each year.

In the future, O'Reilly says, typing cen-

ters may select donors under a system

lhat identilies resistance to leukemia as

well as appropriate tissue matches. "The

sorts of questions we're asking now con-

cern whether approved marrow donors

may have a built-in resistance to various

leukemias and whether this resistance

can be harnessed." O'Reilly's team has

observed lhai the relapse rate for leuke-

mia patients who receive tissue-typed

marrow transplants is lower than the rate

for patients who receive transplants from

an identical twin. The donor marrow may
be contributing something that prevents

the leukemiafrom recurring. "Ultimately,"

he says, "we may find out why some peo-

ple get leukemia in the first place."

BECOMING A DONOR

"Becoming a bone marrow donor is a

fairly risk-free way to be a hero. But it's

not without discomfort or inconve-

nience," says Pamela Weinberg, the Na-

tional Bone Marrow Registry's operations

director. Prospective donors must be
healthy adults under.fifty-five, with no his-

tory of serum hepatitis, malaria, AIDS, or

intravenous drug use. Some of the 50 re-

gional donor centers equipped to do the

initial tissue typing from a blood sample
require prospective donors to contribute

to the typing cost (about $50, though it's

tax deductible), while others do not.

If the donor turns out to be a good
match for someone awaiting a trans-

plant, all costs of collecting the marrow

are covered by the recipient's insurance.

The procedure takes place in a hospital

under local or spinal anesthesia. The sur-

geon makes a tiny incision above the do-

nor's hip, then uses a syringe to withdraw

about a liter of marrow. Because a cer-

tain amount of blood comes out with the

marrow, donors typically store one or two

units of their own blood before the pro-

cedure; it is restored to them while they

are still under anesthesia. The donor's

body replenishes [he lost marrow in about

two weeks. No stitches are required, but

the incision leaves a minute scar and the

collection causes a moderately aching

bruise that many compare to a fall on ice.

About half of all donors go home the same
day, while the rest stay in the hospital

overnight. The risks to the donor are slight.

(Out of 100,000 healthy people, one can

be expected to have a serious reaction

to the anesthesia, while an even smaller

proportion develop an infection at the site

of the removal or experience additional

blood loss.) Omni readers who want to

find out more about donating marrow or

want help locating the nearest typing

center should write to: National Marrow

Project, Box OM, 100 South Roberts

Street, St. Paul, MM 55107.DO
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finished his first year as President, Con-
gress had sat for the first time, and the

Supreme Court had heard its first cases.

In the Old World a single event was
shaping the entire century to come: the

French Revolution. As the decade be-

gan, Napoleon was a student in military

school: when it ended he had carried out

his campaigns against Italy and Egypt

and been named first consul. By 1814 he

had been replaced by the Bourbon mon-

archy, which the revolution had been in-

tended to overthrow. Yet when the revo-

lution began France was still a largely

feudal state. When it was over the bour-

geois were clearly the dominant power in

society, the Code Napoleon had intro-

duced the concept of social justice to Eu-

rope, and the modern sense of national-

ism had begun to appear.

At last we come to the 1890's, the "Gay

Nineties". ... In the United States it was
a time of world's fairs, particularly in Chi-

cago, that presaged the rise of technol-

ogy, science, and modern architecture in

the twentieth century. The 1890's were
also an era of flamboyant wealth, of Dia-

mond Jim Brady and Gentleman Jim

Corbett, of Andrew Carnegie and J. Pier-

pont Morgan.
.For science it was the time when mod-

ern physics was born. Wilhelrn Rdnlgen

discovered X rays in 1895. Before the

decade was out William Ramsay discov-

ered helium, xenon, krypton, and neon;

Ernest Rutherford found that electricity

and magnetism were one: J- J- Thomson
discovered the electron; and Rutherford

elucidated radioactive decay. In 1900

Max Planck proposed his quantum the-

ory, which still governs our undemand-
ing of the universe. And Einstein was hard

at work on the theory of relativity.

We do not really mean to give the end-

of-the-century effect credit for the works

of Shakespeare and Beethoven or even

for the French Revolution. Genius ap-

pears in its own time and, if genuine, will

find some way to express itself; and so

vast a purging as the French Revolution

seems more the work of history itself than

of the individuals who set it in motion.

Yet perhaps the slaughter of the Bour-

bons makes the point; There are times

when the atmosphere is thick with the po-

tential for change, and works of genius or

of madness have their best chance for a

friendly reception. A disproportionate

number have occurred when an aged
century was about to give way to a new
one ... a powerful spur to the accom-
plishment of tasks long neglected.DO

Copyright :? by Marvin Cetron and Owen
Oow'&i From the book Anx'-'icKN Renais-

sance: Our Life at the Turn of the 21st Cen-

tury. Reprinted through special arrange-

ment with St. Matim'* Press. Now York. To be
published in October 1989.



Looking for unbroken symmetry in the

awesome energy of the super

collider, physicists may find something

else, says this Nobel laureate,

something that could shake the underlying

structure of physical reality

inJTERV/IEUU

Athe entrance to the

Fermi National

Accelerator Labo-

ratory (Fermilab) in Batavia,

Illinois, stands a giant red and
black steel sculpture. Broken

Symmetry, created by Robert

R. Wilson, the lab's builder

and first director, consists of

three arches looping upward to

join one another, but not quite,

about 30 feet in the air. The
three arms are slightly offset.

In fact, from almost every

angle, the sculpture is asym-
metrical. If, however, you
abandon your car at the lab's

entrance, lie down directly

beneath Broken Symmetry, and

look straight up, you will dis-

cover two things: one. that you
have created a traffic jam of

physicists frying to get to work

and, two. thai you have found

the only view from which
the sculpture is symmetrical.

That's essentially the order of

business at this odd place

on the prairie, home of Ihe

world's most powerful atom
smasher. Here scientists look

for a hidden symmetry in a
very asymmetrical world.

Variety may be the spice of

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DENNIS MANARCHY



6A few years ago,

when I campaigned for the

six billion dollars for

the superconducting super

collider, I suggested

that Brazil pay for it. The

Brazilians already

owed eighty-nine billion

dollars. So why
not make it ninety-five?^

life, buttoahcn-c-rio-rgy physicist it is an

affront to a pr;nc o e :ha:'s been with us

since the Greeks: Simplicity is truth.

These physicists are looking for that one

view thai will reveal the simple symmet-

rical essence of matter.

Their search is filled with collisions and

heat. The machine at Ferrnilab is the hot-

test place in the known universe. Be-

neath the prairie runs a four-mile ring

where antiprotons race at near-light-

speed velocities to their happy annihila-

tion in face-to-face collisions with their

brethren protons. These confronts! ors

generate temperatures higher than those

at the core of the sun or in the furious

explosior of a supernova. Ferrnilab

physicists are time travelers more eg : t-

mate than any you'll find in a late-night

Star Trek episode. The last time such

temperatures were created—about

10,000 trillion degrees Fahrenheit—was

a fraction ot a second after the Big Banc;

the birth of the universe.

Lord over this bizarre machine, and all

the time travelers who work with it, is Leon

Lederman, sixty-seven, experlmentalisi

extraordinaire, number one spokesman
for high-energy physics and bigger atom

smashers The son ot Russian-Jewish

immigrant storekeepers, Lederman grew

up in the Bronx watcmng an c :ce r brother

play with chemicals. "I'd do all the chores

in the house if
I
could watch his experi-

ments." After reading a New York Times

article about the discovery of positrons

| an tie led ran s), the ten-year-old vowed lo

go inlo science. "It was a foscinal r.c ar-

ticle about a guy. Carl Anderson, who
carried a cloud chamber to the top of a

mountain in Colorado and found this par-

ticle," he recalls. Around the same age.

Lederman came down with the measles,

and his father bought him a book 'with big

print called The Story of Relativity, by Al-

bert Einstein and Leopold Infeld. "I'll never

torgel the beginning," Lederman says. "It

talked about detective stories, about how

every detective story has a mystery,

clues, and a detective. The detective tnes

to solve the mystery by using the clues.

That's what scence is a about. The trou^

ble with science books today is that they

don't have big print. And so they lose two

important audiences; children and old

men." Lederman's brother now owns a

noveity business that markets T-shirts with

catchy sayings, and it's Leon Leder-

man's ambition to reduce all of physics

lo one simple equation that will fit on the

front of a T-shirt.

Educated at City College in New York

in the Forties, Lederman took off three

years to serve in World War II before re-

turning to New York and Columbia Uni-

ve'sity, where he received his Ph.D. in

ptiys cs in 1951. There he stayed for the

next 28 years, leading, experimenting,

and eventual y servirg as cJ rector of ins

university's Nevis Laboratories. In 1979

he got the call from Ferrnilab. the top job

in high-energy expe r :mental physics.

In such physics, 'aw cower ;s toe name

of the game, and Ferrnilab was about to

bo supplanted as the world's top accel-

erator by CERN, its Geneva, Switzer-

land-baseo ;, iordy collaborator. So rather

than build a bigger ring for a new accel-

erator, Lederman proposed adding 1,000

superconducting magnets to make a new-

ring in the existing tunnel, boosting the

energy. ;n an era when superconduc'iv-

i;y was siill an arcane concept, Ferrnilab

staffers designed and built magnets
themselves. It was not only new physics

but new technology and engineering. The

accee-'Siior row accelerates prolons to

the enormous energy of one TeV (tt lion

electron volts). Imagneatrllicn-'iashlight

batteries; That's one TeV. CERN, by com-

parison, operates at 400 GeV (billion

electron volts), less than half as much. At

Ferrnilab antiprotons are also circulated

in the opposite direction, then smashed
into protons to double the energy, That's

why the vanity license plates on Leder-

man's Toyota read, two tev

Lederman's stature as director of Fer-

rnilab can cause one to overlook his

achievements as a pure physicist. The

Nooel committee Giant make this mis-

take. In 1988 he shared the -prize lor

physics with Jack Ste nberger and Me>

vin Schwartz tor a seminal 1960-62 ex-

periment demonstrating the existenceof

a second type of neutrino. They were also

ihe firs: to create a beam of neutrinos in

the laboratory The consensus was thai

Lederman's pr zo was long overdue. Roy
Schwitlers, director of the new supercon-

ducting super collider, says. "I don't un-

derstand why irtook so long. It was one

of the top half dozen experiments in the

last thirty years." As for Lederman. he was

gtalelui :o get h s family off his back. "My

children often asked me why
I
never re-

ceived a Nobel prize," he says. "I used

to tell them it was because the committee

couldn't make up its mind which of my
accomplishments to recognize."

Lederman, Steinberger, and Schwartz

had used the Brookhaven, Long Island,

accelerator to hurl swarms of prolc-ns a!

a beryllium target. The beryllium atoms

were torn asunder into a menagene of

partic es.that were lir.c-ed through a 40-

foot-thick steel wall. The process
screened out all but the neutrinos, cre-

ating the first artificially produced neu-

trino beam. Until then these artful dodg-

ers had eluded meaningful capture.

Having no electric charge and no mass,

a neutrino, according to Lederman, can

pass through 100 million miles of solid

lead with only a 50 percent chance of

being detected. He and his colleagues

corralled them and herded them into a

useful beam. And beams of neutrinos

opened the way to the study of the fun-

damental force that induces rad oackve

nuclear decay.

Perhaps more important, the trio dis-

covered a second type of neutrino, the

muon neutrino. This meant that leptons

—



pointlike panicles such as electrons and
neutrinos—react in pairs: Electrons are

paired with electron neutrinos, muons are

paired with muon neutrinos, and so on. It

was a giant step in the development of

the "standard model," the cornerstone of

modern physics. Today the standard

model consists of 12 particles— six

quarks and six leptons—paired up in

three categories of matter.

The standard model consolidates

everything learned since the first "parti-

cles" were hurled from the first accelera-

tor: Galileo's dropping the two spheres

from the Leaning Tower of Pisa. Besides

the basic building blocks of matter, the

model also includes the W, Z, gamma,
and gluon particles, which are manifes-

tations of three of the four forces of the

universe. The gamma represents the

electromagnetic force; the W and Z, the

weak nuclear force; and the gluons are

manifestations of the strong nuclear force.

No one has yet propounded a good the-

ory for how the fourth force, gravity, fits

into this portrait.

There you have it: thousands of years

of a science all squeezed into a neat grid

of 12 basic particles and three forces.

Physicists, however, would like some-

thing even simpler— like one basic par-

ticle and one force. Unbroken symmetry.

That's where Lederman comes in again.

He knew that even the two-TeV power of

Fermilab wasn't enough to reduce the

standard model to this ultimate beauty.

Ergo, he helped spearhead the cam-
paign for the super collider. "Leon was
the public spokesman for the super col-

lider," says Roy Schwitters. "He said we
might all have to eventually give up our

little accelerators to make this giant one

a reality." As a result, the 53-mile-circum-

ference, $6 billion super collider made" it

through the Reagan administration. Con-

struction is expected to begin in Ellis

County, Texas, in spring 1990. The super

collider will accelerate protons to 20 TeV

in counterrotating rings for a final colli-

sion energy of 40 TeV. Lederman and his

cohorts have a good reason for wanting

this awesome energy.

It's called Higgs, and it's the demon
that confounds physics. The theoretical

Higgs field saturates space like an ether.

All known particles except the massless

ones bind to it. It's responsible for the so-

called "symmetry breaking." When the

universe cooled down after the Big Bang,

Higgs took hold. Think of a rainstorm: bil-

lions of tiny drops of water, all uniform.

Then a cold front moves in, the rain turns

to snow, and every flake is different. That's

what Higgs does to matter. Examining a

universe with Higgs is like seeing through

a glass darkly. Lederman wants to see it

face-to-face. That means "blowing away

the Higgs," as he puts it, or enough of it

to see the infamous Higgs boson, through

which the field does its dirty work. That's

the main job of the super collider. If the

super collider finds this theoretical parti-

cle, the standard model will undoubtedly

be simplified. If it doesn't, then the stan-

dard model will have to go.

Although Lederman gave the stan-

dard model its first boost, he could de-

stroy it even before the super collider fires

its first proton. Fermilab is currently look-

ing for one unconfirmed quark, the mas-
sive top quark. Disconcertingly heavy for

an elemental particle, it is at least 60 to

70 times heavierthan the proton, accord-

ing to Schwitters. That's heavier than most

molecules. Fermilab has enough power

to prove the top quark really exists or—
even more difficult—disprove its exist-

ence. Should Fermilab succeed in ruling

out the top quark, the standard model will

crumble and physics will suffer a mas-
sive crisis, for there is at present no via-

ble alternative to the standard model.

If that happens, Lederman will proba-

bly hold a press conference, make a few

jokes, and explain why it's the best pos-

sible thing for physics. Lederman stories

are legion—and often apocryphal. One
rumor has it that he wrote a description

of the super collider that any high-school

student could understand, then rewrote

it so that even then-President Reagan
could understand it. It was just that, a ru-



mor. The New York Times reported that

Lederman fashioned the 40-foot steel

barrier tor his neutrino experiment out of

the battleship Missouri. Again, not true.

Lederman will do anything to support

science, including a 1979 appearance on

the Phil Donahue show. Challenged by a

housewife on the $100 million per year

operating cost of Fermilab, he replied, "A

hundred million dollars doesn't pay for a

fraction ot the chewing gum we chew.

Why don't we all stop chewing gum and

then I could make an even bigger accel-

erator?" (Donahue seemed pained, Led-

erman recalls. "How did I know the com-

mercial was 'Double Your Pleasure'?")

Lederman didn't even mind a question

about Fermilab's

herd of buffalo,

which graze west

of the main ring.

"Dr. Lederman
makes the accel-

erator seem rel-

atively harmless,"

a call-in com-
plained. "If it is, why

do they have all

those buffalo? We
all know they're ex-

tremely sensitive to

radioactive mate-

rial." She thought

the buffalo were
like canaries in a

mine shaft. Leder-

man calmly reas-

sured her that the

buffalo were just

buffalo and that

a Geiger counter

works better as a

radiation detector.

He does, however,

appear somewhat
uncomfortable
fielding questions

on whether a deity

set the Big Bang
in motion. "That

question," he once

replied, "is beyond

my salary scale."

I interviewed

Lederman at Fermilab, a never-never land

where the buffalo roam and the atoms and

nuclei decay. Lederman and his col-

leagues live in an abstract world where

facts are inferences upon inferences

upon inferences. The accelerator has

been compared to a microscope, but no

object is ever observed directly. Two par-

ticles collide and spew debris and new

matter inside the accelerator. Fermilab

physicists in'e-r ihe existence of new par-

ticles from the fact that they collide with

other particles, which leave electromag-

netic tracks in a $65 million detector. Think

of a bus that drives by your house every

day. One afternoon while you're at work

the bus collides with a Subaru, The
bumper flies off the Subaru and hits youj-

mailbox, which is hurled through your

window. When you come home, you look

at the pattern of shattered glass and say,

"Hmmmm, a Subaru." That's not unlike

what high-energy physicists do for a liv-

ing. And as the energy gets higher, things

get weirder. As Schwitiers explains,

"When two cars collide at sixty-five miles

per hour, the crash may jar loose a fender,

steering wheel, or a few tires. If the cars

were proton beams colliding head-on at

the speed of light, the crash might pro-

duce a Mack truck, a tractor- trailer rig,

forty cars, a giraffe, or a zebra."

Lederman gave up his search for sub-

atomic particles in July of this year. Re-

signing as head of Fermilab, he will be-
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come a professor again, this time at the

University of Chicago, where he'll teach

a course entitled Quantum Mechanics for

Poets. Lederman is a born teacher, and

it's tough to keep him away from the

blackboard that dominates the wall in his

office. He can't talk without sketching, and

because we needed him to stay near the

tape recorder, he scribbled all over his

desk calendar during the interview. Also

in his office is a two-foot-tall stuffed doll

of Einstein and what appears to be a

large, fluffy dunce cap that bears the tag

nobel guv. "It's a thinking cap an artist

gave me," he explains, picking the hat up

to reveal little multishaped pieces of fab-

ric dangling from strings inside. "See," he

said, "it's full of ideas."

There was lots of laughter during the

interview. When was he serious and when

was he just pulling our lepton? As usual,

Lederman came out firing and got in the

first word.—Dick Teresi

Lederman: If this goes true to practice,

you're going to ask about Brazilian debt,

short skirts, and Social Security.

Omni: What are your feelings about the

Brazilian national debt?

Lederman: A few years ago, when I cam-

paigned for the six billion dollars needed
for the superconducting super collider, I

suggested that Brazil pay for it. The Bra-

zilians already owed eighty-nine billion

dollars. Why not make it ninety-five?

Omni: Is it true that

you took apart the

battleship Mis-

souri in order to

build your neutrino

detector back in

1960?
Lederman: Except

it wasn't the Mis-

souri. Somebody
recently told me
the Missouri is still

out there some-
place. We've for-

gotten the name,
but we certainly

did cut up a battle-

ship tor scraps.

Omni: According
to Robert Crease

and Charles Mann,

who wrote The
Second Creation,

a history of mod-
ern physics, you
told them that war
broke out and you

had to give up your

detector so the

Navy could have
its battleship back.

Lederman: Noooo.

I
said that? Well, I

was probably jok-

ing. We were wor-

ried that if there

was a new war,

we'd have to sew the ship back together.

We got a lot of surplus naval stuff in those

days. My best story on that is the cannon.

We got one of those twelve-inch-diame-

ter cannons. It had a beautiful hole and

thick walls. It was fifty feet long, a won-

derful device for aiming a particle beam.

We wanted to fill it up with beryllium as a

filter. The trouble was that it had deep ri-

fling grooves. So I sent a student inside

the cannon to stuff steel wool into the

grooves. He spent about an hour in there

and crawled out hot, sweaty, and irritated

and said, "I quit!" So I said to him, "You

can't quit. Where will I find another stu-

dent of your caliber?" That clearly made
me famous.

Omni: But seriously, Dr. Lederman, you
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said the super collider will cost six billion

dollars, and another three hundred mil-

lion a year to operate. Will this finally be

enough lo shake a quark free?

Lederman: We doubt it will make free

quarks; we shouldn't shake one free. That

would embarrass the theorists. Their

cover is that quarks always come in at

least pairs, and it's like a string that has

two ends. There is no way I can take one

end home.
Omni: Isn't it unsettling thai your model

of reality is based on the quark, and de-

spite spending billions ol dollars on atom

smashers, you still can't find the object

on which your science is based?
Lederman: Well, ii's a living.

Omni: Seriously, isn't it a problem that you

never see your quarry?

Lederman: No, no, thai you can handle.

Did you ever see Ronald Reagan when
he was president?

Omni: I saw an image of him.

Lederman: What do you mean, an im-

age? You saw an electron beam. Look at

the back of a TV set. You saw glass, fila-

ment, wires. You saw Reagan? My evi-

dence for the quark is just as good.

Omni: So everything is mindstuff? That

chairs, rocks, quarks, and presidents are

just abstract ideas with no independent

existence in the physical world because

we can't perceive them directly?

Lederman: Oh, no. There's a real world.

Let me explain it like I do for Kids. You

have a human eyeoall You can see £ Iroo

What's the tree? Well, it's photons tram

the sun reflecting from the tree. Now, the

eyeball has wires that go to a processor.

The processor looks at the data, a train

ot photons, and a centra- u'ocosso' says

"Oh, my God, a tree!" Then you put on

glasses or peer through a telescope Now
the photon is being distorted by a lens.

Or you replace all this by a camera film

or a magnetic tape and digitizer. Little by

little you make the informational tube more

abstract. So now I have a piece of mag-
netic tape with zeros and ones on it.

Those zeros and ones can tell me there's

a tree over there, or"they can tell me that

the bottom quark has a lifetime of ten to

the minus thirteen seconds. Both are en-

coded as zeros and ones. Put [his way
they are equally abstract. You're wearing

glasses, for instance. You're already
modifying the "real world."

Omni: But wearing glasses is less ab-

stract than blasting protons apart in an

accelerator.

Lederman: Let me tell you a story about

Galileo. He buill thousands' of tele-

scopes. And he did tens of thousands of

experiments to learn to trust the tele-

scope. Now, I have this little picture:

Here's Galileo with all his graduate stu-

dents. He's looking put the window with

h-a telescope, describ :

ncj what he sees,

and they're all scribbling it down: "Here's

a tree. It's got a branch this way and a

leaf that way." Then they all get on their

horses or wagons and go across fhe field

and look at the tree close up, comparing

it to Galileo's description. You calibrate

an instrument by doing that ten thousand

times. Bui a critic of Gal !eo in describing

[he meticulous nature ol ins testing, says.

"If
I
follow these experiments on terres-

trial objects, the telescope is superb, I

trust it even [hough it interposes some-
Ihing between the God-given eye and the

God-given object. Nevertheless, it does

not fool you. On the -other hand, if you

look up at the sky, there's a star. And if

you look throi igh the telescope, there are

two stars. It's totally cracked!"

Omni: Quarks are as real as slars?

Lederman: We believe in quarks be-

cause we see ihcm in incredibly ritferenl

ways. First, you do an experiment in Ge-

neva and you do one in California. Or you

gei properties of the quark from looking

at, as we do here, leplon pairs coming off

the proton collision. Totally different kinds

o- experiments, but the results agree nu-

merically. There must be some kind of

objective reality. But we have to be es-

pecially meticulous in cxpormientng with

quarks because we can't get them free.

Omni: Don't you ever wake up sweating

in fhe middle of the night, worrying that

maybe physics took the wrong turn a

couple of decades back?

Lederman: I wake up with sweats in the

middle of the night all right, but only when
something may not work: Is [he equip-

ment going to break down? Is Oscar

going to screw up? A lot of problems give

me cold sweats, but not the route. The

route is, the route is . . . the road! There's

a hazard here, a cliff there, a mountain

here, but if's the road. Sometimes there

are bifurcations and a split somewhere.
You're not sure it's exactly the right road,

but the Golden Fleece is there. It's in sight.

It's obscured by some clouds, so you

don't know exactly where it is, but you

know where you're going. Mewton was
on it. Galileo was on it. Maxwell was on

it. All those guys followed the road, it's

very simple. They had one question: How
does the universe work? And they did

whatever it look lo find ouf.

Omni: Whatever the road is, you get there

by colliding?

Lederman: Yeah, you get [here by colli-

sions. It's a clear road. The game plan is

the same. The guiding rule was given to

us by the Greeks twenfy-five hundred
years ago: It's got to be simple. The world

is expl cable by ordinary rules. There is

some sort of overarching principle that

encourages synthesis. We got gravita-

tion as a universal law that explains an

incredible range of phenomena: the bulge

in the center of the earth, the tides. All

sorts of things you thought wouldn't be

connected became connected: the fall-

ing of the apple, the orbits ol the planets,

satellites. And that kept on. Faraday uni-

fied electricity and magnetism, and fha!

culminated later in Maxwell's equations.



But the underlying themes go all the way
back io the Greeks and Democritus.

There was a strategy: How do you make
a complex world understandable? Mr.

Democritus announced that atoms were
the smallest objects, so small you can't

cut them apart. That's what a-fom means:

not able to be cut. Are there primordial

objects that have no radius? The radius

of a quark is zero, we say. Maybe we're

wrong, but our hope is to find the basic

particles. They have mass, charge, and
spin. They have all these quantum num-
bers. But we have to understand the na-

ture ot their forces, how these things go
with energy. The most exciting thing now
is the so-called "symmetry breaking," and

the (act that maybe the world is as com-
plex as it is because it's cold.

Omni: Cold?

Lederman: We want to build a super col-

lider to heat it up a bit. I mean locally. The
collisions we make at Fermilab are hot,

ten to the sixteen degrees above abso-

lute zero. We see in those collisions

promises of simplicity. So our current no-

tion is that in the beginning the world was
very simple and very hot and that at these

high temperatures there was a unified

force, one kind of particle—a simple

Greek concept. But then as the world ex-

panded and cooled, Mr. Higgs [the Higgs

field] came in breaking symmetry and
making things complicated. As you cool

things down, you introduce complexity.

There are lots of metaphors for this. A Ihin

glass sphere filled with water vapor at

very high temperature has perfect sym-
metry, perfect simplicity. But cool it. Soon

you find a liquid pool of water al the bot-

tom, an ice cube floating in the pool, and
water vapor above it. No symmetry any-

more. If you get high enough energy and
understand the Higgs phenomenon, the

hidden symmetry, Ihen you'll get an an-

swer that you can write on a T-shirt.

Omni: Right now we're not close enough
to the Greek ideal. You have six quarks,

three different forms of matter, four dif-

ferent forces.

Lederman: The standard model, with its

six quarks and six leptons mediated by

forces, is like the periodic table of the ele-

ments that hangs in every high-school

chemistry classroom. It was written down
in orderly form. All the columns had sim-

ilar chemical properties. Nobody under-

stood why they were thai way, but you

could show it to the kids, explain it to them:

This is the lightest, that's the heaviest one.

Little by little we realized that these were

complicated atoms with shell structures,

and we began to know about quantum
mechanics. We began to understand why
the regularities were there. Physics hasn't

gotlen harder than it was, say, fifty or a

hundred years ago.„-

Omni: It's not what you'd call simple.

Lederman: There are some oscillations in

this search for simplicity. Thales of Mile-

bs^dkosru

tus announced that the world could be
explained without ghosts and angels. He
guessed water as the only element. Not

a bad guess. Heat up a piece of metal

and water comes out. Everything is made
of water, Thales said. But eventually, the

Greeks didn't like that and came up with

the air-earth-fire-water theory Then came
ninety elements, a disaster, but soon that

simplified to nuclei and electrons. That

theory looked very good, but little by little

it got worse. The nucleus was a mess. In

the Sixties we had a hundred and thirty

particles. It was chaos and depression.

Where was all this promise of simplicity?

Then came the quarks! First there were

just three. When we looked at those hun-

dreds of particles, we found they were all

made up of only three quarks. Okay, so

now there are six, and we're not sure there

are only six yet. People are saying, Well,

that's complicated. Maybe there are

things inside quarks called prequarks. On
the other hand, six isn't all that bad. Here

[Lederman grabs his desk calendar and
begins sketching the standard model], I

can write down on one of these squares

the up and down quark, the charm and
the strange, the top and bottom. Those
are the six quarks. The six leptons are

electrons and electron neutrinos, muons
and muon neutrinos, lau and tau neutri-

nos. Then on the force side there's the

gamma, the Z, the W, and the gluons. That

picture explains all the data that have

come out of all.the accelerators since the

Leaning Tower of Pisa.

Omni: About twenty-four particles.

Lederman: Yeah. Well, we have one
problem. I've omitted gravity, and in the

force picture,
I
have a deep inconsist-

ency, in that two of these particles, the W
and Z, are heavy and one of these, the

photon, is massless. I can't explain that,

because the mathematics of forces says

they should all have zero mass. That's

where the Higgs comes in. This picture

isn't perfect by a long shol, otherwise we'd

quit. But still, even with its inconsisten-

cies, it's a pretty neat summary of billions

and billions [he imitates Carl Sagan] of

experiments carried out by people who
stayed up late at night.

Omni: Why will the new super collider be

fifty-three miles around? Why not fifty-four

or sixty?

Lederman: It correlates again to this

question of the Higgs field. The Z and W
particles were predicted by the theo-

rists—including their masses. When they

were found at CERN in 1983 and 1984,

they were iounci exactly as predicted. The

theory that predicted them, put forth by
Steven Weinberg, Adbus Salam, and
Sheldon Glashow, made the bizarre as-

sumoiion tha: There's a field. Never mind

why they called it the Higgs field; there's

a genius named Higgs around some-
where. Anyway, these Z's and W's break
symmetry because they're very heavy.

These are gauge particles. They carry the

forces, and they really should have zero
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seeking machines by nature beautiful

because truth is beautiful?

Lederman: They're nor beautiful, except'

at Fermilab. Here we make them beauti-

ful because we have a certain artistic

sense. But most labs look like post of-

fices in Peoria.

Omni: CERN is somewhat aesthetic. .
. .

Lederman: Well, CERN, yes, but only the

food served. Deliciousl However, CERN
is an architectural disaster.

Omni: I'm talking about the machines

themselves. The Cockcroft-Walton. tor

example [first stage in raising the energy

of protons to about one million volts], is a

bizarre and beautiful machine,

Lederman: That's a 1930's-type machine

that everybody thinks is the most fantas-

tic thing we have here because it's got

nice big silver balls. I don't know. I think

few people design machines from an

aesthetic point of view, although some do.

It's a Fermilab mishigas. It's hard enough

to get them to work.

Omni: Enrico Fermi wanted to build an

accelerator around the equator.

Lederman: Yeah, buf he wasn't moti-

vated by anything specific. It was a

whimsical idea. As accelerators got big-

ger and bigger, that would be the ulti-

mate energy.

Omni: Are theorists and experimentalists

totally distinguishable groups?

Lederman: Not from a distance. You have
3EVICE AS£ BEGISTEflEP TRADEMft

to talk to them for a while. There's a fuzzy

overlap sometimes. But the overlap isn't

as big as if once was. Fermi and [Nobel

laureate] Isidor Rabi were both experi-

mentalists and theorists. But in general,

there's a specialization. Very few theo-

rists actually get their hands dirty, and
they come in late in the morning. And ex-

perimentalists can't add. I always pick on

theorists because it's good fun. Of
course, they get the credit for everything.

But you need both. The theorists have

been very valuable in shaping the stan-

dard model. And there are still problems

with it. For example, this guy [he points

to the symbol of the top quark on his cal-

endar] has never been seen. We're look-

ing tor it right this minute. It's also possi-

ble for us—not for CERN—to prove the

top quark doesn't exist.

Omni: And what will that do to the—
Lederman: Thai will absolutely do away
with this whole thing. [Ha dismisses the

model on his calendar with a wave of his

hand.] And you start working on some
alternative. There's been no motivation

right now because so far ihis picture's

been right. There's only this one guy [the

top quark] missing, and there are plau-

sible reasons for why we haven't found it

yet. But it's certainly possible that it

doesn't exist, and that would be the key

to a different picture.

Omni: This must drive you crazy. You once

sent me a short story for Omni. . .

.

Lederman: And you rejected it. You said

I needed to add some monsters made
out of meat loaf or at least a couple of

nihilistic kids with punk hairdos.

Omni: I wasn't the fiction editor. Wasn't it

about a physicist who's mulling over a

new theory that will set the scientific world

on its ear? Then he realizes he's missed

something. His theory is wrong. He feels

humiliated, even though he never men-
tioned the idea to anyone.

Lederman: Physicists get lots of ideas.

Most of them turn out not to be right. And
the trick—one that I use myself, as do

other scientists— is not to think about it.

So if you think about it you'll probably find

it's no good, and then you won't have it

anymore, But If you postpone thinking

about it for as long as possible, it's pos-

sible you're right.

Omni: In the story your protagonist, a No-

bel prize-winner, goes to a party at-

tended by another Nobel laureate, and

your hero is totally intimidated by the guy

even though he himself has also reached

the pinnacle.

Lederman: That's the true part. I mod-
eled the charismatic physicist after Isidor

Rabi. The protagonist is a character I call

Alberto Stark, who won the Nobel for

measurement on the atom. A student of

Rabi's, he would always be a student of

Rabi's. Everyone collected around Rabi.

mass. To get around that, Weinberg,

Salam, and Glashow said that there's a

field that interacts with the Z's and W's

that makes them heavy, But this field has

the property that if you raise the temper-

ature, you blow it away. These particles

then lose their mass. It's a little like a guy
running 'in heavy oil, He's sluggish. He
looks as if he's heavy, You take away the

oil and he's light. So these particles will

then resume their pristine character and
all these forces will look the same.

Right now we have four forces that all

look different: the weak, strong, electro-

magnetic, and gravity. If we assign num-
bers to them, the strong force would be
one. The electromagnetic would be one
over one hundred and thirty-seven. The
weak is much smaller than that, maybe
ten to the minus five. Gravity is ten to the

minus thirty-nine. Okay, so they all look

terribly different. But if you get to a do-

main where Z's and W's lose mass, the

weak and electromagnetic forces unify.

So we call it the electroweak force. At

much higher energies we restore sym-
metry to the strong force and get so-

called grand unification theory [GUT], Fi-

nally, at "oh-my-God-how-high" energy,

gravity joins in, and then all these forces

would become unified. That's super
grand unification, or the Theory of Every-

thing [TOE], You'd have only one force.

We can draw a graph in which each of
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the three forces is represented by a sep-
arate line. The horizontal axis is temper-

ature or energy, As we heat things up the

strong force gets weaker, the electro-

magnetic force sort of just carries on, the

weak force gets stronger, and where all

three energies cross is called GUT en-

ergy. That's ten to the fifteenth GeV, You

can't make an accelerator that big. But

by getting big enough to narrow the gap,

there's hope for progress in unification.

We'll take care of gravity later. [He crosses

his fingers.]

Omni: But then is almost big enough good
enough?
Lederman: Well, you do what you can.

This Higgs field is also subject to quan-

tum mechanics. Therefore the field im-

plies the existence of particles, called

Higgs particles. You don't know the mass,

but the basic theory limits the mass to

less than one TeV.

Omni: But what about the super collider's

fifty-three miles?

Lederman: Uh uh uh uh. I'm getting there!

If we can reach energies of one TeV, we
know we can expose the Higgs mass. If

it turns out Higgs is the wrong idea,

something new has to appear at one TeV.

So we must explore the one-TeV mass
range. How do you do that? If we take

two protons and collide them at Fermi-

lab, each one has one TeV. Why can't we
find the Higgs? The trouble is that a pro-

ton is filled with quarks and gluons. It's a

garbage can. And what produces the

Higgs particle is the constituent colli-

sion—the collision of that quark with that

antigluon or this quark with this anti-

quark, The constituents have much less

energy than the accelerated proton; you

have to multiply by a number like fifteen

or so. So we adopted twenty TeV in each

beam of the super collider to buy a little

insurance. And twenty-TeV protons hitting

twenty-TeV protons needs an accelerator

of fifty-three miles. It's'a question of the

strength of the magnets that bend these

particles in circles. With this energy, we
know thai something has to give. Some
new physics—-Higgs or otherwise—has

to appear at the super collider energy.

Omni: So this whole thing is about the

Higgs field''

Lederman: Right, but there are other ways

to talk about the super collider. Take the

size of the quark. The higher the energy

goes, the better you can beat on the

quark to see if it comes apart. Or the

electron. Is it a point? We've been beat-

ing up on the electron for a hundred years

and failed to find any size to It But the

super collider will improve on that, Again,

almost anywhere you look, this one-TeV

mass scale shows up as the indicator of

the new physics.

Omni: Why are the accelerators so beau-
tiful? Even the wiring is beautiful, Are truth-

So sorry, Stoli.

OJ.'s gone over to

Premium Black.



It didn't matter what he said; you were

just raptured. Stark was a guy who did a

good experiment. I remember sitting on

the floor chatting with Stark at a party

when Rabi walked in. Everyone rushed

to surround Rabi, and Stark said to me in

a moment otfrankness, "Every time I see

that son of a bitch, I say to myself, 'Stark,

you also have a Nobel prize. Stark, you

also have a Nobel prize. Stark, you also

have a Nobel prize.'

"

Omni: Is this insecurity at the core of all

scientists?

Lederman: I'm not sure it's at the core. I

think the valid part of the story is that sci-

entists have an intrinsic awe of certain

peers. There are a few gods. Fermi was
a god. He was above the battle and

widely venerated. Feynman [the late

Richard Feynman, Caltech Nobelist] was
a god. I could easily see how someone
with a Nobel prize sitting next to Feyn-

man could still feel that he didn't really

belong in his class. If Feynman were still

alive and sitting over there, I'd think, My
God, that's Feynman! I wonder if he'll talk

to me. Feynman was very special. Some
Nobel prize-winners are unpleasant. You

wouldn't want to talk to them. But Feyn-

man's enthusiasm for physics was al-

ways childlike, and that gave you pleas-

ure in talking to him. He was also a

fundamentally compassionate and hu-

mane guy. He would reinterpret every-

thing you said so that you wouldn't em-
barrass yourself or say anything stupid.

Omni: Ten years ago, when you were first

appointed director oi Fermilab, you in-

vited Omni to a huge gathering of phys-

icists who came here for a celebration in

honor of your predecessor, Robert R.

Wilson. Through all the lectures and
speeches, I noticed, physicists freely and

knowledgeably quoted poetry and drama

and related their work to art and music.

Do you think physicists tend to be Ren-

aissance people?

Lederman: Yeah, I think that physicists

listen to Bach and read Shakespeare. The

trouble, oft staled, is that Shakespearean
professors don't know the second law of

ffiiei modynamics. I don't want to start that

war, because scientists need the human-

istic aspect.
I
want to start a series of

workshops in which we come to an
agreement as to what an educated per-

son should know. I grew up at Columbia

University, where some of the greal men
of the day taught, including Jacques Bar-

zun and Lionel Trilling. I think they were

so antiscience because they were cut out

of what they knew was a very primary

intellectual activity. For an intelligent guy.

that's an anguish. And sometimes that

anguish is reflected in blaming the sci-

entist, for example, for.using obscure lan-

guage and not communicating. I don't

think that's fair. We're communicating as

hard as we can. There were three sci-

ence books on the best-seller list last

year—by Richard Feynman, Stephen
Hawking, and Timothy Ferris. Scratch a

physicist, and if he isn't a member of a

quartet doing pottery, or part of a literary

group, I'd be surprised. .Physicists are

exceptionally closely connected to mu-
sic. I don't know how many of my friends

have been tortured by the quandary

"Should I go into music or physics?" So

they keep the music with them all their

lives. They all made the wrong decision.

They went into physics.

Omni: What's the worst thing going on in

the country, in terms of science?

Lederman: The narrow vision, the drive

for short-range goals. When I was a kid

there were twenty industrial labs doing

research on a very high level. Now there

are two that I can think of; IBM and Bell

Labs. The other companies can't afford

basic research because the profits don't

show up for years and years. And they

have to show a profit now. Yet we have

grandchildren, the twenty-first century is

chugging along, and we're going to need
a passport to get admitted to it, It takes

a long time for basic research to pay off.

Maybe fifty years. I had a professor years

ago, Isidor Rabi, who was interested in

magnetism in the nucleus. The nucleus

has electrical charges; why not magnet-

ism? He thought it would be nice to
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^Coming attractions: medical miracles,

a shorter workweek, compulsory national service, and
a greater emphasis on the family.^

The approach of the year 2000 can hardly

go unnoticed, for certainly it will be a time

of change. For some people the turn of

the century represents hope: an end of

current troubles, a time of reconciliation

with nations and with nature. For others

it's a time that evokes fear; a climax to

the world's present course of destruc-

tion, a time to face the inevitable conse-

quences of our actions. And still others

view the coming century scientifically

—

as a logical extension of today's world.

Futurist Marvin Cetron, who foresaw the

Arab oil embargo, Solidarity in Poland,

and the fundamentalist revolution in Iran,

has calculated what direction tomorrow

may take. Along with former Omni senior

editor Owen Davies, Cetron has com-
piled predictions lor the year 2000. These

trends, which focus primarily on the

United States and range from technolog-

ical advances to a shift in values, will help

you prepare for and control your future.

Cop/rigni ft by Marvin Coircr. arid Owe,-]

Davies. From the book American Renais-

sance: Our Life at the Turn of the 21st Cen-

tury Rep' r i -r.i

with St. Martin's Press. New York. To be pub-
lished in October 1989.
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LONG-TERM SOCIETAL TRENDS
Life in the fast lane: Expect frequent

moves in career and home, with super

fast transportation for longer commutes.
• There may be a recession in 1990, but

this will be only a perturbation. Our long-

range forecast for the economy is good.
• Part of society's affluence rests on

credit-card use or overuse: extension of

excess ve credit could result in govern-

ment-imposed limitations.

• About half of all service workers (43

percent of the labor force by 2000) will

be involved in collecting, analyzing, syn-

thesizing, structuring, storing, or retriev-

ing information as a basis of knowledge.
• Half of these people will opt for "flex-

time," "flexplace" arrangements, which
allow them to work at home, communi-
cating with the office via computers.
• By 2001 nearly all college textbook?

and many high-school and junior-high

books will come with computer disks to

aid in learning.

• Computers will provide access to all

. the card catalogs of all the libraries in the

world by the late Nineties.

• Videodiscs will enhance books by pro-

viding -visual and audio information and

even recordings of smells and tastes.

• Fewer very poor and very wealthy [will

exist] in our society.

• Fewer loopholes . . . mean the wealthy

will pay more tax.

• The Social Security system will be re-

formed. Some of the reforms will be
means testing, taxation of benefits, and
ceilings (athojgh all workers wll still nave

to contribute).

• Greatest development in suburbs
(rather than cities): Land is cheaper and
road systems provide good accessinriy.

Suburbia itself is being urbanized as sat-

ellite cities grow outside the major met-

ropolitan areas. Suburban "downtowns"

are being created with the construction

of office parks, shopping centers, and
entertainment districts.

• Creation of "penturbia," as population

expands beyond the suburbs into outly-

ing rowns and rural areas.

• "Superburbs" will connect cities in the

South and West, where most of the pop-

ulation growth over the next decade is

expected to occur.

• Modular plastic housing will allow peo-

ple to move more easily and frequently.

• High-speed, magnetically levitated

trains will allow commutes of 500 miles.

Occupational mobility occurs as peo-

ple increasingly retrain for new careers.

• Job mobility—i.e., changing location or

firm but doing the same work—will in-

crease. People will get more used to the

idea of changing jobs several times in

their lifetimes.

THE TECHNOLOGY TRENDS
Building a better future: Interactive

magazines, robots, and memory -en-

haiicing drugs arc readily accessible.

• Personal robots in the home will appear

by 2000. Mundane commercial and ser-

vice jobs; environmentally dangerous
jobs, and repairs of space-station com-
ponents in orbit will be done by robots.

• Computers will become part of our en-

vironment rather than just toots we use for

specific tasks. Portable computers will

give us wireless access to data wherever

we go inside our computer network.

• Superconductors operating at room
temperature will be in use by 2001, re-

sulting in supercomputers the size of

three-pound coffee cans, electric motors

75 percent smaller and lighter than those

today p'acvcal hydrogen-fusion plants,

eectrical storage facines with no heat

loss, analyzers that chart the interaction

of brain cells, and 2D0 mph "maglev"

trains that float on magnetic cushions.

• There will be much growth in the en-



THE FASTEST-GROWING JOBS 1985-95

% 1995 1995

GROWTH NUMBER STARTING MEDIAN
1985-95 NEEDED SALARY SALARY

JOB TITLE (PERCENT) (IN THOUSANDS) IN THOUSANDS) (IN THOUSANDS)

Accountant or auditor 35 1047 17 25

Correctional 35 103 12 25

institution officer

Mechanical engineer 34 237 20 28

Registered nurse 33 1302 14 20

Public relations 32 131 12 32

Computerized-tool 32 200 12 20

, programmer
Occupational therapist 31 — 15 22

Medical records 31 20 12 23

technician

Oala item the Buieau ot Labor SO ******* ftfMMfaM

gineering, technology, and health indus-

tries; many new biotechnology jobs will

open up.

• High technological turnover rate: All the

technological knowledge we work with

today will represent only 1 percent of the

knowledge that will be available in 2050.

• Magazines in the year 2001 will be on

floppy disks that allow the reader to in-

teract, play with, and manipulate the in-

formation on his or her PC.
• Mass media will be more personalized

as consumers use pay-per-view televi-

sion to select movies and entertainment.

Viewers will download their choices from

a "teledelivery" service, paying for the

program when they see it.

• A computer system will create a per-

sonalized newspaper by logging onto

news-service databases at night, select-

ing stories, laying them out, setting the

headlines in sizes that reflect their impor-

tance to the individual reader, and add-

ing pictures.

• Major medical advances: $100 billion

spent in genetic engineering by 2000 will

result in:

artificial blood (which could replace the

nation's blood banks)

human growth hormones
memory-recall drugs

newborns with particular disease im-

munities.

• New, computer-based diagnostic tools

will be providing doctors with unsur-

passed cross-sectional images of soft

and hard tissues inside the body, thus

eliminating much exploratory surgery.

• Brain ceil and tissue transplants will be
in the experimental phase by 2001 to aid

victims of refardation and head trauma.

Laboratory-grown bone, muscle, and
blood cells will be used in transplants.

TRENDS IN LABOR FORCE AND WORK
On the home front: More women will

enter the workforce; increasing de-

mands for job sharing and child care

programs; personal computers become
common household appliances, allow-

ing more employees to work from home.
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• There will be 1.25 million farmers in the

United States in 2000 . . . 900,000 fewer

than today.

• By 2001 the percentage of labor force

in manufacturing will be 9.7, down from

18 percent in 1987 Productivity, however,

will have increased 500 percent in those

industries that have become more auto-

maied, added robotics, and remained

flexible in their produciion.

• By 2000 we predict^that 85 percent of

the labor force will be working in the ser-

vice sector. Of that 85 percent, 43 per-

cent will be working in the information in-

dustry, 22 percent of which will be working

at home.
• Seventy percent of U.S. homes will have

computers in 2001, compared with 18

percent now; more than three fourths will

be equipped to permit communication

with the public switched network.

•Personal computers will be used for

voting, filing income tax returns, applying

for auto license plates, and taking tests

such as college entrance exams and
professional accreditations.

• Five of the ten fastest-growing careers

between now and 2001 will be computer
related, with the demand for program-

mers and systems analysts growing by

70 percent.

• More women enter the labor force.

• Increasing volume of work can be done

af home, expanding child-care facilities/

services and the economic need to have

income from both spouses.
• Expect new demands for child care as

approximately 63 percent of new en-

trants into the labor force between 1985

and 2000 are women.
• Businesses will seek to fill labor short-

ages with stay-at-home mothers by offer-

ing child-care programs and job sharing.

•The decline in the birth rate in the Six-

ties and early Seventies means a smaller

number of young people entering the job

market today. The number of jobs is in-

creasing, creating entry-level labor

shortages expected to increase in the

Nineties, especially in the service sector.

• This may translate into more entry-level

job opportunities for high-school gradu-

ates as companies train them on the job.

• The Army and Navy has seen the edu-

cation levels of recruits drop as compe-
tition from the private sector intensifies.

• Restaurants may turn to more self-serve

items. Hotels, restaurants, fast-food

places, convenience stores" retailers, and
businesses needing beginning com-
puter and clerical skills will be especially

hard hit by this labor shortage.

MANAGEMENT TRENDS
fie your own boss: Middle manage-

ment will be phased out in lavor of highly

trained personnel. Corporate ladders be-

come slepping-stones to new careers.

• More and more midcareer profession-

als will become entrepreneurs as they are

squeezed out of the narrowing pyramid

in large companies. This is because in

2001 only one person for every 50 will be

promoted, whereas in 1987 it was one

person for every 20.

• More women are starting up small busi-

nesses. In a mass "homecoming," they

are leaving traditional jobs to go home,

open up businesses, and have children.

• By the year 2000 85 percent of the la-

bor force will be working for firms em-

ploying fewer ihan 200 people.

EDUCATIONAL TRENDS
Back to school: Formal learning will

continue throughout life out of necessity,

with new technologies and techniques

changing the way we learn.

• Half-life of an engineer's knowledge to-

day is five years; in ten years 90 percent

of what he knows will be on the computer.

• Because of fundamental changes in the

economy, there will be fewer . . . well-

paying jobs nol requiring advanced
training. Close to 6 million jobs will open

up in the next decade in the highly skilled

occupations—executive, professional,

and technical.

• Up to 4 percent of the labor force will

be in job-retraining programs by the

Nineties to upgrade skills and knowl-

edge and keep pace with changing
technologies and changing demands of

the workplace.

•Schools .will train both children and

adults around the clock: The academic

day will be lengthened to seven hours for

children; adults will be working a 32-hour

workweek and preparing for their next job

in the remaining hours.

•Job simulation stations (modules that

combine computers, videodiscs, and in-

strumentation to duplicate job-work en-

vironments) will be used in training.

• Education becomes more individual-

ized as new media (interactive com-

puter/videodisc) permit students to learn

according to their needs and abilities.

• Lackluster performance of U.S. stu-

dents on standardized iests will prompt

inevitable reforms.

• In the midst of this reform, there will be

a severe shortage of qualified teachers.



An estimated 1 million new teachers will

be needed between 1989 and 1993.

• Future possibilities to alleviate the over-

burdened U.S. school system include

lengthening the school day and year to

210 seven-hour days a year and cutting

average class size down from 17.8 to 10

students.

• By 2001 there will not be enough ado-

lescents to sustain the current number of

colleges and universities. Colleges will

close their doors, merge with other

schools in a federation, reduce faculty

size and class offerings, and seek more

adult students.

• More and more businesses will con-

duct research.

TRENDS IN VALUES AND CONCERNS
Great expectations: demands for

quality medical and social care for indi-

viduals, and individuals caring for soci-

ety and environment.

•General shift in societal values. "Me"

ethic
—

"we" ethic—family ethic.

Family issues in the Nineties: long-term

health care, day care, early childhood

education, antidrug campaigns.

Companies will be required to grant

"family leave" lor mothers and fathers of

newborns and newly adopted children,

and to care for their elderly or ill family

members.
•Middle age will be "in" by 2000; the

"youth culture" will be "out."

• Narrow, extremist views of either the left

or the right will be unpopular. Moderate

Republicans and conservative Demo-
crats will lead their respective parties.

• General expectations of high level of

medical care.

• Medical knowledge is doubling every

eight years.

• By 2000 85 percent of doctors will be

salaried.

• There" will be more nurses available for

community-based health care; salaries

for nurses will rise.

• Medical costs will rise more slowly by

2000. Drug costs will decrease; 53 per-

cent of drugs will be generic.

• There will be a surplus of 100,000 phy-

sicians by 2001. The result: Doctors will

pay closer attention to individual patient

care; office hours will be extended to

evenings and weekends. Prescriptions

will be written, transmitted, and filled via

computer.
• General expectations of a high level of

social service:

• Adequate Social Security income if re-

tirement age goes to seventy.

• More services/accommodations for the

deaf, blind, disabled, poof, infirm, and
Ihe aged.
• Compulsory national service (two years,

male and female) is likely by 2000, with

three options: military service, VISTA-type

work with the' disadvantaged, or the
u

Peace Corps.
• Increasing concern for environmental

issues, but a real environmental push may
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not occur until the Democrats return to

the White House in 1996.

• Zoos will serve as "Noah's archives," as

the extinction rate of animals increases.

• Fusion reactors will appear afler 2000;

by 2020 they will be a major source of

power.
• Power plants using only the energy of

the oceans will produce both electricity

and fresh water for isiand communities;

more islands will be inhabited as a result.

• Concern for the indoor environment will

increase. The quality of indoor air, the ef-

fects of building materials, asbestos, and

radon gas will be controlled.

INSTITUTIONAL TRENDS
Checks and balances: watching out lor

the small businesses, watching over the

big conglomerates, and watching the

middleman disappear.

•Growing demand for accountability in

the expenditure of public resources.

• Computers permit transaction informa-

tion (i.e., audit trails) to be kept, facilitat-

ing accountability.

• Companies will be judged on how they

treat the environment.

•Government intervention will supplant

deregulation in the airline industry (safety

and services), financial services industry

(instability and costs), electric utility in-

dustry (nuclear problems), and the

chemical industry (toxic wastes).

• With 5'percent of the world's population

and 66 percent of the lawyers on the

planet, U.S. citizens will not hesitate to lit-

igate if their demands are not met.

• Ten domestic air carriers today control

80 percent of the market, leaving Ihe

smaller domestic carriers with only 20

percent. By 2001 there will be only three

major domestic carriers.

• Currently there are 20 major automak-

ers around the world, with market shares

ranging from 18.1 percent (GM) to 1.0

percent (BMW). By 2001 there will be only

five giant automobile firms; production

and assembly will be centered in Korea,

Italy, and Latin America.
• By 2000 there will be three major cor-

porations making up the computer hard-

ware industry: IBM, Digital, and Apple.

• A phenomenon of bimodal distribution

of institutions is emerging: The big get

bigger, the small survive, and the middle-

sized are squeezed out.

• Today the manufacturer often sells di-

rectly to the dealer, skipping the whole-

saler or distributor.

• The above trend extends to

hospitals—growth in hospital corpo-

rations and, at the opposite end. walk-in

medical centers.

agriculture—the farmer making more

than $500,000 is flourishing; the farmer

who makes less than £100,000 is surviv-

ing: the middle-income farmer is going

bankrupt,
• The above trend leads us to believe that

AT&T may be reconsolidated in the mid-

Nineties.DO
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in place at the Johnson Space Center

For instance, computers play a vital role

in the launch and tracking of the space
shuttle. Computers also monitor the

pumping of liquid oxygen into the space
shuttle's external fuel tank and keep a

watch for surprises such as a failure of

any of the life-support systems in the

shuttle during countdown.

This year's shuttle launches have been

the most highly automated to date. Per-

sonnel at Johnson get assistance from

four smart consoles analyzing data from

the shuttle's main engines and other me-

chanical systems,

At Kennedy, the Remote Maintenance

Monitoring System (RMMS) gives the

novice engineer an opportunity to ex-

amine and analyze information from the

shuttle on a monitor, The older com-
puters are fed the same information on

long printouts ("the size of a New York

telephone book," says Lougheed). Engi-

neers then sift through the data to ensure

the safety of the launch.

"These new systems speed things up

and add confidence," says Lougheed.

Tom Davis, manager of artificial intelli-

gence at Kennedy Space Center, agrees.

"The capabilities of these machines are

more extensive than the older systems',

using software that enhances decision

making," Davis says. "The smart ma-
chines resemble human thought proc-

esses." But it will be many, many years,

Davis cautions, before machines replace

humans. "We're getting closer, but the Hal

computer from 2001 is a long way off."

And today NASA is a long way from

that horrible January morning when the

Challenger exploded. 'After the accident

we were faulted for not looking ahead,"

says John Muratore, a flight director at

Johnson. "We took tremendous hits about

our long-term planning. Our critics want

to know where we're going. We are work-

ing on the quality of both our decision

making and shuttle flights. We will use

these machines to maintain the quality of

our work."

Chris Craft, former director of the

Johnson Space Center and ex-director

of flight operations from the Mercury

project through the Apollo era, cautions

against using artificial intelligence as a

cure-all for the agency's woes. "Com-
puters are only as good as the people

who program them," Craft says. "But there

are other things hampering NASA that

won't be remedied by artificial intelli-

gence." Craft believes people no longer

view space exploration as a high priority

"What they don't realize," he says, "is that

NASA is a driver of this country's econ-

omy and technology. Space is not a lux-

ury. It isn't a fantasy. People don't under-

stand that this work will pay dividends in

the future. It's the lifeblood of America's

economy and tech nology."DO



<mAre mysterious

waves of UFO sightings triggered

by general public

hysteria or by bona fide UFOs?^

nd

5ed

What do 1896, 1947,

1952, and 1973 have
in common'' All were
years when the world

witnessed mysterious

UFO "waves."

When UFDIogists
refer to waves, they

mean repeated UFO
reports in a specific

region or regions over

a precise period of

lime For example,
throughout 1933 and
1934 many mysterious

ghost fliers were
over the Scandina
vian countries. In 19^

thousands of sight

ings were reportei

across the breadth of

the eastern seaboard
of rhe United States.

And most recently,

hundreds of people
around the globe have
reported close en-
counters in which Ihey say they've been abducted by tiny,

slit-mouthed aliens with bulging eyes.

But now Indiana folklorist Thomas E. Bullard has given

new meaning to the term UFO wave. Studying every signif-

icant UFO wave from 1896 to the present, Bullard has di-

vided them into several groups. For instance, he notes, some
UFO waves focus on a small geographic area, while others

are worldwide. Some waves last tor weeks and some for

months or years.

As far as UFOIogists are concerned, however, Bollard's

data are especially important because they suggest that

many waves emerge not (rom social hysteria, as skeptics

contend, but from bona fide UFOs. Indeed, to prove this

point, Bullard has analyzed two radically different wave pat-

terns. In the first, "explosive wave" pattern, Bullard says, a

spectacular sighting receives a lot ot publicity, The sighting

Is quickly followed by many others for weete or months, until

the wave slowly dies In the second, "gradual wave" pattern,

UFDUPDRTE

large numbers of UFO
reports accumulate
without garnering much
publicity at all. "While

explosive waves may
be related to social

factors or even
hoaxes." Bullard con-

cedes, gradual UFO
waves are not. Even
when thesewaves are

finally publicized, he

adds, "there's no
discernible increase in

UFO reports."

To make his point,

Bullard recalls the

great UFO wave of

1952 Even when
publicity was gener-

ated because of re-

ports of UFOs near

Washington's Na-
tional Airport, hesays,

sightings continued to

emerge steadily, with-

out increasing.

Some sociologists find Bullard's theories simplistic, to say

the least, Sociologist Marcello Truzzi of Eastern Michigan

University in Ypsiianti, for instance, says that "several social

factors may contribute to why people think they see UFOs
and report them, and for why the media publicizes them,

The social factors that contribute to UFO waves are proba-

bly extremely complex and Interactive. So to summarily dis-

miss social factors in any type of UFO wave is naive."

Truzzi does believe, however, that Bullard's work is im-

portant. "It shows that simple social factors cannot explain

these waves," he says, "thougn when you're dealing with

mass behavior, little is ever simple."

Bullard himself concedes that Truzzi may be correct, "But

at least I've shown," he says, "that publicity does not always

trigger UFO reports with the knee-jerk suddenness that

skeptics suggest." In fact, he adds, "I believe people are

sighting something lo gel excited about when they report

UFOs. I'm just not sure exactly what."—D. SCOTTROGO



Yoga is ofien touted as a

means of quieling the mind
and achieving a state ot well-

being and enlightenment

But could the practice also

increase a person's ability to

tolerate cold?

To find out, Dr. W. Selva-

murthy and his colleagues al

the Defense Institute of

Physiology and Allied Sci-

ences in New Delhi. India, put

a group of 15 soldiers on a
daily yoga regimen for a
period of six months. A con-

trol group ol 15 soldiers

spent the same amount of

time on a daily regimen

of ordinary physical exercise.

The yoga group prayed.
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performed yoga postures,

did breathing exercises, and
meditated. The exercisers

tan, stretched, did pull-ups,

and played games. At the

end of six months both unclad

groups were exposed to

two hours of 50° F cold.

Surprisingly, the yoga-
trained subjects showed sig-

nificantly less drop in oral

temperature, less increase in

oxygen consumption, and
shivered later and less

intensely than their tradition-

ally exercised counterparts.

They were, quite simply,

better at tolerating the cold.

Does this make scientific

sense? Yes, says Dr. Herbert

Benson of Harvard Medical

School, who is also president

of the Mind/Body Medical

Institute at Boston's New
England Deaconess Hospital.

"We have found that yoga
exercises elicit the same
physiological changes in

people as meditation," he

says. 'And during meditation,

there is a redistribution ol

blood from the gut to the skin."

This phenomenon could

explain Selvamurthy's results.

Though Benson empha-
sizes the need for more work
on cold acclimatization, he

las turned up some
: r.

rroborating evidence. In

studies, he ob-

(iditaling monks
trapped in wet sheets in a
40° F room. These Individuals,

he found, were able to raise

their skin temperatures
enough to dry the sheets in

just 45 minutes.

—Paul McCarthy

'The Essence of Existence/

is Buddhahood"
—Jack Kerouac

"I think I could stare for ten

minutes without blinking,"

—Andy Warhol

John F Kennedy's years in

the White House were fre-

quently dubbed Camelot by

journalists who saw romantic

links between the young,

visionary president and the

legendary King Atlhur.

Now comes word from Lon-

don-based Burke's Peerage,

the world's lop authority on

royal lineage, that Kennedy
may have been related to the

real King Arthur

According to Surge's Peer-

age publisher Harold Brooks-

Baker, the publication has

discovered thai the four-

teenth-century castle of

Greenan was "almost cer-

tainly" the site of Camelot:

Beneath the ruins of the

castle sits an Iron Age tor-

tress that matches, "almost

exactly, descriptions of a

fort in Arthurian legend,"

Brooks-Baker says. What's

more, the castle had been

owned by the Scottish Ken-

nedy clan since antiquity.

"If you accept the fact that

Arthur's Camelot was lo-

cated at the Greenan Castle,"

V



says Brooks-Baker, 'then

there's the possibility of

a connection between Arthur

and the Kennedys of Scot-

land." Although there are

today literally dozens of Ken-

nedy clans, Brooks-Baker

adds, it's generally thought

that 500 years ago these

groups were all related.

There's evidence of continual

intermarriage between the

Irish Kennedys and Scottish

Kennedys in the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries,

he notes, establishing a

blood connection between
these groups and Ihe Ameri-

can Kennedys ot today.

Brooks-Baker admits that

not everyone agrees that

Camelot was in Scotland—or

that it ever existed at all.

But he says, "I'm convinced
that King Arthur was a real

person who ruled this island

Our discovery should en-

twine his name and that of

President Kennedy for all

time."—Sherry Baker

You can't go anywhere in

Salem, Massachusetts, with-

out being reminded that

the town was the site of the

witch trials ot 1692. The
newspaper's logo features a

witch. Police cars are embla-
zoned with a witch's silhou-

ette. Even the high-school

football team is dubbed the

Witches. Nowthere'sa
movement to erect a statue

commemorating the men
and women persecuted at the

Infamous witch trials. But

that memorial has pitted de-

scendants of the accused
against the minister of the

First Church in Salem—
the same church, ironically.

that fueled the witchcraft

hysteria nearly 300 years ago.

|

"A lot of people in Salem
think cartoon Images of

witches are harmless. But

they don't want a serious

memorial because "it would
bring up that their town
was involved In torturing and
killing Innocent people,"

says Howard Hay of Boston,

president of the Sons and
Daughters of the Victims of

Colonial Witch Trials. Hay's

group, which has more than

100 members, supports a
memorial designed by Salem
sculptor Yiannis Stefanakis.

Set on a pedestal, the eight-

foot-tall statue depicts Mary
Esty and Rebecca Nurse,

both hanged as witches, and

their sister Sarah Cloyce,

who survived. Cloyce is

shown with her hand pointing

at her accusers as her sisters

lace their death,

"I want the statue to make
people think about the reality

of the human tragedy that

has occurred here. These
were innocent people who
were caught up in hysteria,"

Stefanakis comments.
Before the statue can be

erected, however, city officials

must provide a site tor it

And that has yet to occur. The
reason, Claims Hay, is local

opposition from descendants
of those who participated

in the witch trials; "They think

that our ancestors got what
they deserved"

But the Reverend John
Szala of the First Church in

Salem denies that charge 'As

a Unitarian, I'm for religious

tolerance. I'm not opposed to

witches at all," he insists.

Tm not opposed to an ap-
propriate monument. I'm just

opposed to Stetanakis's

proposal because he tried to

ramrod it through city council

without input from historians,

other artists, and citizens."

—Sherry Baker

"In Goya's greatest scenes
we seem to seel the people of

the world/ exactly at the

moment when! they firs!

attained the title oil 'suffering

humanity
'

"

—Lawrence Ferlinghetti



A man dreamed he was
opening a checking account

when two armed robbers

burst into the bank. The
dream was so vivid the man
felt compelled to tell a friend

about it the next morning.

Later that same day. the man
was opening a checking

account when the bank was
robbed, just as it had been
in his dream.

Atlanta psychologist David

Ryback thinks stones like

this one show that people
may be particularly open to

psychic experiences In

their dreams. Surveying 433

college students, Ryback
concluded that 1 1n 12 had,

in fact, experienced paranor-

mal dreams; more than half

of these dreams, he says,

were precognitive.

In Dreams That Came True

(Dolphin/Doubleday), Ry-

back recounts a series

of such dreams reported to

him. One woman, for exam-
ple, woke up terrified and
told her husband she had
dreamed of being struck by
a train. A few weeks later

she was killed while trying to

save her daughter, who
had wandered in front of a

train. Another woman, while

away from home, dreamed
her house had been robbed.

She soon learned that tier

home had been broken into

and that the objects she

dreamed had been stolen

were the ones taken.

flyback believes that the

ability to have psychic

dreams can be encouraged.

"People should write down
their dreams and consider

the possibility that what

they dream might come
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true, " he says. "If the dream
seems to be a warning,

they should do whatever they

think they should to prevent

it from happening."

But University of California

at Santa Cruz psychologist

G. William Domhoff says

many of these dreams are

not psychic at all. "Most

o! them," he notes, "are coin-

cidences. Arid others are

incredibly insightful, but not

psychic. You can see an

old friend and think she

doesn't look well You repress

that thought. Then you dream
she's dying. When you learn

Iwo weeks later that she

has cancer, you can think you

had a psychic dream, But

what you did was pick up on

the fact that something was
wrong."—Sherry Baker

If you've ever had a near-

death experience or think

youVe seen a ghost, you may
want to mark October 14

on your calendar. Thai Satur-

day has been declared

Life After Death Day by the

Extension of Life Foundation,

a group founded by Georgia

psychic Patricia Hayes,

According to psychic Joan
Middled itch, who works

with Hayes, people around

the world will gather in parks

at three rm local time to

show their support for the

existence of life after death.

Middleditch claims she

has not only received mes-

sages from spirits "on the

other side" but has even seen

her grandmother's ghost. "I
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was nineteen and my baby
had jusl died. I was in the

hospital and unable to go to

the funeral because I
nad

had a cesarean section," she

recalls. "I looked across

the room and saw my grand-

mother, who had died when

I was twelve She appeared
solid and she said in her

cockney accent, 'Now what

are you crying for'' Everything

will be all right. I promise'

After blowing me a kiss, she
disappeared" Middleditch,

who insists she was not

under the influence of any

medication when the incident

occurred, did not tell anyone

about it until six years later,

when her sister came to

her with a similar story

Lite After Death Day will

feature similar testimonies

"But our primary goal is

to get people who have had
near-death experiences

to realize that they are not

alone," She comments.
"If more and more people

speak out about these expe-

riences, then more people

will accept the reality of

life after death, even though

it can't be validated through

scientific analyses."

York University psycholo-

gist James Alcock says,

however, no matter how many
people participate in Life

After Death Day, it won't prove

anything. "It will not provide

evidence of life after death

Just because people meet in

groups and have magical

beliefs," he notes, "doesn't

make those beliefs true"

For information on partici-

pating in Lite Alter Death

Day, call the Patricia Hayes
School of Inner Sense Devel-

opment at (404) 492-2772.

—Sherry Baker



CITY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE Si

have tried to make amends in my latest,

thirtieth novel, Any Old Iron. Manches-

ter's talent— in drama, music, and fic-

tion—migrated south. London, in spite of

the immense differences in civic temper-

ament, has always found it easy to ab-

sorb the best of Manchester but only

when that best has already been proved.

"What Manchester thinks today, London

wjll think tomorrow."

My native city, then, is not what it was.

Napoleon was defeated by the lessons

he taught other armies, and Manchester,

teaching the cotton technology to na-

tions without trade unions, ceased to be

Cottonopolis. Manchester used to be Eu-

ropean before the concept of a united

Europe existed; now, while all England

prepares to join Europe by a land road,

Manchester has become Asiatic. But this

northwestern Asia speaks with a Man-

chester accent. If I regret the disappear-

ance of the shabby tiger I used to know,

I am proving myself stupidly resistant to

the current of history. But memory pre-

serves reality, and my own memory will

not permit that greater Manchester to die.

As for the future, we must accept a kind

of homogeneity that makes one English

town very like anofher. London is the great

exception, but London is not a town but

a country. England, with Manchester and
Birmingham in the forefront, led the world

into the Industrial Age, but that age of

great smoking chimneys is over. England

delivers "services," whatever they are, and

is cautiously interested in tourism. Indus-

try has become industrial archaeology,

cleaned-up, dead, apt for the photogra-

phy of foreign visitors. The towns grant

evidence mostly of small commerce: neat

shopping malls and plants in tubs, rea-

sonable restaurants whose chefs are

young and have been trained to produce

an adequate ratatouille. Manchester is

bland, and the old industrial filth and strife

has been transmuted into sporadic gang
warfare and the mugging of old-age

pensioners. This is the pattern of the Eu-

ropean future.

At the turn of the millennium, when you

will be able to drive from Strasbourg to

Manchester without even an awareness

of the tamed Channel—granted that you

should want to drive to Manchester at

all—the homogeneity of England, close

to that of Europe, will be taken for granted.

But despite the centralizing force of ra-

dio, film, and television, there will sfill be

a Manchester temperament, expressed

in Manchester speech, that will have re-

sisted the bland leveling. The vowels will

be close to Shakespeare's, and epithets

like gradely and champion will express

cautious approval. Old men will still say,

"Oo's getten chip-pan on," instead of, "My
wife's cooking the dinner," and if your feet

are wet, you will be witshet. You will go to
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Manchester to meet Mancunians, the

fiercest, friendliest foreigners in the

world—Anthony Burgess

THE PRESENT
Hong Kong. It is the greatest place in the

world for tourists, a kind of megamall for

American shoppers, as well as for Ma-

lays, Filipinos, and people from all the

great nations of the Pacific. The gateway

to China, Hong Kong is safe, well po-

liced, well organized—a buccaneering

place. You go there to make money; that's

the purpose of the place: an emporium

for everything.

The world is looking toward what it sees

as the imminent meeting or clash be-

tween the Communist East and the cap-

italistic West when China reclaims Hong
Kong in 1997. But it isn't an imminent

meeting: It's been going on for a long time.

Any ruling power in China has always

reached the throne with bloody hands.

Hong Kong is ready for anything.

^Manchester

used to be European before

the concept of

a united Europe existed;

now, while all

Englandprepares tojoin Europe,

Manchester has

decided to become Asiatic.^

Buildings are enormous now, but they

tear down a building and put up a larger

one. The horses from the Jockey Club

exercise on the roof; schoolchildren do

as well, to save space. A building is am-

ortized over a three-year period.

The way of life in Hong Kong will not

be threatened in any substantial way
either by technology or by the passing of

time. Technological inventions come and

go; isms come and go; princesses and

politicians plead expedience, but Hong
Kong residents' never put their trust in

them. The only thing the people trust is

the family. If you are part of a family, you

are immortal.

I've already reserved my place at the

Mandarin Hotel for July 1, 1997. The whole

place is nearly booked up for that year.

—James Clavell

Tokyo. Today the young people of Tokyo

are very different from my generation:

There are more single people, more peo-

ple marry later and have fewer children.

These people belong to the new era that

is not national but international. They be-

long to the real global age. Air and space

technology, telecommunications and
computer technology, travel and trans-

portation innovation have opened the

gate of a new era.

For the first time in the long history of

the earth and the long history of human
beings, we face the problem of urban

civilization. A human being who wants to

live a full life as a human should live in an

urban area, not in the wild. The most hu-

manistic life is realized in urban areas,

with electricity, water supplies, apart-

ments, security, education, health care

—

all the opportunities to live a meaningful

life.—Sakyo Komatsu

Lagos. At present the city of Lagos is

grossly inefficient, congested with traffic,

and very overcrowded. People sit on top

of one another. People build in places

without access roads or any utilities. Yet

they choose to come to Lagos because

life in the rural areas is drudgery. The

trend is clear; People congregate in cit-

ies, and it's happening all over the world.

in order to make urban life as civilized as

possible, we must become wiser.

Ideally there should be a constant

coming and going between city and vil-

lage: to be able to live well in a city such

as New York and still return to a village

and take a bath from a bucket. This flex-

ibility will moderate some of the harsh-

ness of life in the city. If more people were

aware of this life, appreciated it, and lived

it, then relationships in the city would im-

prove. We should be adaptable enough

without having to climb mountains as a

kind of sport to be able to live, on a daily

basis if need be, the way the "other half"

lives, without any special training or skill,

without feeling self-conscious.

Already there has been some recog-

nition that pressure must be taken off La-

gos so that it might become livable again.

Recently the federal capital was moved
out of Lagos to Abuja, a more central po-

sition in Nigeria. This was an attempt to

simply reduce the high concentration of

things in one small corner of the country.

But Lagos is very greedy. It sucks in

everything. The future nightmare of La-

gos is the stopping of all movement. We
virtually came to ihat point at the height

of the so-called oil boom. There were so

many cars on the road that nothing helped

to restore movement. There was a de-

mand that cars with even-number and
odd-number registrations should ply the

roads on different days. People simply

bought two cars Friends of mine wake
up at four o'clock in the morning to be in

the office at eight. They're trapped in the

heat and traffic. It's something beyond

most people, and it turns us into very

strange beings. That's no life.

We must get back to a city where traffic

moves, where people can even walk.

People cannot walk in Lagos. You'd be a

madman to try walking anywhere in La-

gos. So we must create a city that is a

human place. These are not extravagant.



romantic dreams; they are the basic

things that the villager takes tor granted.

—ChinuaAchebe

Moscow. I
returned to Moscow in the

spring of 1988 for the first time in nearly

14 years. There was a tremendous psy-

chological and political change among
the intelligentsia. Friends ot mine in jour-

nalism, in music, in art, in the theater, in

the cinema industry were bubbling over

with a new sense of freedom. The air was

intoxicating. It was as if they were breath-

ing ozone for the first time in their lives.

But very little had changed physically in

14 years. The architecture and the feel of

the city was very much the same: heavy,

low, Khrushchev-style five- and nine-

story—five and nine were his two favorite

numbers; I don't know why—apartment

buildings.

When I walked into the Intourist Hotel,

the first impression I had was Proustian;

I was clobbered by the smell of the dis-

infectant—an acrid, smelling-salts odor,

exactly the same smell I remembered 14

years ago. I
went upstairs to find the same

small room, a bathtub about half the size

of a normal bathtub, a bath towel about

the size of a hand towel, and a bar of

soap about the size of a silver dollar.

In the grocery and meat stores in the

old Arbat, there was the standard fare:

potatoes, cabbages, cucumbers, a few

carrots, some grungy green oranges, a

couple kinds of salami and bologna. Very

discouraging. Materially, it looked as

though life had slid backward in 14 years;

at best they were standing still. The coun-

try, I thought, hasn't changed at all. It's

exactly the same because Soviet society

is an extraordinarily conservative society

and does not welcome change, despite

the fact that ihey have an ideology that

preaches change.

There isn't any question, however, that

modernization is what perestroika is all

about: it's not about falling further be-

hind. Gorbachev's primary focus is to tap

modern technology so the Soviets can

compete on the world market. And if Gor-

bachev isn't toppled, we're going to see

an effervescence in the arts first. It's al-

ready beginning to happen, particularly

in new documentary films, which portray

prostitution, the problems of Afghan vet-

erans coming home, and maverick kids

who are persecuted by the collective.

Some people are beginning to question

the value and the supremacy of the col-

lective against the individual. .

— Hedrick Smith

Venice. Let Venice sink. It is just too frag-

ile an idea or image to survive the pres-

sures of a modern world, especially of

modern tourism. Millions and millions; of

people are pouring in over the causeway

to destroy the very fragile beauty that tViey

have come to see. Venice is an object

lesson to us all to resist the .unrelenting

pressures of tourism, a tourism so
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thoughtlessly encouraged both by states

and by the financial community. The world

is not equipped, really, to have such

places as Venice in its charge. Let it sink.

It's a God-given city. I
think God made

the city and God should take it away.

Venice has been very successful in

showing itself off over so many centuries

until now. What remains, and is still un-

believably beautiful, is the essence of the

city—distinct from the art and architec-

ture. It is partly a matter of the city's de-

sign, partly a matter of light. Venice has

always been a translucent city, a place of

ravishing sunsets and iridescent morn-

ings. The atmosphere is remarkable for

its clarity, which can confuse one's sense

of distance and proportion. It is partly a

matter of texture. Venice is a place of vo-

luptuous materials: marbles, porphyries,

and alabaster; velvets, damasks, and

satins. It is partly a matter of movement.

The gondola is a vehicle of beautiful lo-

comotion. If only you have a chance to

^Paris's biggest

commitment is to change.

After all, the

very nature of fashion is

that it is always

changing, and French taste

is formed around

fashion, change, or fad3

see it, if only you can find the moment of

relative stillness that will enable you to see

it. Perhaps the answer will be to see it at

nighttime or dawn.

By today's standards of technological

problems, Venice's problems are rela-

tively simple: the rising water and the air

pollution, which have damaged the mon-
uments. I'm sure the environmental prob-

lems will be solved, but that is a tar less

difficult problem to deal with than the one
of giving the place a purpose and pro-

tecting it simply' from its -own popularity.

With popularity comes degradation,

which is already creeping in.Venice feels

cheaper than it used to. It's more rau-

cous, more vulgar, more crowded.

A symbolic moment of change came
recently when the four horses, the golden

horses of St. Mark's, were removed and
replaced by model ones, sham ones.

They don't look bad, but once you know

they aren't-the real thing, you realize a

moment of change has occurred; the city

is no longer real. It had given up trying to

be real and has decided just to keep it-

self in good order to show itself off to the

tourists. Poor old Venice.—Jan Morris

composed of three large groups of im-

migrants: blacks from the Antilles or from

Africa, Arabs from North Africa, and peo-

ple from Vietnam and China. This vibrant

immigrant culture is changing the face of

Paris. You hear the drums beating when
you walk down the street; you see whole

areas where all the signs are written in

Arabic or Chinese.

Everything works in Paris: the Metro,

the post office, the telephone. Citizens

who have a telephone have a home
computer and they use them to order

dinner, bank, make travel arrangements,

cruise each other. In the haute couture

houses, right along with beautifully hand-

made little buttons, fabrics are cut by la-

sers. The streets are cleaned every

morning. The city sparkles. It's really a

beautiful city, though a regimented one:

Police are on every corner. There's a very

low crime rate.

The Spanish architect Ricardo Bofil

designs buildings that may represent the

future of Parisian architecture. He uses

the classical vocabulary in a playful

manner: a triumphal arch in which peo-

ple live; an aqueduct Hung out across an

artificial lake, but instead of being an aq-

ueduct lhat bears water, it's actually

apartments hanging over the water; an

amphitheatercomposed of underground

garages and aboveground residential

quarters. The approach to classical vo-

cabulary fits in with the way the French

view the world: at once innovative and

conservative.—Edmund White

London. Our nightmare is overpopula-

tion. Perhaps Prince Charles will one day
move out of Buckingham Palace, and of

London, to tell people it is too large. Al-

ready a sharp critic of much that came
from Le Corbusier, Charles rejects the

idea of stuffing human beings into huge
high-rise buildings, just like ant heaps.

Now the high-rise idea is ridiculed; ar-

chitects and planners .favor garden cities.

People must learn to enjoy living in these.

More political power, more artistic cen-

ters, galleries, and concert halls need to

move into'provincial cities like Bristol and
Manchester so people don't feel obliged

to go to London to see new exhibitions

and the latest entertainment.

The English temperament changes
slowly. There is a sloughing off of many
old Puritan character traits like obsession

with work and the ancient hatred, pro-

found hatred, of pleasure. This unstiffen-

ing of character is not without draw-

backs. The British are now the dirtiest,

most litter-scattering nation in the world.

But intelligent people are more aware of

both town and country. They must be

made able to live in both places, to travel

more easily between them. City dwellers,

who once turned their backs on their

pasts and origins, begin to be dimly

aware that turning their backs on the farm,



on nature, on trees and the countryside

will cost them a dreadful price. Like sheep

that go into great pens, they cannot see

'

the outside world anymore. The world sti-

fles with people; decentralizing and re-

turning in part to nature are the only an-

swers. Men and women used to think the

good life was where the most people

were. It's obvious nowadays that that is

the worst life.—John Fowles

New York. In the age of chutzpah and

Donald Trump, New York's the capital city

of greed. It is very hard for anything

idealistic to happen there. The city is al-

ways on the verge of being torn down
and rebuilt, in connection with the latest

real estate entrepreneurial trend. It has

nothing to do with what authors or artists

or philosophers would hope for New York.

As telecommunications enables peo-

ple to work wherever they choose, more

and more New Yorkers will choose to work

outside the city because of traffic

congestion and revolting taxes. New
Yorkers are taxed three times on the same
income for the pleasure of fighting their

way through a crime- and disease-rid-

den city where you can't even get a taxi.

If I were mayor—a job I don't want—or

cultural affairs commissioner—a job I

don't want— it would be understood that

the lifebiood of New York, both commer-

cially and creatively, is artistic. It is the

arts that have brought people into New
York, that have brought business to New
York, that have brought the real estate

boom to New York.

While New York is a great city for deal-

making— it's a city full of static and
charge and electricity— it's also the worst

place in the world to do contemplative

work. Less literature will be written in New
York and about New York, because it is

becoming such a very difficult city for a

writer to live in. You know, Hemingway

described literary New York as a jar of

tapeworms feeding on each other. I don't

think anyone has improved on that defi-

nition. You could spend every day and

every nighi of your life in New York going

from one fund-raiser to another, where you

would be lunch or dinner, but the space

to create the next work is not respected.

That's not the case in other places. You

can live in London and write a novel. You

can live in Venice and write a novel.

New York's creative juices are being

squeezed out by the lack of affordable

space for artists. Real estate greed has

driven out the very people who have

made New York what it is. If we want to

keep the vitality of New York, we have to

make it an artists' center in the future. And

I don't see how it would hurl us to devote

certain areas of the city to places where

artists could live and work.—Erica Jong

'

New York. New York is a city of tall build-

ings and very low culture in which dress

designers and interior decorators are the

social superiors of the people they work

tor There is no society here in the old

sense; there are only people with money.

They're the newly rich, and what they

seem to enjoy most is going to parties for

which the guest lists are given out in ad-

vance to the gossip columnists and at

which no statement of any wit or intelli-

gence is ever reported. And the reigning

celebrities in that high society are those

interior decorators and the fashion de-

signers. The couples appear to have

nothing more worthwhile to do with them-

selves than engage in foppish philan-

thropies of no real benefit to anyone but

the fund-raisers. An outsider reading The

New York Times would conclude that what

New Yorkers are most interested in read-

ing about is food, fashion, and money.

Economically, New York City must con-

tinue to degenerate and become more

and more of a slum, with certain clusters

of high rises in which people live fairly

cramped, furtive, and artificial lives. There

are too many poor and not much that can
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be done for them, as there is very little of

any kind of sense of community. The ten-

sion in the city will increase, the squalor

will increase, the crime will increase, the

amount of drug use will increase. There

are already too many criminals to arrest,

too many court cases, not enough po-

licemen, not enough couris, not enough

prisons. It will make no difference who is

mayor or governor. Politically, New York

City has always been a cesspool. The

place is now ungovernable.

What might be done cannot be done

in a free society, and we are talking about

a New York that will exist in the free so-

ciety that is democratic America. I do not

think a democracy normally contains the

means to arrest its own decline. A society

cannot remain democratic and at the

same time become totalitarian in expel-

ling its poor or dictating to the rich.

If it were my city, I would eliminate pov-

erty, improve education for the young; I

would want families to have a good diet

and enough hope to perceive that they

have a future in which their lives could

become better—and I would not know
how to begin. Everything takes money,

but the money is not there, and it won't

be there as the number of the impover-

ished proliferates In New York, as every-

where else in the country, there is a hor-

rifying absence of compassion And I

think these two things—the proliferating

poor emerging into public visibility and

the lack of compassion—are going to

make for continuing social disaster.

What is still true is that if 1 had to choose

a cify to live in again, Manhattan would

be my first choice. Manhattan will con-

tinue to draw the majority of the most cre-

ative, ambitious, and intelligent young

people. The city is one of the handful of

places in the world that are most worth

going to. It is a large city; it is a city of

opportunity. There are more bright, witty,

intelligent, ambitious people in Manhat-

tan, I think, than one can find anywhere,

except possibly in certain districts of

London. And I think all of that will last for

some time. I don't know why it should, but

it will. Still, I cannot imagine any other

American city rivaling it.—Joseph Heller

Chicago. "Fifty hands wanted." Hands is

an old-time word for working people. In

its origin and basis. Chicago is a city of

hands, a blue-collar town, not a city of

paper like New York, San Francisco, or

New Orleans—the "story" cities. They are

supposed to have a certain sense of

grace that Chicago lacks; Chicago has

never been characterized as gracious.

Think-of Sandburg's poem, corny though

it may be: "Hog butcher for the world,/

Tool maker, stacker of wheat,/ Player with

railroads and the nation's freight han-

dler;/ Stormy, husky, brawling/Cityof the

big shoulders " Today the steel mills have

closed, the packing town has shifted to

other communities nearer to the feedlots,

and we all know what has happened to

farms, the demand for farm equipment,

railroads, and passenger trains

Chicago will be a starting point, a focal

point, for the great upheavals of the fu-

ture, when our economy is no longer in-

dustrially based, and, somewhat later,

when the limits of a high technological

society are recognized. Will these reali-

ties make for a disaster in the future? Will

there be violence, will there be a depres-

sion? Sure. I don't see how we can avoid

it if we keep going as we are. Chicago

could start off the chain reaction. It's a

key city, a typical American city. It's a mi-

crocosm of Americans' problems: rac-

ism, class struggle, suburban flight, po-

litical and social alienation between
suburb and city. Chicago has been the

site of numerous civic upheavals, scan-

dais, disasters, including bitter labor dis-

putes, gangster wars, the 1968 Demo-
cratic convention. Perhaps most of all,

Chicago is more theatrical than other cit-

ies, the Big Daddy of corrupt cities, the

creation of Warner Bros., of Jimmy Cag-

ney and Edward G. Robinson. Because

Chicago is typical yet more theatrical, it

could be the center of activity or atiention



(or many of the problems facing cities

throughout the country.

There's a surrealism to life right now that

cannot last forever. The discrepancy in

Chicago between the haves and the

have-nots will become more acute be-

cause it is a city of hands, not a city of

paper. The landmarks are disappearing

from a city known as the architectural

Athens, what with Louis Sullivan, Frank

Lloyd Wright, and Mies van der Rohe. The
city's plan and skyline is threatened by
new, horrendous, completely uninspired

buildings. The elevated train, of course,

is going. They'll put in a spaceplane or

bullet train,—Studs Terkel

Los Angeles. William Irwin Thompson
wrote that California is not so much a state

of the Union as it is an imagi-nation that

seceded from our reality a long time ago.

In the transition trom industrial to postin-

dustrial society, California is leading the

way. It became the first state to shift from

coal to oil, from steel to plastic, from

hardware to software, from materialism

to mysticism, from reality to fantasy. Cal-

ifornia first discovered that it was fantasy

that led reality, not the other way around.

But as we head toward the twenty-first

century, the Pacific century, when LA will

be the first city of Pacifica, a kind of sti-

fling bureaucracy will take over.

Los Angeles no longer regards itself

as the second city in this country. The
claim of Los Angeles to be coequal with

New York could have been dismissed as

braggadocio except for one factor: Los

Angeles had Hollywood, There have been

two aspects of American culture: the print

culture, located in the East, and the im-

age culture—the movies— in LA. East-

ern interpreters ridiculed the Hollywood

scene, the movie moguls. But the battle

lines were drawn: the opinion media of

the East versus the Western image me-
dia of movies and TV. The spoils were the

hearts and minds of America. America
now defines itself by the image culture,

and that culture will remain in LA.

Physically, the city, the basin city, the

part of the city that people think of as Los

Angeles, has no room to expand. There

are no open spaces, but the city grows
and will continue to grow. Like other cit-

ies, Los Angeles is becoming high-rised

to death, which is sad. It's not going to

stop. Downtown LA is a hodgepodge of

mediocrity, full of box buildings.

Los Angeles is not like New York, and
that is largely because of the climate. Life

in cities, I think, is always dictated by the

climate. People from the East complain

that California doesn't have seasons. But

it has two seasons, and they're two
apocalyptic seasons: the fire season and
the rainy season. In the fall, fire comes
down the hi I Is,, through the canyons, fast,

likearunawayfreighttrain, burning what- •

ever object is in its path. In the spring the

rains come and the mountains fall down.
And earthquakes. There's the ever-pres-
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ent possibility of a cataclysmic temblor

that can destroy half the city. Psycholog-

ically, knowing you sit on top of a bowl of

Jell-0 does not make for a great sense of

permanence. It gives you more of a sense

of mortality, of this catastrophic mortality

over which you've got no control. That kind

of attention to the elemental forces of na-

ture is unusual for a city to possess.

—John Gregory Dunne

Los Angeles. Los Angeles won't exist by
the middle of the next century. It's

doomed, and I'm sorry to say that, be-

cause it was beautiful country, rather like

Kenya, with rolling hills, and Mount Baldy,

always with a little snow on it, in the back-

ground. And very pure air.

Unfortunately, there's really nothing to

do. It no longer matters how much pol-

lution from automobile exhaust is con-

trolled: The geographical inversion, like

a teacup, is placed upside down over LA.

The smog really is frightening—gray,

iLos Angeles
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to say that,

because it was beautiful
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mustard- colored, brownish gray, which

just settles in and doesn't.move. Children

never run. It's terrible. Every person, every

automobile adds to it. There is nothing to

do. It's too late, much too late. Too many
people and not enough air to breathe. Los

Angeles is not a city, it's not an entity; it's

an occasion, a great confusion.

Before its end, whether it comes via the

Big One—what we all look forward to on
this coast— or otherwise, people are

trying to survive. They are moving up or

down the coasf to escape the smog, but

the smog rolls in. An electric trolley now
runs between San Diego and Tijuana

—

an experiment to see if people will travel

by tram instead of using buses or auto-

mobiles. It won't be successful, because
everything is controlled by Standard Oil.

Artists and intellectuals arrive in great

numbers, and intellectual and cultural life

is very good. In fact, culturally Los An-

geles is more like Paris, a place of great

creative incentive, not like San Francisco,

where life is too good and too charming
and too wonderful, a dreamworld. And
when people dream, they don't create. In

LA pe'ople are driven to do something.

People live on their wits, on their own
resources. There's a looseness, a daring,

a "Western" quality about Los Angeles.

More and more people live off of the

electronic revolution, especially the kids.

It's become apparent that it's silly for older

people to understand young people. They

don't want to understand older people,

and older people don't want to under-

stand them either. It's silly for us to think

we can reach young people, except by

empathy and love. Fortunately, human
love is here to stay, but it expresses itself

in different ways. And human love may
be about the only lasting thing in the

world. Sounds a bit mawkish, but I do
mean it.—M.FK. Fisher

Mexico City. "I Speak of the City" (lor Eliot

Weinberger)

I speak of the city built by the dead,

inhabited by their stern ghosts, ruled by

their despotic memory,

the city I talk to when I
talk to nobody,

the city that dictates these insomniac

words,

I speak of towers, bridges, tunnels,

hangars, wonders and disasters,

the abstract State and its concrete po-

lice, the schoolteachers, jailers, preach-

ers,

the shops that have everything, where
we spend everything, and it all turns to

smoke,
-the markets with their pyramids of fruit,

the turn of the seasons, the sides of beef

hanging from the hooks, the hills of spices

and the towers of bottles and preserves,

all of the flavors and colors, all the

smells and ail Lho siuM the tide of voices-
water, metal, wood, clay—the bustle, the

haggling and conniving as old as time,

I speak of the buildings of stone and
marble, of cement, glass and steel, ol the

people in the lobbies and doorways, of

the elevators that rise and fall like the

mercury in thermometers,

of the banks and their boards of direc-

tors, of factories and their managers, of

the workers and their incestuous ma-
chines,

I speak of the timeless parade of pros-

titution through streets long as desire and
boredom,

of the coming and going of cars, mir-

rors of our anxieties, business, passions

(why? toward what? for what?),

.,;>;.
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where we always die alone,

I speak of the half-light of certain

churches and the flickering candles at the

altars.

the timid voices with which the deso-

late talk to saints and virgins in a passion-

ate, failing language,

I speak of dinner under a squinting light

at a limping table with chipped plates,

of innocent tribes that camp in the

empty lots with their women and chil-

dren, their animals and their ghosts,

of the rats in the sewers and the brave

sparrows that nest in the wires, in the



cornices and the martyred trees,

of the contemplative cats and their lib-

ertine novels in the light of the moon, cruel

goddess of the rooftops,

of the stray dogs that are our Francis-

cans and bhikkus. the dogs that scratch
up the bones of the sun,

I speak of the anchorite and the liber-

tarian brotherhood, of the secret plots of

law enforcers and ot bands of thieves,

of the conspiracies of levelers and the

Society of Friends of Crime, of the Sui-

cide Club, and of Jack the Ripper,

of the Friend ot the People, sharpener
of the guillotine, of Caesar, Delight of Hu-
mankind,

I speak of the paralytic slum, the
cracked wall, the dry fountain, the graf-

fitied statue,

I speak of garbage heaps the size of

mountains, and of melancholy sunlight
filtered by the smog,

of broken glass and the desert of scrap
iron, of last night's crime, and of the ban-
quet of the immortal Trimalchio,

of the moon in the television antennas,

and a butterfly on a filthy jar,

I speak of dawns like a flight of herons
on the lake, and the sun of transparent

wings that lands on the rock foliage of the

churches, and the twittering of light on
the glass stalks of the palaces,

I speak of certain afternoons in early

fall, waterfalls of immaterial gold, the

transformation of this world, when every-
thing loses its body, everything is held in

suspense,

and the light thinks, and each one of

us feels himself thought by that reflective

light, and for one long moment time dis-

solves, we are air once more,

I speak of the summer, ot the slow night

that grows on the horizon like a mountain
of smoke, and bit by bit it crumbles, fall-

ing over us [ike a wave,

the elements are reconciled, night has
stretched out, and its body is a powerful
river of sudden steep, we rock in the

waves of its breathing, the hour is tangi-

ble, we can touch it like a fruit,

they have lit the lights, and the ave-
nues burn with the brilliancy of desire, in

the parks electric light breaks through the

branches and falls over us like a green
and phosphorescent mist that illuminates

but does not wet us, the trees murmur,
they tell us something,

there are streets in the half-light that

are a smiling insinuation, we don't know
where they lead, perhaps to the ferry for

the lost islands,

I speak of the stars over the high ter-

races and the indecipherable sentences
they write on the stone of the sky,

I speak of the sudden downpour that

lashes the windowpanes and bends the
trees, that lasted twenty-five minutes and
now, up above, there are blue slits and
streams of light, steam rises from the as-

phalt, the cars glisten, there are puddles
where ships of reflections sail,

I speak of nomadic clouds, and of a
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thin music thai lights a room on the fifth

floor, and a murmur of laughter in the

middle of the night like water that flows

far-off through roots and grasses,

I
speak of the longed-for encounter with

that unexpected form with which the un-

known is made flesh, and revealed to

each of us:

eyes that are the night half-open and

the day that wakes, the sea stretching out

and the flame that speaks, powerlul

breasts: lunar tide,

lips that say sesame, and time opens,

and the little room becomes a garden of

change, air and fire entwine, earth and

water mingle,

or the arrival o! that moment there, on

the other side that is really here, where

the key locks and time ceases to flow:

the moment of until now, the last of the

gasps, the moaning, the anguish, the soul

loses its body and crashes through a hole

in the floor, falling in itself, and time has

run aground, and we walk through an

endless corridor, panting in the sand,

is that music coming closer or reced-

ing, are those pale lights just lit or going

out? space is singing, time has vanished:

it is the gasp, it is the glance that slips

through the blank wall, it is that wall that

stays silent, the wall,

I speak of our public history, and of our

secret history, yours and mine,

I speak of the iorest of stone, the des-

ert of the prophets, the ant heap of souls,

the congregation of tribes, the house of

mirrors, the labyrinth of echoes,

I speak of the great murmur that comes

from the depths of time, the incoherent

whisper of nations uniting or splitting

apart, the wheeling of multitudes and their

weapons like boulders hurling down, the

dull sound of bones falling into the pit of

history,

I speak of the city, shepherd of centu-

ries, mother that gives birth to us and de-

vours us, that creates us and forgets.

—Octavio Paz DO
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OCTOBER IN TENNESSEE is when the hills

grow darker and the stories taller

The man in the wide-brimmed hat has a good one

about the Tennessee Wyooter, a barn-big critter

who roams these hills under October moons. And
though there are those who question his -__...

story, he'll have you hanging on every

word. Of course, these same old hills

are legitimately famed for good

whiskey. Drinkers call Jack Daniel's

the smoothest there is. And, after

a sip, there aren't any questions

about that.

SMOOTH SIPPIN '

TENNESSEE WHISKEY
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access to information from other parts of

the world. This improved access will have

some drawbacks. The threat of cultural

"Western" homogenization may trigger a

retreat to traditional ways of thinking and

even religious fundamentalism, such as

the Islamic revival that swept Iran. New
communications technology may also fuel

discontent in the world's poorest nations,

as people contrast the life-styles they see

on television with their own.

—

Francisco

Sagasti, GRADE, World Bank
UNITED STATES. By the end of the

century the United States will have com-

pleted an "informational superhighway"

of fiberoptic cables from coast to coast.

The digitized system will carry voice and

digital data, enabling users to talk, send

television pictures, and communicate with

computers on the same line. One result

will be high-quality vision telephones; an-

other will be a system whereby cable TV
viewers send as well as receive infor-

mation, thus ordering from hundreds of

movies the one they wish to see.

Advances in telecommunications will

accelerate a trend toward "anticipatory

democracy" in which people become
more involved in government decisions.

Citizens will use home-based computers

to research the issues. Then they will vote

via computer. The referenda initially will

serve advisory functions; later they will

become binding. Political parties will de-

cline as the influence of such polling in-

creases.

—

Robert Olson, Institute for Al-

ternative Futures; Leland Johnson, The

Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, CA
EUROPE. Computer consoles will be

attached to the telephone in every home.

Users will have access to a continent-wide

database providing information on
everything from train schedules to shop-

ping services and offering instantaneous

public opinion polls.

—

FAST: European
Economic Community: Forecasting and
Assessment in Science and Technology,

Brussels, Belgium

SOUTH AMERICA. Farmers isolated in

rural areas will use information gathered

from telecommunications systems to di-

rect their crops to countries willing to pay

the most. They will thus avoid corrupt

middlemen and find the highest mar-

ket.—GRADE, Lima, Peru

"We are drowning in the wealth of the in-

formation age. We have the information

but no way to organize it.
"-^-James Ben-

net, Foresight institute

THE HEALING ARTS

"Dave, call your doctor."

It wouldn't stop. Even now the nagging

continued.

"Quiet!" he hollered. He knew it wouldn't

help. The sensors in the arms of his La-

Z-Boy rocker had already detected his
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quickening pulse, his systolic and dia-

stolic pressures. The impulses went di-

rectly 'to a medical .computer pro-

grammed with everything from his

particular genetic sequence to the de-

tails of his personal nutrition. In general it

helped: At fifty Dave still looked thirty-five.

But today he didn't want help. It had been
only two months since the divorce: Today
he wanted privacy.

"Dave, your blood pressure is way up,"

said a voice within the chair. "Your pulse

is too fast."

"Dammit!" said Dave. He didn't need

the furniture to tell him about stress. He
got off the chair and went to the bath-

room. A display flashed over the toilet:

URINALYSIS; IMBALANCE OF STRESS-RELATED

HORMONES.

He went to the refrigerator and
punched the button for a beer. Nothing

happened. "Given your current stressful

state, alcohol ingestion is not recom-

mended," the fridge said.

^Monitoring

technology will be embedded
in the home. The

toilet will analyze urine; a

favorite chair

will take blood pressure and
feed it to a computer

filled with medical expertise.^

"All right already. I give up!" He
stomped to the telephone and called his

doctor's number.

"I'd like to make an appointment with

Dr. Frank," he told the secretary.

"He knows," said the secretary. Dave's

vital statistics had long since been trans-

mitted to Dr. Frank's computer. "We've

been expecting your call."

UNITED STATES. Advances in bio-

technology will. make Homo sapiens the

first species capable of controlling its own
evolution. The current project to decode
the human genome will eventually pro-

duce a genetic road map of specific hu-

man characteristics. With this map it may
be possible to manipulate the genes, thus

stimulating the production of specific

hormones and enzymes before a child is

even born. Using this technique, parents

and doctors may be able to eliminate ge-

netic disease, select for blue eyes, or en-

gineer athletic ability in the unborn.
—Stuart Kauffman, L M. Simmons, Santa

Fe Institute, Santa Fe, NM
By 2010 home health-care monitoring

systems will diagnose disease, recom-

mend treatment, and communicate with

physicians' and pharmacists' computers.

Monitoring technology will be embed-
ded in the home. The toilet will analyze

urine; a favorite chair will take blood

pressure and feed it to a computer filled

with medical intelligence? If the patient's

blood pressure has increased since the

last reading, the system will recommend
a course of action. Patients' genetic se-

quences will be on file at the pharmacy,

enabling the pharmacist to tailor medi-

cations to each individual's genetic

makeup. Tiny computers will be im-

planted at nerve cells to stimulate artifi-

cial limbs, enhance memory, and im-

prove the ability to taste, smell, see, and
hear.

—

Clement Bezold, institute for Al-

ternative Futures

Nanotechnology will bring medical

care to the molecular level. Doctors will

inject tiny submarinelike machines ca-

pable of attacking bacteria and viruses.

Some will travel the bloodstream, de-

stroying foreign bacteria. Others will fight

viral infections: They will enter a cell, un-

wind the DNA helix, proofread the ge-

netic material, edit out any viral material,

and then repackage the cell with all the

proteins back in place Eventually people

may choose to walk around with nano-

machines inside as an integral part of their

immune systems.—Jonathan Peck, Insti-

tute for Alternative Futures; K. Eric Drex-

ler, Foresight Institute

SOVIET UNION. Medical care, widely

considered catastrophic in the USSR, will

lag behind the West's well into the twenty-

first century.

—

Andrei Piontkovsky, Insti-

tute for Systems Studies, USSR Acad-

emy of Sciences, Moscow
EUROPE. Life expectancy will inch to-

ward age ninety and beyond. As a result,

treatment of senility will become a grow-

ing concern, and the aging population will

place a heavier toll on public health-care

systems. In the end society will object to

heroic lifesaving measures for the very

old.—FAS 7: European Economic Com-
munity: Forecasting and Assessment in

Science and Technology

PACIFIC RIM. As traditional Chinese

medicine such as acupuncture and qui-

chong gains increased stature in the

West, more Americans and Europeans
will travel to China to search out cures for

cancer, AIDS, and other life-threatening

diseases. Special clinics just for foreign

patients will emerge as a staple of the

Chinese medical establishment.

—

Lin

Hosheng, associate director of the Qui-

chong Research institute, Shanghai
Academy of Sciences, Shanghai

Artificial hearts, kidneys, and muscles

will become commonplace. Protein en-

gineering will make it possible for doc-

tors to create artificial organs with ma-
terials that are virtually identical to human
tissue but that resist rejection by the re-

cipient's immune system. People will die

not from disease but from the natural

breakdown of body tissues.



For the Japanese, average life span
may reach as high as one hundred in the

next century. But it is doubtful that much
further progress will be made, because
of the basic instructions that are pro-

grammed into the body's DNA.

—

Dr. Tek-

emochi Ishii, professor of medicine at To-

kyo University, Tokyo

MIDDLE EAST. Building on its current

medical infrastructure, Israel will become
a regional center for medical treatment

and training, specializing in services to

the Third World, Arab countries, and
southern Europe.

—

TsviBisk, Foundation

for Israel in the Twenty-First Century, Ke-

far Sava, Israel

SOUTH AMERICA. The region's main

health problems
will remain the

"poverty diseases,"

including intestinal

and respiratory

disease, malnutri-

tion, and infectious

disease ihat can
be prevented
through vaccina-

tion. Pollution-

borne disease will

increase. Periodic

epidemics
arise as First World

pharmaceutica
companies dump
stocks of expired

medicines or of

medicines not ap-

proved by the

Food and Dr

ENERGY

international Herald-Tribune, Novem-
ber 21, 2005

SHEIKH YAMANI DEAD AT 85; MADE FOR-

TUNE AND LOST IT IN OIL HOLDINGS: Saudi

Arabian sheikh lhab Yamani, who made
afortuneinoil sales and then lost it when
the market for- fossil fuels collapsed, died

of heart failure yesterday in his home in

St. Moritz, Switzerland. He was eighty-

five. For decades the sheikh was one of

the world's richest men. He losl that po-

sition during the Arabian oil embargo of

1998, which he helped precipitate in or-

der to drive up oil prices. Nations had
been using so much solar, nuclear, and

Adm atic

Such epidemics
will fall into two cat-

egories; diseases

such as diphtheria

and polio, which
spread due to ex-

pired vaccines and
because people
do not get vacci-

nated; and de-
formities from in-

adequately tested

medications such

as thalidomide.

The well-off will travel to hospitals else-

where for modern treatments.

—

CELATS:
Latin American Center for Social Work,

Lima, Peru

AFRICA. AIDS will spread across
southern Africa along transportation and
migration routes. A number of AIDS-like

epidemics may emerge as the HIV virus

continues lo change.

—

William B. John-

ston, The Hudson Institute; Peter Spies,

Institute tor Futures Research, University

of Stellenbosch, Bellville, South Africa

"Nanotechnology will make us look back
at surgery with scalpels the same way
we look at the use of leeches today.

"

—Jonathan Peck, Institute for Alternative

Futures

prehensive Middle East Peace Initiative.

"Once you have solved the resource

problem, people will talk peace."

The sheikh's last major project in-

volved building a 20-square-mile array of

photovoltaic cells in the Arabian Desert.

That project is scheduled to begin send-

ing electricity to Europe next year.

WORLD. Fusion energy, v

become commercially available by the

mid twenty-first century As energy prices

rise, more and more nations will turn to

alternative energy sources like solar

power and conservation. Photovoltaic

cells, which directly convert sunlight

to energy, will become economical
enough to supple-

ment power plants

during peak power
needs. In nuclear

technology a sec-

ond generation of

power plants

—

smaller, less ex-

pensive, and safer

than today's—will

recycled energy by then that the with-

holding of oil had little effect. Oil prices

dropped after that and never recovered.

Sheikh Yamani funded several proj-

ects that became important energy
sources in the once-troubled Middle East.

He provided seed money for Arab-Israeli

energy exchanges, which included the

construction of a natural gas pipeline from

Egypt to Israel. He also funded a hydro-

electric canal linking the Mediterranean

Sea and the Dead Sea, the lowest point

on Earth. Water cascading down the

canal spins turbines that provide elec-

tricity to Israel and Palestine.

"Ours is a region of scarce resources."

he said last May at a conference cele-

brating the tenth anniversary of the Com-

The Soviet Union

will become the

primary energy
source for Europe

as the completed

trans-Siberian
pipelines supply
the continent with

natural gas.

The world's des-

erts, with their

abundance of sun-

light, will serve as

enormous sources

of solar electricity.

With current trans-

mission technol-

ogy, many deserts

are too remote to

supply useful elec-

tricity; too much is

lost as leakage
along wires. The
development of

superconductivity

will eliminate that

leakage and make it feasible to transmit

vast amounts of power from deserts to

urban centers. Enormous wastelands like

the Sahara will become the sites of enor-

mous photovoltaic arrays.

In much of South America, Asia, and
Africa the use of charcoal and fuelwood
will continue to destroy forests.—toe/

Darnstadter, Resources lor the Future,

Washington, DC; International Institute for

Applied Systems Analysis; Baruch Raz,

Center for Technological Analysis and
Forecasting, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv;

Economic Commission for Africa

"Garbage will be one of the great re-

sources of the future."—Joseph Coates,

J. F. Coates, Inc.



MONEY AND POWER
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By Maxine Pelersont

December 22. 2Q31 (AP), A manned
spacecraft touched down on Mars today,

the culmination of a 30-year joint effort by

the United States and the Soviet Union.

"This step I take, it is for all humankind,"

said astronaut Arkady Lipmanov, echo-

ing the words of Neil Armstrong, the first

human to set foot on the moon. Lipmanov

stepped into the red dust of Mars after a

year's flight from the mission's launch Irom

the Soviet base Kosmograd #14 on the

moon. The nuclear-powered soaceshio

left its launching pad last December 15.

A crew of four took part in Ihe 48-mil-

lion-mile journey The American, John

Powell, gained lame six years ago by be-

coming the first man to walk the circum-

ference of the moon. The other crew

members included engineer Ana Lope2
from Mexico and chemist Kaije Yamasaki

from Japan.

The mission was initially financed by

NASA and the USSR Academy of Sci-

ences but went into private hands when
the agencies ran out of money. The bulk

of the $1 trillion cost was supplied by the

American firm Orbital Industries and the

Soviet-based Glasnost, Inc., a private

company specializing in high-risk ven-

ture capital. The companies hope to ex-

ploit the titanium reserves that probes

have detected on Mars.

"Regardless of who paid for it, this mis-

sion is a cause for all members of the

Earth family !o be proud," said Hsuan V.

Chin, Ihe American Presidenl. "By Ihis I

mean Earth dwellers and moon colonists

alike." Chin's statement was notable for

its mention of moon colonists, who in re-

cent years have been agitating for inde-

pendent nationhood. Observers say that

by including them in his statement, Ihe

President was attempting to dampen the

separation. s:
:

ee irg that has been grow-

ing in the mining colonies.

WORLD. The world will move toward a

"multipolarity" in which the United States,

Japan, and Europe share power with

emergific. business powers of Korea, Tai-

wan, India. Hong Kong, and Singapore.

Space efforts w; i also boccme multipo-

lar. By 2030 the United States and Soviet

Union may pool their efforts in a mission

to Mars: The project will cost loo much
lor either nation alone. Europe and Ja-

pan, which lag in rocket technology, wil.

participate in joint missions with the two

great space powers. Together fhese na-

tions will establish traveling space cit-

ies—self-contained mhhg communities

thai can rocket from Asteroid to asteroid,

searching for ores.

The internationalization of space will

lead to a reduction in the' importance of

statehood on Lanh. heightening chances
for long:term peace. At the same time,

international tensions may increase over

the allocation of geostationary orbits—the

prime orbits for communications satel-

lites that float above the equator. Devel-

oping countries, especially, will begin to

pretest as oro'is of ncn value are unjustly

r.fceymsn lo :nd :.Js
!r

ia ized countries.

—Merton Davies, The Rand Corporation;

American Institute of. Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Washington, DC; Hajimu

Hori, Economic Planning Agency, Tokyo;

FAST: European Economic Community:
.'" ore-casting and Assessment in Science

and Technology; Barucb Raz, Center lor

Technological Analysis and Forecasting,

Tel Aviv University; Andrei Pionti-.ovsky

Institute for Systems Studies, USSR
Academy of Sciences

UNITED STATES. The most promising

jobs in the twenty-first century will nvolvc

biotechnology, lasers, robotics, telecom-

munications, medical technology, aero-

soace and superconductivity Manufac-

turing jobs wil.t drop from 28 percent of

Ihe tolal workforce in 1981 to 11 percent

in 2000 and 3 percent in 2030. The infor-

mation industry, which represents 55
percent o' today's wo';<force. will consti-

tute 80 percent by 2000.— S, Norman
Feingold, National Career and Counsel-

ing Services. Washington, DC

ONVDEO..THE MOST DAZZLING VIEWS OFu * THE FUTURE! ^
From the pages of the world's leading science magazine.

The excitement of a look into the future... Brought to fife in two new videos from OMNI.

OMNI: THE NEW
FRONTIER

BIONICS
Man and Machine Integrated

MUSIC
Technology and Humanity Joined |

COMMUNICATION
With Other Species and Worlds

COMPUTERS
The Creation at Super Humans

OMNI: THE REAL E.T.-

SETI

SET! - Search for Extra Terrestrial

Intelligence

No science fiction fantasy- A
SERIOUS NASA study. Listening for

messages from other planefs...

An international pursuit of first

contacf.

UFOs - real or imagined? Have
fhe first aliens landed?
Space camps on Mars and fhe

Moon. .Making Mars liveable...

Mining Ihe Moon. .And much more!

Please rush me the video(s]

I've checked below:

J OMNI: The New Frontier (OMrj

39.95 plus S3. 00, postage ana handling

OMNI: The Real E.T. (0M2)

S9.95 plus S3. 00, postage ond Handling

Total order (tapes plus

postage and handling) S ,

I'!'"

j
VISAH MasterCard

Credit card holders call toll-free:

1-800-221-1777



SOVIET UNION. The USSR will move
towards a market-based economy in the

next couple of decades. The government

will cut expenditures in heavy industry and
the military, while instituting merit-based

wages and private farms. Such economic

and political reforms will double the na-

tion's economic output by early in the

twenty-first century.

—

Victor Gelovaniy, An-

drei Piontkovsky, Institute for Systems
Studies, USSR Academy of Sciences

EUROPE. Europe, stretching from the

Atlantic to the Ural Mountains, will unite

politically and economically by the mid-

'twenty-first century. More people will

produce nonmaterial items that exist only

as electronic impulses: software, com-
puter-assisted designs, film, video, DNA
patterns. Fewer people will touch what

they produce.

—

Hugues de Jouvenel,

Association Internationale Futuribles; Dr.

Eleonora Masini, president, World Future

Studies Federation, Rome
PACIFIC RIM. In Japan most factories

will be run by robots, with no human la-

bor past the product design stage. These
factories will run with unprecedented

flexibility, taking custom orders for con-

sumer products. For example, a cus-

tomer will be able to order a refrigerator

and choose the size, color, and specific

features. With a few computer com-
mands, the factory will custom-produce

it quickly at low cost—Dr. Shigeru Wa-
tanabe, Tokyo Science and Technology

Coliege; Shohei Kurita, Artificial Intelli-

gence Center, Japan Information Proc-

essing Development Center, Tokyo

MIDDLE EAST. The Arab-Israeli con-

flict will end as Palestinian and Jewish

political entities come to coexist. Egypt

and Israel will undertake several joint

economic projects, such as fertilizer and
cement plants and textile manufacturing.

Israel and Palestine will grow codepend-
ent as the century progresses. Eventu-

ally, Israel will offer Palestine military

protection, while Palestinians act as mid-

dlemen in Israel's business dealings with

the Arab world.

—

Tsvi Bisk, Foundation for

Israel in the Twenty-First Century; The Ar-

mand Hammer Fund for Economic Co-
operation in the Middle East, Tel Aviv Uni-

versity, Tel Aviv; Jihad Ouda, Committee
of Egypt, Cairo

AFRICA. Hobbled by a lack of tech-

nological know-how, Africa may eventu-

ally become excluded from the world

economy.

—

The Club of Rome, Rome

"Turbulence, dissatisfaction, social agi-

tation and shortages shall abound."—
SateshSeth, Department of Science and
Technology, New Delhi, India

OH, THE HUMANITY!

Le Front National, Marseilles, France

29 May, 2003.

A MANIFESTO
"

WHEREAS the world's poorest nations

have failed to control their expanding
populations

13S OMNI

WHEREAS said populations are be-

coming younger and more violent

WHEREAS these nations have done
nothing to industrialize, economize, or

provide employment for their young
WHEREAS these nations have done

nothing in any way to improve their lot

WHEREAS the spawn of these nations

have continually coveted the wealth of our

fair lady, France
WHEREAS the inhabitants of these na-

tions maintain a barbarous appearance,

despite what we taught them
WHEREAS they are already swamping

our factories and social services

BE IT RESOLVED THAT: All true sons

of France declare war on the invading

hordes. We vow to keep them off our

lovely shores, to stem their tide, and to

hold back their brutish numbers. We vow
to protect our culture, our children, our

church, and sacred land

LIBERTE, EGALITE, FRATERNITE
VIVE LA FRANCE!

'•Rapid

urbanization will lead to

the growth of

apocalyptic megalopolises—
immense cities.

The rich will live in heavily

guarded compounds
surrounded by belts of misery^

WORLD. The world's population will

grow to 10 billion or 11 .billion by 2075,

twice that of today. Most of the growth will

occur in the Third World. The population

of Mexico City, the world's largest me-
tropolis, will rise trom today's 16 million

people to more than 30 million people by

the year 2000. Sao Paulo will have 26 mil-

lion people, Shanghai 23 million, Bom-
bay and Calcutta 18 million people
each.

—

Carl Haub, Population Reference
Bureau, Washington, DC; Ben J. Wallen-

berg, American Enterprise Institute for

Public Policy Research, Washington, DC;
Francisco Sagasti, World Bank, Wash-
ington, DC
A hierarchy of have and have-not na-

tions will develop with respect to com-
puters in education. Individual nations will

develop their own elites of the technolog-

ically literate. Because these elites will

follow previously existing socioeconomic

trends, social inequities will grow.

—

Bar-

uch Raz, Center for Technological Anal-

ysis and Forecasting, Tel Aviv University

SOVIET UNION. Straddling the conti-

nents of Europe and Asia, the population

of the Soviet Union will age in European

regions. Younger people will live pre-

dominantly in Asia.

—

Andrei Piontkovsky,

Institute for Systems Studies, USSR
Academy of Sciences

EUROPE. By the year 2065 every fourth

European could be sixty-five years or

older. At the same time the legal retire-

ment will drop to fifty-live. The result: a

minority of Europeans working full-time.

People in their twenties and thirties will

monopolize high-performance jobs.
—Hugues de Jouvenel, Association In-

ternationale Futuribles; FAST; European
Economic Community: Forecasting and
Assessment in Science and Technology

JAPAN. Crowded Tokyo will become
even more populated and congested.

The government will establish tax incen-

tives and telecommunication links to dis-

perse the population. Most Japanese
salarymen will resist, however, preferring

to be near the centers of power. As ov-

ercrowding worsens, Japan will build cit-

ies on water, creating islands of landfill

for office and apartment towers.

—

Yoichi

Okita, National Institute for Research Ad-

vancement, Tokyo; Japan Economic
Planning Agency, Tokyo

SOUTH AMERICA. Rapid urbaniza-

tion will lead to the growth of "apocalyp-

tic megalopolises"—immense, densely

populated cities. The rich in such cities

will live in heavily guarded homes. Around

them will lie enormous cinturons de la

miseria, or "belts of misery." Such areas,

like today's favelas of Brazil, will house
the majority of South America's urban

populations. The people will live in tin and

mud huts and run clandestine wires to

steal electricity. They'll cook with kero-

sene or over open fires and get water from

a community well.

Fecal matter will be disposed of in open
sewers or in fields. Disease will be ram-

pant; pests will abound. Pollution will

reach untenable levels. In some cities a

more benign pattern of "poor urbanism"

will emerge in the form of small, self-gov-

erning groups. Using small government
grants, these groups will build up their

neighborhoods with available materials

such as brick and adobe. While aesthet-

ically unappealing, such zones will pro-

vide important basic services to the

poor.—Institute for Urbanism, Central

University of Venezuela, Caracas
AFRICA. Growing unemployment will

lead to increased poverty and crime,

straining social services and hospitals.

Underemployment will affect more than

70 percent of the rural labor force, or 203
million workers. By early in the twenty-

first century 72 African cities will have av-

erage populations of 1 million or more.

Like their South American counterparts,

most city dwellers will live in squalor.

—Economic Commission for Africa

"By 2020 the combined population ol the

four largest countries in Europe—Eng-
land, Italy, France, West Germany—will

be less than that of Bangladesh,"—Sen



J. Wattenberg, American Enterprise In-

stitute for Public Policy Research

CRIME

It was years since Carlos had held a

gun, months since he'd had his hands on

plastic explosives. Now the only plastic

his lingers touched were the keys of his

personal computer. His recent training

had all been nonviolent. Four years at

London Polytechnic, three years in the

European Community's Center lor Trans-

portation Control in Brussels. Now, (ram

his fourth-story walk-up in the Trastevere

'section of Rome, he would put his years

of training to work.

He lapped out a phone number, waited

for a prompt, and then typed an entry

code. Hundreds of numbers filled the

screen. He moved his cursor onto some
digits and changed them. He left his desk

and smoked a Cuban cigar. When he re-

turned, a notice flashed on his computer
display. Deftly done, he thought. And so

much cleaner than machine guns and
bombs.

Five hundred miles away the screams
rose above what would later be recorded

as the most disastrous train wreck in Eu-

ropean history. The Mistral, on its maiden
run from Paris to Moscow, was traveling

at the speed ot sound when it was
shunted onto an unused track near

Karlsruhe, No one would ever learn why

its guidance system failed. More than

1 ,000 people died by the time Carlos had
tinished his cigar.

UNITED STATES. Scientists will dis-

cover physiological links to problem be-

havior in children, leading to earlier inter-

vention and treatment. As the percentage

of adolescent males in the population de-

clines, so will violent street crime. But

white-collar crime involving information

and economic manipulation will rise.

Americans will begin to give up certain

individual rights in return for societal

safety and protection.

Opposition to drug testing will wane;

eventually drug use will taper off. Fewer
prisoners will serve time behind bars;

Electronic bracelets will provide cheaper,

more effective means of incarceration.

Linked to central monitoring systems, the

bracelets will enable prisoners to move
about in certain parts of the community.

If the prisoner goes beyond a restricted

zone, the bracelet will alert a supervisor

and stop the prisoner with a shock.

—

Barbara Williams, The Rand Corporation;

Harry Hairy, The Urban Institute, Wash-
ington, DC; Hubert Williams, The Police

Foundation, Washington, DC
EUROPE. Terrorists will use increas-

ingly advanced weapons such as ultra-

rapid-fire machine pistols or hand-held

guided missiles. The danger of nuclear

terrorism will increase through the theft ol

dangerous components. Computer
hacking will become a preferred method
of terrorism: The terrorist will hack into

systems as diverse as banking or mass
transit, siphoning bank accounts and
causing trains to collide.

—

Research
Foundation for the Study of Terrorism,

Aberdeen, Scotland; Institute for the

Study of Terrorism, London
SOUTH AMERICA, Crime will continue

to rise throughout South America, along

with the number of disaffected, unem-
ployed youths. Narcotics will continue to

be an important cause of crime, espe-

cially as legal sources of income decline.

Alliances between drug-growing peas-

ants and revolutionary guerrillas may
spread.

—

Institute lor Peruvian Studies;

Raul Gonzalez, DESCO (Center for Stud-

ies, Promotion, and Development), Lima,

Peru

"The open-space prison is She wave of

the future.
"

—

Hubert Williams, The Police

Foundation

Contributors: Amy McDonald/New
York; Brendan Murphy/Rome; Corinne

Schmidt/Lima; Al Furst/Tokyo and Bos-

ton; Hanzada Firki/Cairo; He Shaojun/

Beijing; Shohei Kurita/Tokyo; Asako Hatta/

Tokyo; David Gumpert/Tokyo; Sarah
Glazer/Boston.DO
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and pointed to the print of Betty Grable's

leg
—

"and we can figure out the signa-

tures, but what is this reference to 'Sid'

on all these squares? And what does this

mean?" He pointed at Red Skelton's

square. It said, thanks sid we dood it.

"You keep thinking you've found a pat-

tern," David said, crossing over to the

other side, "but Van Johnson's square is

kind of sandwiched in here at an angle

between Esther Williams and Cantinflas,

and who the hell is May Robson? And
why are all these squares empty?"

He had managed to maneuver me over

behind the display of Academy Award

winners. It was an accordionlike wrought-

iron screen. I was in the fold between 1944

and 1945.

'And as if that isn't enough, you sud-

denly realize you're standing in the court-

yard. You're not even in the theater."

"And that's what you think is happening

in quantum theory?" I said weakly. I was
backed up into Bing Crosby, who had
won for Best Actor in Going My Way. "You

think we're not in the theater yet?"

"I think we know as much about quan-

tum theory as we can figure out about

May Robson from her footprints," he said,

putting his hand up to Ingrid Bergman's

cheek (Best Actress, Gaslight) and
blocking my escape. "I don't think we un-

derstand anything about quantum the-

ory, not tunneling, not complementarity."

He leaned toward me. "Not passion."

The Best Movie of 1945 was The Lost

Weekend. "Dr. Gedanken understands it,"

I said, disentangling myself from the

Academy Award winners and David. "Did

you know he's putting together a new re-

search team for a big project on under-

standing quantum theory?"

"Yes," David said. "Want to see a

movie?"

"There's a seminar on chaos at nine," I

said, stepping over the Marx Brothers. "I

have to get back."

"If it's chaos you want, you should stay

right here," he said, stopping to look at

Irene Dunne's handprints. "We could see

the movie and then go have dinner.

There's this place near Hollywood and
Vine that has the mashed potatoes Rich-

ard Dreyfuss made into Devils Tower in

Ctose Encounters."

"I want to meet Dr. Gedanken," I said,

making it safely to the sidewalk. I looked

back at David.

He had gone back to the other side of

the courtyard and was looking at Roy
Rogers's signature.

"Are you kidding? He doesn't under-

stand it any better than we do."

"Well, at least he's trying,"

"So am I. The problem is, how can one -

neutron possibly interfere with itself, and
why are there only two of Trigger's hoof-

prints here?"
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"It's eight fifty-five," I said. "I am going

to the chaos seminar."

"If you can find if," he said, getting down
on one knee to look at the signature.

"I'll find it," I said grimly.

He stood up and grinned at me, his

hands in his pockets. "It's a great movie,"

he said.

It was happening again. I turned and
practically ran across the street.

"Sen;/ IX is showing," he shouted after

me. "He accidentally exchanges bodies

with a Siamese cat."

Thursday, 9-10 rm "The Science of

Chaos." I. Durcheinander, Leipzig. A
seminar on the structure of chaos. Prin-

ciples of chaos will be discussed, includ-

ing the butterfly effect, fractals, and in-

solid billowing. Clara Bow Room.

I couldn't find the chaos seminar. The

Clara Bow Room, where it was sup-

posed to be, was empty. A meeting of

4/ read

the breakfast entries. They

all seemed to

have cilantro or lemongrass

In their names. I

wondered whether radicchio

could possibly

be Callfomian for donut.9

vegetarians was next door in the Fatty

Arbuckle Room, and all the other confer-

ence rooms were locked. The channeler

was still in the ballroom. "Come!" she

commanded when I opened the door.

"Understanding awaits!"

I
went upstairs to bed.

I had forgotten to call Darlene. She
would have left for Denver already, but I

called her answering machine and told it

the room number in case she picked up
her messages. In the morning I would

have to tell the' front desk to give her a
key, I went to bed,

I didn't sleep well. The air conditioner

went off during the night, which meant I

didn't have to steam my suit when I got

up the next morning. I got dressed and
went downstairs.

The programming started at nine

o'clock with Abey Fields's "Wonderful

World" workshop in the Mary Pickford

Room, a breakfast buffet in the ballroom,

and a slide presentation on "Delayed

Choice Experiments" in Cecil B. DeMille

A on the mezzanine level.

The breakfast buffet sounded wonder-
ful, even though it always turns out to be

urn coffee and donuts. I hadn't had any-

thing but an ice cream cone since noon
the day before, but if David were around,

he would be somewhere close to the food,

and i~wanted to steer clear of him. Last

night it had been Grauman's Chinese. To-

day I was likely to end up-at Knott's Berry

Farm. I wasn't going to let that happen,

even if he was charming.

It was pitch-dark inside Cecil B. De-

Mille A Even the slide on the screen up
front appeared to be black. 'As you can

see," Dr. Lvov said, "the laser pulse is al-

ready in motion before the experimenter

sets up the wave or particle detector."

Heclicked to the next slide, which was
dark gray. "We used a Mach-Zehnder in-

terferometer with two mirrors and a par-

ticle detector. For the first series of tries

we allowed the experimenter to decide
which apparatus he would use by what-

ever method he wished. For the second
series, we used that most primitive of

randomizers
—

"

He clicked again, to a white slide with

black polka dots that gave off enough
light for me to be able to spot an empty
chair on the aisle ten rows up. I hurried to

get to it before the slide changed, and
sat down.

"—a pair of dice. Alley's experiments

had shown us that when the particle de-

tector was in place, the light was de-

tected as a particle, and when the wave
detector was in place, the light showed
wavelike behavior, no matter when the

choice of apparatus was made."

"Hi," David said. "You've missed five

black slides, two gray ones, and a white

with black polka dots."

"Shh," I said.

"In our two series, we hoped to ascer-

tain whether the consciousness of the

decision affected the outcome." Dr. Lvov
clicked to another black slide. 'As you can

see, the graph shows no effective differ-

ence between the tries in which the ex-

perimenter chose the detection appara-

tus and those in which the apparatus was
randomly chosen."

"You want to go get some breakfast?"

David whispered.

"I already ate," I whispered back, and
waited for my stomach to growl and give

me away. It did.

"There's a great place down near Hol-

lywood and Vine that has the waffles

Katharine Hepburn made for Spencer
Tracy in Woman of the Year."

"Shh," I said.

"And after breakfast, we could go to

Frederick's of Hollywood and see the bra

museum."
"Will you please be quiet? I can't hear."

"Or see," he said, but he subsided more

or less for the remaining ninety-two black,

gray, and polka-dotted slides.

Dr. Lvov turned on the lights and
blinked smilingly at the audience. "Con-

sciousness had no discernible effect on

the results of the experiment. As one of

my lab assistants put it, 'The little devil
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knows whal you're going io do before you
know it yourself.'

"

This was apparently supposed lo be a

joke, but I didn't think it was very funny. I

opened my program and tried to find

something to go to that David wouldn't be
caught dead at.

"Are you two going to breakfast?" Dr.

Thibodeaux asked.

"Yes," David said.

"No," I said.

"Dr. Hotard and I wished to eat some-
where that is vraiment Hollywood."

"David knows just the place," I said.

"He's been telling me about this great

place where they have the grapefruit

James Cagney shoved in Mae Clarke's

face in Public Enemy."
Dr, Hotard hurried up, carrying a cam-

era and four guidebooks. 'And then per-

haps you would show us Grauman's Chi-

nese Theatre?" he asked David.

"Of course he will," I said. "I'm sorry I

can'i go with you, but I promised Dr. Ver-

ikovsky I'd be at his lecture on Boolean
logic. And after Grauman's Chinese,

David can take you to the bra museum al

Frederick's of Hollywood."

'And the Brown Derby?" Thibodeaux
asked. "I have heard it is shaped like a

chapeau." They dragged him off. I

watched till they. were safely out of the

lobby and then ducked upstairs and inlo

Dr. Whedbee's lecture on informaiion

theory. Dr. Whedbee wasn't there.
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"He went to find an overhead projec-

tor," Dr. Takumi said. She had half a donut

on a plate in one hand and a Slyrofoam

cup in the other.

"Did you get that at the breakfast buf-

fet?" I asked.

"Yes. II was the last one. And they ran

out of coffee right after I got there. You

weren't at Abey Fieldss thing, were you?"

She set the coffee cup down and took a

bile of the donut.

"No," I said, wondering if I should Iry to

take her by surprise or just wrestle the

donul away from her.

"You didn't miss anything. He raved the

whole time about how we should have

had the meeting in Racine. "She popped
!he last piece of donut in her mouth. "Have

you seen David yet?"

Friday, 9-10 rm. "The Eureka Experi-

ment: A Slide Presentation." J. Lvov, Eu-

reka College. Descriptions, results, and
conclusions of Lvov's delayed con-
scious/ranciO'niiC-d ooice experiments.

Cecil B. DeMilleA.

Dr, Whedbee eventually came in car-

rying an overhead projector, the cord

trailing behind him. He plugged it in. The
light didn't goon.

"Here," Dr. Takumi said, handing me
herplateandcup."lhaveoneofiheseal
Caltech. It needs its fractal basin bound-
aries adjusted."

She whacked the side of the projector.

There weren't even any crumbs left ol

the donul. There was about a millimeter

of coffee in the bottom of the cup. I was
about to stoop to new depths when she

hit the projector again. The light came on.

I learned that in the chaos seminar last

night." she said, grabbing the cup away
from me and draining it. "You should have

been there. The Clara Bow Room was
packed

"

I believe I'm ready to begin," Dr.

Whedbee said. Dr. Takumi and I sat down.

"Information is the transmission of mean-
ing," Dr. Whedbee said. He wrote mean-
ing or possibly information on the screen

with a green Magic Marker.

"When information is randomized,
meaning cannot be transmitted, and we
have a state of entropy." He wrote it un-

der meaning with a red Magic Marker. His

handwriting appeared to be completely

illegible.

"States ol entropy vary from low en-

tropy, such as the mild static on your car

radio, to high entropy, a state of complete

disorder, of randomness and confusion,

in which no information at all is being

communicated."

Oh, my God, I thought. / forgot to tell

the hotel about Darlene.

The next time Dr. Whedbee bent over

to inscribe hieroglyphics on the screen, I

sneaked out and went down to the desk,

hoping Tiffany hadn't come on duty yet.

She had.

"May I help you?" she asked.

"I'm in room 663,"
I said. "I'm sharing

a room with Dr. Darlene Mendoza. She's

coming in this morning, and she'll be
needing a key."

"For what?" Tiffany said.

"To get into the room. I may be in one
of the lectures when she gets here."

"Why doesn't she have a key?"

"Because she isn't here yet."

"I thought you said she was sharing a

room with you."

"She will be sharing a room with me.

Her name is Darlene Mendoza."

"And your name?" she asked, hands
poised over the computer.

"Ruth Baringer."

"We don't show a reservation for you."

We have made impressive advances
in quantum physics in the ninety years

since Planck's constant, but they have

by and large been advances in technol-

ogy, not theory We can only make ad-

vances in theory when we have a model
we can visualize.—Excerpt from Dr. Ge-
danken's keynote address

I high-entropied with Tiffany for a while

on the subjects of my not having a res-

ervation and the air-conditioning and then

switched back suddenly to the problem

of Darlene's key, in the hope of catching

her off guard. It worked about as well as

Alley's delayed-choice experiments.

In the middle of my attempting to ex-
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plain that Darlene was not the air-condi-

tioning repairman, Abey Fields came up.

"Have you seen Dr. Gedanken?"
I shook my head.

"I was sure hed come to my 'Wonder-

ful World' workshop, but he didn't, and
the hotel says they can't find his reser-

vation," he said, scanning the lobby. "I

found out what his new project is, inci-

dentally, and I'd be perfect for it. He's

going to find a paradigm for quantum
theory. Is that him?" he said, pointing at

an elderly man getting in the elevator.

"I think that's Dr. Whedbee," I said, but

he had already sprinted across the lobby

to the elevator.

He nearly made it. The elevator slid to

a close just as he got there.

He pushed the elevator button several

times to make the door open again, and
when that didn't work, tried to readjust its

fractal basin boundaries. I turned back

to the desk.

"May
I
help you?" Tiffany said.

"You may," I said. "My roommate, Dar-

lene Mendoza, will be arriving sometime
this morning. She's a producer. She's here

io cast the female lead in a new movie

starring Robert Redford and Harrison

Ford. When she gets here, give her her

key. And fix the air-conditioning."

"Yes, ma'am," she.said.

The Josephson junction is designed so

that electrons must obtain additional en-

ergy to surmount the energy barrier. It has

been found, however, that some elec-

trons simply tunnel, as Heinz Pagels put

it, "right through the wall."— From "The

Wonderful World of Quantum Physics,"

A. Fields, UNW

Abey had stopped banging on the el-

evator button and was trying to pry the

elevator doors apart.

I went out the side door and up to Hol-

lywood Boulevard. David's restaurant was
near Hollywood and Vine. I turned (he

other direction, toward Grauman's Chi-

nese Theatre, and ducked into the first

'osiaL.rant
I saw.

"I'm Stephanie," the waitress said. "How
many are there in your party?"

There was no one remotely in my vicin-

ity. 'Are you an actress-slash-model?" I

asked her.

"Yes. I'm working here part-time to pay
for my holistic hairstyling lessons."

"There's one oi me." I said, holding up
my forefinger to make it perfectly clear. "I

want a table away from the window."

She led me to a table in front of the

window, handed me a menu Ihe size ot

the macrocosm, and put another one
down across Irom me.

"Our breaklasl specials today are pa-

paya sluffed with salmonberries and
nasturtiurn/raciiccruo salad with a bal-

samic vinaigrette. I'll take your order when
your other party arrives."

I stood the extra menu up so it hid me
from the window, opened the other one,

and read the breaklasl entrees. They all

seemed to have cilantro or lemongrass

in their names.

I wondered if radicchio could possibly

be Californian for donut.

"Hi," David said, grabbing the stand-

ing-up menu and sitting_down. "The sea
urchin pate looks good."

I was actually glad to see him. "How
did you get here?" I asked.

"Tunneling," he said. "What exactly is

extra-virgin olive oil?"

"I wanted a donut," I said pitifully.

He took my menu away from me, laid

it on the table, and stood up. "There's a

great place next door that's got the donut

Clark Gable taught CaudeUc Colbert how
to dunk in It Happened One Night."

The great place was probably out in

Long Beach someplace, but I was too

weak with hunger to resist him. I stood

uo Steohan e hurried over.

"Will there be anything else?" she
asked.

"We're leaving," David said.

"Okay, then," she said, tearing a check
off her pad and slapping it on the table.

"I hope you enjoyed your breakfast."

Finding such a paradigm is difficult, if

not impossible. Due lo Planck's constant

the world we see is largely dominated by

Newtonian mechanics. Particles are par-

ticles, waves are waves, and objects do
not suddenly vanish through walls and
reappear on the other side. It is only on

the subatomic /eve/ that quanta:!-: effects

dominate.—Excerpt from Dr. Gedan-
ken's keynote address

The restaurant was next door to Grau-

man's Chinese, which made me a little

nervous, but it had eggs and bacon and
toast and orange juice and coflee. And
donuts. "I thought you were having

breakfast with Dr. Thibodeaux and Dr.

Hotard," I said, dunking one in my coffee.

"What happened lo them?"

"They went to Forest Lawn. Dr. Hotard

wanted to see the church where Ronald

Reagan got married'
1

"He got married at Forest Lawn?"
He took a biteol my donut. "In the Wee

Kirk of the Heather. Did you know Forest

Lawn's got the World's Largest Oil Paint-

ing IncorpocTrirg a Refcious Theme?"

"So why didn't you go with them?"

"And miss the movie?" He grabbed
both my hanos across the table. "There's

a matinee at two o'clock. Come with me."

I could feel in ngs smarting to collapse.

"I have to get back," I said, trying to dis-

onlsng.o my hands. "There a a panel on

the EPR paradox at two o'clock."

"There's another showing at five. And
one at eight."

'

"Dr. Gedanken's giving the keynote

address al eight."

"You know what the problem is?" he

said, still holding on to my hands. "It isn't

really Grauman's Chinese Theatre; it's

Mann's, so Sid isn't even around to ask.





Like, why do some pairs like Joanne
Woodward and Paul Newman share the

same square and other pairs don't? Like

Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire?"

"You know what the problem is?" I said,

wrenching my hands free. "The problem

is you don't take anything seriously. This

is a conference, but you don't care any-

thing about the programming or hearing

Dr. Gedanken speak or trying to under-

stand quantum theory!" I fumbled in my
purse for some money for the check.

"I thought that was what we were talk-

ing about," David said, sounding sur-

prised. 'The problem is, where do those

lion statues that guard the door fit in?And
what about all those empty spaces?"

Friday, 2-3 rm. Panel Discussion on the

EPR Paradox. I. Takumi, moderator, R.

Iverson, L. S. Ping. A discussion of the

latest research in single-state correla-

tions, including nonlocal influences, the

Calcutta proposal, and passion. Key-

stone Kops Room.

I went up to my room as soon as I got

back lo the Rialto to see if Darlene was
there yet. She wasn't, and when I tried to

call the desk, the phone wouldn't work. I

went back down to the registration desk.

There was no one there. I waited fifteen

minutes and then went into the panel on
the EPR paradox.

"The Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen para-

dox cannot be reconciled with quantum
theory," Dr. Takumi was saying. "I don't

care what the experiments seem to indi-

cate. Two electrons at opposite ends of

the universe can't affect each other si-
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multaneously without destroying the en-

tire theory of the space-time continuum."

She was right. Even if it were possible

to find a model of quantum theory, what

about the EPR paradox? If an experi-

menter measured one of a pair of elec-

trons that had originally collided, it

changed the cross-correlation of the other

instantaneously, even if the electrons were,

light-years apart.

It was as if they were eternally linked

by that one collision, sharing the same
square forever, even if they were on op-

posite sides of the universe.

"If the electrons communicated instan-

taneously, I'd agree with you, "Dr. Iverson

said, "but they don't; they simply influ-

ence each other. Dr. Shimony defined this

influence in his paper on passion, and
my experiment clearly

—

"

I thought of David leaning over me be-

tween the Best Pictures of 1944 and 1945.

saying, "I think we know as much about

quantum theory as we do about May
Robson from her footprints."

"You can't explain it away by inventing

new terms," Dr. Takumi said.

"I completely disagree," Dr. Ping said.

"Passion at a distance is not just an in-

vented term. It's a demonstrated phe-

nomenon." It certainly is, I thought, think-

ing about David taking the macrocosmic

menu out of the window and saying, "The

sea urchin pate looks good."

It didn't matter where the electron went

after the collision. Even if it went in the

opposite direction from Hollywood and
Vine, even if it stood a menu in the win-

dow to hide it, the other electron would

still come and rescue it from the radic-

chio and buy it a donut.

'A demonstrated phenomenon!" Dr.

Takumi said. "Ha!" She banged her mod-
erator's gavel for emphasis.

'Are you saying passion doesn't ex-

ist?" Dr. Ping said, getting very red in the

face.

"I'm saying one measly experiment is

hardly a demonstrated phenomenon."

"One measly experiment! I spent five

years on this project!" Dr, Iverson said,

shaking his fist at her. "I'll show you pas-

sion at a distance!"

"Try it, and I'll adjust your fractal basin

boundaries!" Dr. Takumi said, and hit him

over the head with the gavel.

Yet finding a paradigm is not impossi-

ble. Newtonian physics is not a machine.

It simply shares some of the attributes oi

a machine. We must find a model some-
where in the visible world that shares the

often bizarre attributes of quantum phys-
ics. Such a model, unlikely as it sounds,

surely exists somewhere, and it is up to

us to find it.—Excerpt from Dr. Gedan-
ken's keynote address

I went up to my room before the police

came. Darlene still wasn't there, and the

phone and air-conditioning still weren't

working. I was really beginning to get



worried. I walked up to Grauman's Chi-

nese to look for David, but he wasn't there.

Dr. Whedbee and Dr. Sleeth were behind

the Academy Award winners folding

screen.

"You haven't seen David, have you?" I

asked them.

Dr. Whedbee removed his hand from

Norma Shearer's cheek.

"He left, "Dr. Sleeth said, disentangling

herself from the Best Movie of 1929-30.

"He said he was going out to Forest

Lawn," Dr. Whedbee said, trying to

smooth down his bushy white hair.

"Have you seen Dr. Mendoza? She was
supposed to get in this morning."

They hadn't seen her, and neither had

Drs. Hotard and Thibodeaux, who
stopped me in the lobby and showed me
a postcard of Aimee Semple Mc-
Pherson's tomb. Tiffany had gone off duly.

Natalie couldn't find my reservation. I went

back up to the room to wait, thinking Dar-

lene might call.

The air-conditioning still wasn'l fixed. I

fanned myself with a Hollywood bro-

chure and then opened it up and read it.

There was a map of the courtyard of

Grauman's Chinese on the back cover.

Deborah Kerr and Yul Brynner didn't have

a square together either, and Katharine

Hepburn and Spencer Tracy weren't even

on the map. She had made him waffles

in Woman of the Year, and they hadn't

even given them a square.

I wondered if Tiffany the model-slash-

actress had been in charge of assigning

the ce'ment. I could see her looking

blankly at Spencer Tracy and saying, "I

don't show a reservation for you."

What exactly was a model-slash-ac-

tress? Did it mean she was a model or an

actress or a model and an actress? She
certainly wasn't a hotel clerk.

Maybe electrons were actually the tif-

fanys of the microcosm, and that ex-

plained their wave-slash-particle duality.

Maybe they weren't really electrons at all.

Maybe they were just working part-time

at being electrons to pay for their single-

state lessons.

Darlene still hadn't called by seven

o'clock, i stopped fanning myself and
tried to open a window. It wouldn't budge.

The problem was, nobody knew any-

thing about quantum theory. All we had
to go on were a few colliding electrons

that nobody could see and that couldn't

be measured properly because of the

Heisenberg uncertainty principle. And
there was chaos to consider, and en-

tropy, and all those empty spaces. We
didn't even know who May Fiobson was.

At seven-thirty the phone rang. It was
Darlene. "What happened?" I said.

"Where are you?"

'At the Beverly Witehire."

"In Beverly Hills?"

"Yes. It's a long story. When I got to the

Rialto, the hotel clerk— I think her name

was Tiffany—told me you weren't there.

She said they were booked solid with

some science thing and had had to send

the overflow to other hotels. She said you

were at the Beverly Wilshire in Room 1027

How's David?"

"Impossible," I said. '4He's spent the

whole conference looking at Deanna
Durbin's footprints at Grauman's Chinese

Theatre and trying to talk me into going

to the movies."

"And are you going?"

"I can't. Dr. Gedanken's giving the key-

note address in half an hour."

"He is?" Darlene said, sounding sur-

prised. 'Just a minute." There was a si-

lence, and then she came back on and
said, "I think you should go to the movies.

David's one of the last two charming men
in the universe."

"But he doesn't take quantum theory

seriously. Dr. Gedanken is hiring a re-

search team to design a paradigm, and
David keeps talking about the beacon on

top of the Capitol Records Building,"

"You know, he may be on to something

there.
I
mean, seriousness was all right

for Newtonian physics, but maybe quan-

tum theory needs a different approach.

Sid says
—

"

"Sid?"

"This guy who's taking me to the mov-
ies tonight. It's a long story. Tiffany gave

me the wrong room number, and I walked

in' on this guy in his underwear. He's a

quantum physicist. He was supposed to

be staying at the Rialto, but Tiffany

couldn't find his reservation."

The major implication ot wave/particle

duality is that an electron has no precise

location. It exists in a superposition ol

probable locations. Only when the ex-

perimenter observes the electron does it

"collapse" into a location.

"The Wonderful World of Quantum
Physics," A. Fields. UNW

Forest Lawn closed at five o'clock. I

looked it up in the Hollywood brochure

after Darlene hung up.

There was no telling where he might

have gone: the Brown Derby or the La

Brea Tar 'Pits or some great place near

Hollywood and Vine that had the alfalfa

sprouts John Hurt ate right before his

chest exploded in Alien.

At least I knew where Dr. Gedanken
was. I changed my clothes and got in the

elevator, thinking about wave/particle

duality and fractals and high-entropy

states and delayed-choice experiments.

The problem was, where could you find

a paradigm that would make it possible

to visualize quantum theory when you had
to include Josephson junctions and pas-

sion and all those empty spaces? It wasn't

possible. You had to have more to work
with than a few footprints and the impres-

sion of Betty Grabie's leg.

The elevator door opened, and Abey
Fields pounced on me.
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"I've been looking all over for you," he

said. "You haven't seen Dr. Gedanken.
have you?"

"Isn't he in ihe ballroom?"

"No," he said. "He's already fifteen

minutes late, and nobody's seen him. You

have to sign this," he said, shoving a clip-

board at me.

"What is it?"

"It's.a petition." He grabbed it back from

me. " 'We the undersigned demand that

annual meetings of the International

Congress of Quantum Physicists hence-

forth be held in appropriate locations.'

Like Racine," he added, shoving Ihe clip-

board at me again. "Unlike Hollywood"

Hollywood.

'Are you aware it took the average ICQP
delegate two hours and thirty-six min-

utes to check in? They even sent some
of the oeleqates :o a hotel in Glendale."

"And Beverly Hills," I said absenily.

Hollywood. Bra museums and the Marx
Brothers and gangs that would kill you if

you wore red or blue and Tiffany/Steph-

anie and the World's Largos; O.i Painting

Incorporating a Religious Theme.
"Beverly Hills," Abey muttered, pulling

an automatic pencil out of his pocke!

protector and writing a note to himself.

"I'm presenting the petition during Dr.

Gedanken's speecruWell, go on, sign it,"

he said, handing me the pencil. "Unless

you want the annual meeting to be here

at the Rialto next year.

"

I handed the clipboard back to him. "I

think from now on the annual meeting

might be here every year," I said, and took

off running for Grauman's Chinese.

When we have that paradigm, one that

embraces both the logical and the. new-
sp.':;;/ca.'' aspects of quantum theory, we
will be able to look past ihe colliding

electrons and the mathematics and see
the microcosm in all its astonishing

beauty.—Excerpt from Dr. Gedanken's
keynote address

"I want a ticket to Benji IX," I told the

girl at the box office. Her name tag said,

WELCOME TO HOLLYWOOD. MY NAME IS KIM-

BERLY.

"Which theater?" she said.

"Grauman's Chinese,"
I
said, thinking.

This is no time for a high-entropy state.

"Which theater?"

I looked up at the marquee. Benji IX

was showing n a I three theaters. Ihe huge
main theater and the two smaller ones on

either side

"They're doing audience reaction sur-

veys," Kimberly said. "Each theater has

a different ending."

"Which one's in the main theater?"

"I don't know. I just work here part-time

to pay for my organic breathing lessons."

"Do you have any dice?" I asked, and
then realized I was going about this all

wrong. This was quantum theory, not

Newtonian. It didn't matter. which theater

I chose or which seal I sa; down in. This

ivas a delaycd-cio'co experiment and
David was already in flight.

"The one with the happy ending," I said.

"Center theater," she said.

I walked past the stone lions and into

the lobby. Rhonda Fleming and some
Chinese wax :

ip,i./es we's sitting inside a

glass case next to the door to the rest

rooms. There was a huge painled screen

behind the concession stand.

I bought a box of Raisinets. a tub of

popcorn, and a box of jujubes and went
inside the theater.

It was bigger than I had imagined.

Rows and rows of empty red chairs

curved between the huge pillars and up
to the red curtain!-; where the screen must
be. The walls were covered wilh intricate

drawings. 1 stood there, holding my ju-

jubes and Raisinets and popcorn, star-

ing at the chanoeier overhead. It was an
elaborate gold sunburst surrounded by

silver dragons,
I
had never imagined it

was anything like this.

The lights went down, and the red cur-

tains opened, revealing an inner curtain

like a veil across the screen".

I went down the dark aisle and sat in

one of the seats. "Hi," I said, and handed
the Raisinets to David.

"Where have you been?" he said. "The

movie's about to start:"

"I know," I said. I leaned across him

and handed Darlene her popcorn and Dr.

Gecanken as iuii.oes. "I was working on
the paradigm for quantum theory."

'And?" Dr. Gedanken said, opening his

jujubes.

'And you're both wrong." I said. "It isn't

Grauman's Chinese. It isn't movies either.

Dr. Gedanken."

"Sid," Dr. Gedanken said. "If we're all

going to be on the same research team,

I think we should use first names."

"If it isn't Grauman's Chinese or the

movies, what is it?" Darlene asked, eat-

ing popcorn.

"It's Hollywood."

"Hollywood," Dr. Gedanken said

thoughtfully.

"Hollywood," I said' "Stars in the side-

walk and buildings that look like stacks

of records and hats, and radicchio and
audience surveys and bra museums. And
Ihe movies. And Grauman's Chinese."

'And the Rialto," David said.

"Especially the Rialto."

"And the ICQR" Dr. Gedanken said.

I thought about Dr. Lvov's black and
gray slides and the disappearing chaos
seminar and Dr. Whedbee writing mean-
ing or possibly information on the over-

head projector. 'And the ICQP" I said.

"Did Dr. Takumi really hit Dr. Iverson

over the head with a gavel?" Darlene

asked.

"Shh," David said. "I think the movie's

starting." He took hold of my hand. Dar-

lene selilod back with her popcorn, and
Dr. Gedanken pul his feet up on the chair

in front of him. The inner curtain opened,
and Ihe screen lit up.DO



EXPLORMTIOniS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 32

said il was a leopard's cave and 1 saw
big tracks, like those of a giant cat. Dad
said, light the flashlight. We must explore

everything. I started shaking. What if the

leopard cornos baok and ailacks us? Dad
said, just be cool. I'm here.

It was like entering a cemetery. It was
the firsl time

I
had entered Ihe home of a

teopard and witnessed the remains ot so

many kills. I was so scared [my hand
holding] the flashlight was trembling. I

said, I'm sorry. I'm giving up. May I wait

outside? And Dad said, no way. If the

leopard returns, he will find you in his way
and kill you. Stay with me.

I asked, Dad, why do you need to ex-

plore? What if we just pretend that we
have explored everything? Why risk our

lives just to find some bones? And Dad
said, we are looking for evidence of pre-

historic animals. But if it's too much for

you, tomorrow you can stay at the farm

and I will go alone. I wanted him to be

proud of me. So I stopped shaking. But

each time he heard something and
pointed the gun, I lost my breath.

august 7. Jim Kosi says that Dad and I

will hunt for food for the expedition. I didn't

want to kill any animals, but Dad ex-

plained, we are not hunting for trophies.

It is my duty to feed everyone.

We went to a water hole and hid, wait-

ing for some game to come. After h:-ili an

hour, I saw a warthog with four babies.

Then -other small animals. Then an oryx

appeared and Dad shot it. The oryx

jumped and took two small steps and fell.

He was still moving and I was begging

Dad to kill him, yelling, even starting to

cry. Then Dad took ihe handgun and shot

directly into the animal's heart.

I hate hunting!

august 10. Jim searched one side of a
kopje while I went with Dad to explore

other parts of the range. We ran into some
baboons. Big, powerful monkeys. They
made an awful scream and bared liici'

leeth, prepared to protect their territory.

I'm starting to get used to it. When Dad
couldn't go any deeper into Ihe cave [be-

cause the space became too small], I told

him to give me the gun and let me go. I

carried Ihe handgun in one hand and the

flashlight in the other. But as soon as I left

his side, he started to panic. When I came
out, carrying some bones, Dad was white.

He said, what if something happened to

you? And I said, we are exploring, right?

august 12. Today we all explored a kopje.

I carried the water, a big machete, Dad's

still camera, and the flashlight, I was
loaded like a donkey, carrying more than

the men!

When we all finally met at the top of the

kopje, Jim, the professor, and Dad put

something in a box. Dad said, it's a bone
that maybe will change history, but I can't
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talk to you about it now. Later, when we're

sure. I was excited.

[Editor's note: The team believes the

relic being analyzed at the University of

Chicago, may, in fact, be only a few years

old and certainly no more than 70.]

August 17. 1 fell in thorns.three times. I've

had enough. I've had enough of moun-
tains and exploring, enough of leopards

and fear, enough of baboons that are al-

ways screaming.
I feel like crying. I will

never be an explorer like Dad. Why risk

your life for nothing? This is not for me.
august 18.

I am improving my hunting

skills—choosing to kill and learning to

observe, recognizing which animals may
be shot and which onos should be saved,

which is a cow and which is a bull, which
is young and which is old. I am becoming
more aware of Ihe animals' emolions and
I
feel deeply connected to them.

While we were at the water hole [wait-

ing to shoot more game], Dad explained

the difficulties he has living in America
and trying to fund his expeditions. It

makes me sad. But he said, you know,

Maroussia, right now while we are talk-

ing, millions ol people are sick and dying

and silently screaming because they dis-

covered that life is always too short. They
would give anything they have for one last

exploration. My duty is lo live for all the

people who can't. And that helps me.

august 25. A baboon attacked me. The
monkeys were on a cliff. One jumped
down and rushed toward me. I was
scared. The only thing that came to my
mind was that this monkey would destroy

my life. With his power, his teeth, his

hands, he could break me into pieces. I

don't remember il I screamed. Dad didn't

even have time to reach for his rifle. He
took the .357 Magnum from his holster

and, without aiming, just shot. The ba-

boon fell ten feet from me.

august 27. Dad will stay two weeks longer,

but I must go home and return to school.

I feel like everything has just started. But

even if Mama told the teachers, my
daughter is late because she is looking

for dinosaurs, they will sfill expel me.

august 28.
I am tan. I

am depressed. I

now see that life in the city is so superfi-

cial. Many times in the savannah we
though! we would die and I now know the

value of just being alive. To be happy,
I

will need to go on an expedition once a

year and renew the intimate connection I

have felt with nature. I know I must deeply

live every second because it's only later

that you realize you're experiencing ex-

ceptional moments in your life. I can't wait

to find out when Dad is going back.

In a letter she left in Namibia for her

father, Maroussia wrote, "You told me that

sometimes you have had enough and are

ready to give up and become like every-

one else, someone who receives a pay-

check at the end ot the week. Dad, grant

me one wish; Never give up your dreams.

More than anything,
I
need them."OQ



SPACE
sponsor activities that w il aid them n I rial

objective. And they don't spread patron-

age indiscriminately. "In the United States

such sponsorship has few stings at-

tached to it. In Japan there are definitely

strings attached. You have lo go back and

work for the company," says John Har-

bison of the . 'i'
'

.1 ii
i< i

'
i: ment of the

consulting firm ot Booz, Allen & Hamilton.

Harbison warns U.S. aerospace compa-
nies that the Japanese are poised to be-

come a major power in the international

aerospace business. This corporate in-

fluence extends to the astrocamps.

American space camps function much
like ordinary specialty camps. Tuition is

high (up to $400 or $500 for a one-week
session), and costs can reach $1 ,000 with

airfare. Anyone who pays can attend,

whether or not he has studied space sci-

ence. Many kids go more for fun than for

the learning experience.

To enter a Japanese space camp one
must usually be a member oi a YAC and
be personally sponsored by a member
of the patron corporation. The partici-

pants also complete a rigorous prepara-

tory curriculum and take a more educa-

tional approach to the simulations than

Americans do.

The U.S. Space Camp at Huntsville runs

thousands through its program—13,000
last year alone. Classes e/e large—be-

tween 50 and 60 kids per instructor—so

each child gets little time on each simu-

lator and there is no individualized in-

struction. The Cosmosphere in Hutchin-

son accepts only about 30 kids per week,

with One instructor for two to three kids,

lots oi individual attention, and more time

on the simulators. The Japanese chose
to adopt, this model. But the Cosmos-
phere program runs only five days; the

Japanese camps run for two weeks. I hey

also run year-round, processing kids

through training, often more than once.

Most American camps are open only

during the summer. And the Japanese
YACs always send a full contingent of

members to international space camp
sessions held in ofher member countries

such as the Soviet Union and Canada.
At both the Cosmosphere and Japa-

nese cam.os a ;ypica I raining day begins

early. First students digest a 400-page
manual on zero-g survival, which in-

cludes the landing of space equipment.

Their reaction times and alertness are

tested, and they learn about the hazards

of using toilet facilities in space, how to

oat in weightlessness and exercises they

will need to do to stay fit in zero gravity.

On later days theyjearn about racket

propulsion and spaceflight and take

phys.cai-stress and mobility tests wear-

ing space suits. The students take a test

THE MASKED
-ESTATE P-Anmer.

flight in a simulator are oraciice emer-

gency escapes in which five team mem-
bers must coordinate moving everyone

one at a time from one stricken space-

craft to another inside three-foot canvas

"rescue balls" with huge zippers.

The teams study rocket propulsion us-

ing actual rocket engines and make
computer-simulated test

:

irings of their

own simulated shuttle flight, which will

culminate the course. They fly a shuttle

simulator to prepare for that mission.

The stress simulator may be what best

shows their fervor. The device is pitch-

dark inside except for banks of button

switches and red and green lights. The
student must push the button next lo any

red light that Hashes out ignore all green

lights. As the cabin pitches around, the

lights blink faster and faster. A computer
scores speed and accuracy. The emer-

gencies eventually come faster than the

student can respond, and he must vol-

untarily abort the mission or "die" as the

"spacecraft" explodes. Japanese astra-

campe's usually oiow up with their ships.

"Our students are taught never to quit,

so they never -hit Ihe abort button," says

Seiichi Tomishirra. manager of ihe inter-

national division for YAC-Japan. "It is only

after we explained that they lose points

for dying that ihe sludents started to think

safety first."

The aslrocampers also launch model

rockets they have built lha! carry aloft

scienfific payloads. Eventually the stu-

dents make a mock rendezvous with a

damaged satellite using a simulator for

the shuttle's manned maneuvering unit.

As the course progresses the campers
study their shuttle mission, with each
practicing his assigned mission-special-

ist rale in the simulator.

On the last day the crew carries out

two complete simulated shuttle flights,

with satellite launches, simulated emer-

gencies, and scientific experiments. Af-

terward (here is a complete debriefing,

Is the growth of these YACs and space
camps a sign the Japanese will make a

bid to become number one in commer-
cial space technology, as they did with

automobiles and consumer electronics?

"I think so," says Butler. "I think we have

our heads in ihe sand if we think we can

maintain our preeminence in space just

because we went to the moon or built the

space shuttle.

"They have the rockets and ihe elec-

tronics. But Ihe most important thing is

preparing the young people. That's the

future. The key is having large numbers
of young people prepared to move Into

space technology. This is where Ihe Jap-

anese YACs and camps are imporlant.

It's no secret that thal's what they are

doing with my program. It's like the VCR.
We invent it; they take it, make it better

and cheaper, and sell it back to us."

And that's not all, he says. "Korea is

about to do the same tiling. They are

about two years behind Japan."DO
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measure this. He took on the problem,

studied it, and learned how to measure
the magnetism of nuclei. Students ot his

and their colleagues developed the tech-

nique much further, and now it's a half a
billion dollar industry called nuclear
magnetic imaging.

Omni: Have you tried getting TV to beef

up its science coverage?
Lederman: I altended a weekend meet-

ing for TV news producers and scien-

tists. The producers said, "Why do you

wanl us to do more science?" And we
said, "Science is important." And they

said, "It sounds like you want us to be
social engineers, and we're news broad-

casters." So I made up this story: Two
flashes come over the AP wire. Faraday
discovers electricity and Napoleon's
armies are on the march. What makes
the six o'clock news? Napoleon! Faraday

won't even get mentioned. But Faraday

will have a bigger impact on the evolution

of humanity by far. Ultimately, it came
down to a confession by these produc-

ers that they were uncomfortable with

science. What bothers me are the people
who are uncomfortable with science who
shouldn't be. Like thirteen presidential

candidates in the last election.

Omni: Getting back to particles, I under-

stand you're making antimatter—the fa-

bled substance of science-fiction sto-

ries—right here at Fermilab.

Lederman: Oh, we got hot and cold run-

ning antiprotons here. And we can store

them. [He checks a TV screen.] Right now
we have four hundred and seventy billion

antiprotons circulating in our stacks,

waiting to be used.

Omni: What form does it take?

Lederman: Group clusters of antiprotons

running round and round in the vacuum
of a magnetic storage ring. They're mov-
ing at the speed of light, or close to it.

That's how you store them.

Omni: What could antimatter do?
Lederman: Well, with these numbers, not

much. I think antimatter, if it ever has any
practical use, will be as an energy stor-

age device One antiproton stores an
enormous amount of energy by virtue of

the fact it can be annihilated. The esti-

mate I've seen is that a milligram of anti-

matter could put a rocket into orbit. Now,

that's compared to I don't know how many
tons of liquid oxygen, kerosene, or what-

ever fuel they use. The energy-storage-

to-weight ratio of antimatter is fantasti-

cally better. On the other hand, a milli-

gram of antiprotons would take us—well,

let's figure it out. [He does some quick

and dirty calculations on his calendar] It

would come to ten thousand years of

production at Fermilab at high cost to give

us a milligram. To make it practical—say,

make it take one year—you have to im-

prove it by another factor of ten thou-
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sand. Maybe some kid now in public

school will figure out how to do that.

Omni: How many antiprotons would make
up a milligram, then?

Lederman: [He calculates.] About a bil-

lion trillion, or ten to the twenty-first.

Omni: Why are you making antimatter?

Lederman: We have this four-mile ring,

right? We stick in protons. They go in this

direction and circulate'. We stick in anti-

protons and they go in the opposite di-

rection. Then we make head-on colli-

sions of protons and antiprotons in the

same ring. Head-on collisions are in-

credibly more effective than the usual

thing, where you take the beam of parti-

cles out of the ring and hit a target. Of
course, there's no free lunch. The penalty

is that if the particle has a target to hit, it's

going to hit it. With head-on collisions it's

like machine gun bullets colliding in mid-

air. There are lots of misses. So improv-

ing the number of collisions per second
becomes the art of the collidist. With a

target you can have ten million collisions

per second, whereas here we're making
fifty thousand collisions per second.
Sometimes

I say when protons and anti-

protons collide at Fermilab, we replicate

what happened just after the Big Bang.

Temperatures are so high that they didn't

exist anywhere in nature until ten to the

minus fourteen seconds after the Big

Bang, and someone will say, "Is it sate?'

The answer is that we're only doing it for

a piddling number of particles. The total

energy released is less than a sneeze.

But in each collision, it's fantastic.

Omni: Will they make antimatter in the

supercollider?

Lederman: No. If the super collider is to

find the Higgs, it needs maybe a hun-

dred times the collisions per second. For

that, there may not be enough antipro-

tons. Antiprotons don't grow on trees.

Omni: If the super collider does find some
new physics at the twenty-TeV level, does
that mean a lot of physicists will have to

give back their Nobel prizes?

Lederman: What?! Oh, I don't think so.

The Nobel has had a very good record.

The biggest "mistake" was Fermi. They
gave him the prize for what was thought

to be transuranic elements when he had
really discovered fission. But that's the

kind of mistake you like to make, right?

[Fermi bombarded uranium with neu-

trons and many thought he had created

new, heavier elements; in reality he had
unknowingly split the uranium atom, cre-

ating fission, the secret of the atom
bomb.] There have been some mistakes,

but not in physics. Oh, there have been
some curious choices, like the guy who
got the prize for inventing the lighthouse,

some kind of reflector.

Omni: And on the physiology side, you

have Egas Moniz, who won the prize for

the lobotomy.

Lederman: Well, physiology is clearly a

lot harder to judge. That may be why No-

bel put physics first.OQ
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the lever-pressing behavior at the time of

the lever press and just before food de-
livery. The food would, presumably, acti-

vate the reward system, giving the target

cells a shower of dopamine or endor-

phin. Statistically," he adds, "only the cells

involved in the correct behavior consist-

ently would have been recently active.

Only recently active cells are responsive

to the reinforcing transmitter, so over

many trials there would be selective re-

inforcement of correct response cells.

"I like to call these cells 'smart cells,'

"

he continues, "because they learn from

the consequences of their action." The
more smart cells, the more behavioral

variations and flexibility. Intelligence—the

ability to behave adaptively—may de-

pend in part on the number of smart cells.

Maybe, he says in what he admits is "rank

and raw" speculation, "the general IQ

factor can be quantified by counting up
how many smart cells you have."

Stein's next step is to determine where
these smart cells cluster. In addiction re-

search everyone is looking for a place in

the brain where the drugs exert a high.

"The lore of the field is that the nucleus

accumbens [a prominent area of the lim-

bic system] is the main candidate. I don't

have any problem with the nucleus ac-

cumbens; it is an important projection of

the dopamine system." But, Stein adds,

the reward-seeking cells probably reside

in the diverse areas of the brain where
many different types of learning occur.

Perhaps nature's way of endowing these

centers with learning ability is by putting

these smart cells in them.

Some scientists are reserved about

smart ceils. "It's a giant, albeit interest-

ing, leap," comments Thomas H: Brown,

a Yale psychologist studying the mech-
anisms of learning. "But there are a lot of

missing steps between understanding

the brain's systems of rewards and rein-

forcement, and the idea of global intelli-

gence." Adds Andrew G. Barto, a com-
puter scientist at the University of

Massachusetts-Amherst, "Neurons are

probably more sophisticated machines
than we currently believe. But how can
you get these cells to interact as an ag-

gregate unit to solve complex prob-
lems9" Artificial intelligence theorists like

Barto would like to answer that question.

If Stein's assertion about smart cells

and intelligence proves a key piece of that

puzzle, will we arrive at a biotechnology

to augment intelligence? Will we be able

to improve our IQs by using drugs that

enhance the activity or development of

smart cells? "These gains have been hard

won over the last thirty years," Stein says.

"It'll be quite a while before we unravel

the biological basis of intelligence. But this

research may give us an interesting place

to start."DO
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locked the bag, kept the keys, and mailed

the package to Weber. Two days later I

got the bag back in the mall. It was stili

locked, but the book had been removed.

When I opened the bag I found a mes-

sage that read, "Dear Scot-^-Where do

you want to follow me first?"

Ordinarily we disapprove of telling

magic secrets to the general public, but

clearly Weber's trick isn't ordinary. The

secret has serious implications: II can be

used to commit crimes such as bank

heists, corporate espionage, or mail fraud.

It is a secret that should be known by

banks and others who use bags with

locks similar to the one shown on page
165. These bags are not secure, as you

can't tell when they've been tampered

with after opening.

Because of the seriousness of this trick.

Weber has given me permission to reveal

the secret for the first time to the general

public. The solution will appear in this

column next month, along with an update

from the Internal Revenue Service re-

garding its bag changes.

In the meantime, think about the prin-

ciple. Keep in mind that it is so simple it

can be described over the phone or re-

vealed in a single illustration. Now that

you know locked zipper bags can be

opened, perhaps you'll come up with

Weber's 'Aha!" insight yourself.

ELEVENS QUIZ ANSWERS

1. The first manned landing on the

moon: Apollo 11.

2. Eleven possible number combina-

tions can be thrown with a pair of dice.

3. The USSR has 11 time zones—more

than any other country.

4. There were a total of 11 states in Hie

Confederacy.

5. The armistice to end World War I was

signed on 11/11/1918. For many years

thereafter it was customary to ring bells,

blow factory whistles, and so forth at 11:11

am each November 11.

6. Ocean's Eleven (1960) and 11 Har-

rowhouse (1974).

7. Soccer and cricket. (Extra-credit

answers: speedball, a soccer variantthat

permils the ball to be caught and thrown

with the hands, and bandy, a Scandina-

vian hockey game.)

8. The Bible. In the parable of the vine-

yard, workers hired a! the "eleventh hour"

are paid the same as those hired earlier

in the day (Matthew 20:1-6).

9. Erase the letters one to get elevtw.

Rearrange these letters to spell twelve.

10. The Spanish for eleven is once.

11. Flour, monosodium glutamate

(MSG), salt, and pepper.

Thanks to Dan Shine ol Cincinnati and

Martin Gardner of Hendersonvilie, North

Carolina, for their help in the preparation

of this quiz.DO



STAR TECH
ACCESSING THE FUTURE

PICKUP ARTIST

The Boomerang (right)

1f
BOYS IN BLUE lights, and painful

Satellite-basod anti-

theft system (abeve)

riggers a pager when
a car is stolen. Owner
can trigger a siren.

phone. Price: $350 to

$550. Contact: NASA-
PS1, 400 East 74th
Street, New York, NY;
(212) 517-0484.

circuits, it detects

hidden tape recorders.

$17,000. Contact:

Security

.350

LIGHT LISTENING

to send its signals -

Receiver (loft) trans-

lates the beam from a
postage-stamp-size

For sale only to

agencies of Western



SONIC BOOM
Electronic stethoscope

(right) listens through

walls or doors or to

suspicious ticking inside

packages. The unit

works best on solid

30 times. Price: $299.
Contact: International

Logistics Systems,

Box 25, 72 Ralph Street,

Belleville, NJ; (201)

759-0007.

CRIES AND
WHISPERS

mike is legal. It picks

30 feet. Price: $250 for

mike; about $200 for

transmitter. Contact:

International Logistics

Systems, Box 25, 72

NJ; (201) 759-0007.

Standard car antenna

houses sophisticated,

pinhole video ci

stealthy sleuthing and

monitor. It's also easy
to hide the camera
inside hollow plastic

indoors. Cost: $12,000
with monitor. Contact:

Personal Protection

Products, 405 Park
Avenue, New York, NY;

(212)421-4757.



The eleventh anniversary quiz and
the eleventh hour for bank security bags

By Scot Morris

In honor of our eleventh

anniversary, I dug up some
interesting facts about

that number.

Eleven is a prime (divisi-

ble only by itself) and a

palindrome (numerically,- it

reads the same backward
and forward). It is the

only palindromic prime with

an even number of digits.

Eleven is also the first

number whose square (121)

is a palindrome.

If you want to tell whether

a given number is divisible

by 11 (without doing long

division], add the digits

in the odd positions, then

add the digits in the even
positions, and subtract

the smaller sum from the

larger. If the difference

is zero or a multiple of 11,

then the original number is

divisible by 11.

' For example, number the

alphabet A = 1, B = 2,

C = 3. and so forth. Using

this method, the letters

in Omni are 15, 13, 14, and
9. Is the number 1513149

divisible by 11? Yes, be-

cause the difference be-

tween the odd- and even-

placed digits equals zero:

12-12 =
If you take any long list of

people's names, such as

a city telephone directory,

and turn to the center

pages, what will you find?

The names listed will begin

with the eleventh letter of

the alphabet, K, not the

middle of the alphabet as

would be expected. Sun-

spots follow 11 -year cycles

from one peak to the next.

The last' maximum oc-

curred the year after Omni
was launched; the next

one will be in 1990,
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ELEVENS QUIZ

What is the connection

between each item listed

below and the number
11 ? (Answers appear on

page 161.)

1. A twentieth anniversary

that was celebrated in

Omni three months ago.

2. The roll of two dice.

3. Soviet time.

4. The side that lost in the

Civil War.

5. The end of World War I.

6. Two robbery-caper

films, one starring Frank

Sinatra and the Rat Pack,

the other starring Charles

Grodjn, Candice Bergen,

James Mason, and Sir John

Gielgud.

7. There are 11 members

per side in American foot-

ball and in what two other

major team sports?

8. The "eleventh hour"

means the last possible

moment before a deadline.

In what book did this phrase
first appear?

9. Eleventwo. Starting

with this word combination,

can you "prove" that

11+2-1=12?
10. The teacher asked,

"Can you spell the Spanish
word for eleven once?"

The student replied. "Yes,

you can." Why?
11. Colonel Sanders

boasted of the "eleven se-

cret herbs and spices"

in his Kentucky Fried

Chicken (KFC). William

Poundstone. for his 1983

book Big Secrets, commis-
sioned a chemical analysis

of the premixed seasoning

that is sent to KFC fran-

chises. Poundstone found

only four ingredients, none
of which were herbs. What
were they?

OPEN-AND-SHUT CASE

In May 1985 I introduced

Omni readers to Michael

Weber, the magician who
created the Boomerang
Band—a marvelous stunt

of flinging a rubber band off

your fingers so that when
it hits the floor it rolls back to

where it was launched.

Weber first showed me
the Boomerang Band
at a magicians' convention

in 1984. A more impressive

trick, by far, was one he

performed that involved a

locked coin purse. In this

Irick Weber takes a volun-

teer's ring, places it under a

handkerchief, and hands
it to a third person to hold.

He then reaches inside

his jacket; pulls out a locked

zipper purse like the one
shown at right, and hands it

to the volunteer. When the

Ihird person looks under
the handkerchief, the ring

has been mysteriously

replaced with a key that just

happens to unlock the

purse. The volunteer opens
it, and, surprise, inside

the bag isthehng.

At the convention Weber
was selling the trick, which
included a small coin

purse, a tiny padlock and
key, and a sheet of instruc-

tions. (This was a closed,

trade audience, so the

secret was safe.) I bought

one. When I read the

"method" paragraph and



looked at the single accom-
panying illustration, my
jaw dropped. The technique

was so simple, so obvious,

that I assumed it 'couldn't

be new.

As Weber recalls, "1

came up with the idea in a

dream in 1975. 1 had a

little zippered purse with a

lock, and in the dream I

saw a hand open the case

in a strange way and drop a

ring inside. When I awoke,

I tried it and it worked. I

wondered where that vision

came trom: Was it some-
thing I had read, was it

a principle that other people

already knew, or was it

truly original?" Weber
showed the trick to some
top magic performers

and historians, including

Dai Vernon, Charlie Miller,

and Ricky Jay. None had

seen it before

With Weber's permission

I
shared the secret with

some experts: Martin

Gardner, James Randi,

Jerry Andrus, and others.

The unanimous opinion:

"It's new to me!" We were

now convinced thai this

trick was original.

Early on, Weber realized

that his trick applied to

bank bags. To test his the-

ory, he went to the Califor-

nia First Bank in Long
Beach. "When I

saw the

night-deposit bag, I knew it

would work," he says.

Weber asked the teller to

put something of hers

inside the bag, lock it, and

hand it to him. She put

her watch inside. He held it

under the counter and
opened it in less than a

minute. Weber dropped the

bag on the counter with

Bank bag clasp shown locked and unlocked. Below: coin purse.

her watch on top of it. Says

Weber, "I'll never forget

the look on her face: She
suddenly realized that

these bags, which people

had been trusting for years.

weren't secure."

Weber wrote to the com-
pany that makes the bags
used. in his local bank

and told them everything.

He let them know how
their bags could be opened
without detection, and he

suggested two ways that

the bags could be rede-

signed to solve the problem.

"I got a letter from them
saying, in effect, 'Thanks for

your interesting letter,' but

nothing more. A year later I

noticed that the bags
circulating at my bank had

been redesigned using the

second solution I had

proposed." Apparently

someone had taken his let-

ter seriously.

In 1983 Weber did his

trick at a magicians' con-

vention in Penngrove,

California. In the audience

was Larry Wright, public

affairs officer for the- North-

ern California District of

the Internal Revenue Ser-

vice (IRS). Impressed by the

zipper purse trick and its

secret, Wright went back to

his office and examined
the bags that the IRS used
to transmit sensitive and
confidential documents. He
immediately realized that

some of them could be
opened with Weber's clev-

erly simple method.

Wright tells his story: "I

asked our security chief if

she knew that transmittal

bags could be compro-
mised. She said no; she was
sure the bags were secure. I

opened one in front of her,

and she was aghast at

how quickly I'd broken into

it. She decided to tell the

division chief. He left me a

locked bag and walked

down the hall to his office.

He was only there for a

few seconds when I tele-

phoned him and told him

what was inside. He hung

up the phone and ran back

to my office. The bag was
still locked, and the slip

inside. He was shocked, of

course, and I told him

how I did it."

Wright acted on his new
information. "We changed
the design of the transmittal

bags we use in this oifice,

and now most of the bags

used by the IRS throughout

the country have been

changed so they are imper-

vious to Weber's technique

of opening them."

In addition, many banks

have changed their night-

deposit bags in recent

years, making them secure

against Weber's trick.

There are still bags in

circulation, however, that

can be broken into using

Weber's method. A few

months ago I obtained a

bank bag, and the lock

(shown at left] looked se-

cure to me, Inside the bag I

put a copy of The Next

Book of Omni Games in-

scribed to Michael Weber,

"Okay, miracle-worker,

get this book out and I'll

follow you anywhere." I

CONTINUED ON PAGL 161 IBS
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Circa 2058. Renegade
computer hackers sizzle

their synapses by wiring

their gray matter into the

vast cyberspace of a multi-

national computer network.

The ultimate computer
interface is a conscious-

ness-expanding mindlink

between man and machine,

far beyond the hallucino-

gens of the twentieth cen-

tury. But someone is killing

the hackers, flat-lining

their brain waves and char-

ring their cerebellums with

direct-connect electrodes.

Welcome to the world

of science-fiction author

Wiiliam Gibson's novel

Neuromancer (Ace).

A grand-slam winner of

the Nebula, Hugo, and
Philip K. Dick awards, Neu-

romancer immerses read-

ers in Gibson's literary

vision. The author time-

warps elements of criminal

subcultures and counter-

cultures into the Information

Age, creating the cyber-

punk world with its hard-

boiled squalor and silicon-

based psychedelia. Com-
puter owners can now
grab a piece of cyberspace

for themselves with Inter-

play Productions' interactive

Neuromancer game, dis-

tributed by Mediagenic

for Apple II, Commodore
C64, and Amiga computers.

When Interplay was
transforming Neuromancer
into computer entertain-

ment, Sixties guru Timothy

Leary was an enthusiastic

cheerleader. 'As a friend, I

urged [Interplay president]

Brian Fargo to capiure

the language and flavor of

Gibson," Leary says. "Many
of the phrases, names,
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and poetry in the game
come directly from the

novel. The literary level of

Neuromancer is a high

point in computer games.

And the great thing is

that you are a hacker play-

ing it. That's the key to

the whole game."
In the Neuromancer

game, you assume the

character of Dixie Flatline,

using a keyboard or joy-

stick to control his on-screen

movements, a la Lucasfilm

Games' Zak McCracken
and the Alien Mindbenders
(Games, February 1989),

To uncover the hacker killer

you turn renegade and

ride the wide network, en-

countering monolithic

securityprogramsthrough

the grid of cyberspace.

You can use hard-earned

virus programs to counter

security and break into

top secret databases.

"A real Neuromancer
game, however, would

probably kill or maim you or

maybe give you a mild

shock if you lost," Gibson

product that you can ac-

tually play." Gibson, how-

ever, doesn't play computer

games. In fact, when he

wrote the novel he didn't

even own a personal com-
puter. "Maybe that's why
I was able to bring a sense

of wonder'to computing,"

he says.

Technolimits aside, the

Neuromancer game sug-

gests, and often captures,

Gibson's evocative atmo-

sphere and intrigue. And it

offers players many hours :

of provocative science-

tiction entertainment. But it

is just one of the many
role-playing computer and
video games now available.

Rooted in the board game
world of TSR Hobbies'

Dungeons and Dragons,

role-playing games (RPGs)

splice the human partici-

pant into the personality of

an elecfronic alter ego.

The character survives by

painstakingly exploring

strange worlds, sleuthing

puzzles, and battling ag-

gressive foes. And typically,

RPGs require 30 to 100

hours to complete!

Among the most popular

RPGs are The Legend of

Zelda and The Legend
of Zelda II; The Adventures

of Link, two sword-and-

sorcery epics for the Nin-

tendo Entertainment System

(NES); and the futuristic

cattle-wars scenario of

Electronic Arts' Sentinel

Worlds: Future Magic (MS-

DOS, Apple llgs). An intri-

cately plotted drama for

multiple players. Master-

play's Star Saga; One
(Macintosh, Apple II, Com-
modore C64) combines
board- and. computer-game

techniques. And Origin

Systems' Ultima series is a
quintet of games in the

Dungeons and Dragons
mold for the. NES and
for computers.

Though the graphics and
interaction of today's RPGs
are relatively crude, future

role-playing' will be as real

as life itself. Experiments are

under way to perfect inter-

active, three-dimensional

imaging: Players will wear

goggles that display and al-

ter their field of vision in

response to movement, just

asyou r perspective changes
when you turn your head.

And in a few years similar

hardware will allow you

to experience, for example,

the feeling of walking on

the moon or beheading a

dungeon-roaming dragon.

The brain-zapping fanta-

sies ol Neuromancer's

cyberspace may not be as

fictional or as distant as

they seem.
—Bob LindstromOQ
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LAST
LAJDRD
By Sean Kennedy

: ^Think of the results we
:

could achieve if we attached '.

: every exercise bicycle in

the United States to'a power
:

generator. Then we :

could convert every track to a

treadmill and watch as

:
calories turn into kilowatts3

You've heard the o.aims. safe, inexper

-

si'.

and amEvemaciy battery We:!, almost.

: -The rest .of the scientific community
lias yet to replicate the fusion work of

professors Martin Fleischmann and
B. Stanley Fens ol the University c; Utah

(Perhaps this reaction can lake place

only ir Utah.) While the jury's si II on?. I

offer my own new souxes of energy:

.
BABY POWER. Anyone who has ever

taker an extended plane, trains or

automobile rice with children has

experienced firsthand the boundless

energy of youth. Some people make
frequent pit stops to cope; others load a

cache of toys, candy, and comics lo

pi; d

aller native: a baOy chamber that

captures ail the movement, noise, and

mayhem cf Its youthful passengers.

Infants would "sir in a special soundproof

containment axa, which wou;0 trans-

form all el ! force

.driving the vehicle.

Once the bane of wearied travelers,

children wc ;-

ab'e. Instead of snappish, battle-

fatigued .parents, kios weald greet

gr :t breaks,

and trip's end. There would also be
environmental and financial benefits.

Smog would Hit around Disneyland and
other family vacation spots, and a M-

ounce box of Cocoa Puffs could fuel 9

trip from Chicago to St. Paul.

TURNSTILES. Tnink o
: how many oeoole

push their way through turnstiles each

ahusiasis,

concertgoers. The winds may be
unpredictable, bur rush-hour crowds

and U2 fans are not. Tumshles will spin

as long as man wishes to charge

admission \o his fellow mam
Introducing Ihe windmill of the twenty

first century: A miniature turbine

implanted In each tumsiiie'holds mass
power. Minimally, (his powers lignj.i.ng

and sound systems (In fact. Shis may
already be the case, accounting for the

clarity of announcements over subway
speakers. 1 Or: a really good day patrons

might receive doos prizes o
:

a freshly

charged C or Dcell battery tor nome use.

ON. SALE) Been to any good sales

lately? The hordes who hoard at depart-

ment stores exhibit passion (and power)

when bent on saving 25 percent arid

beyond. My mother once struggled for

ten minutes with another shopper over a

pasr of paid bell-bottoms for my sistei

Meg's sixteenth birthday When Meg
discovered the pants had only one leg

(apparently ine other customer had

gone home with a leg under her arm.!.

my mom was uncaused. "Sull. sire

maintained tuny worn ,: bargain:'

Why lei such potent : ai fall by the

wayside? Picture a store equipped to I

~ea ;.

':' ,!!: !'! [t.i II ilk ,"..,!'.' il

toe end o ! an energy-liaivestng onslaole

crjurse. Poller's wheels, hand pumps,
and ircadrr ills iiitei the store. At the very

ioasi a store's escalates are cash
registers could ran en

Ami savi' igs in these areas could be
passed on to consumers in the

:orm of

even greater saes. thus creatng a

type ':':!.' I., i.
!!

i. i : i in

.

I .'
I

lii
I

: U:i .
i

: ....; :d

gyms across the country olfes ail kinds

of potential energy Al present Ine

exei lion o'" mil: one is oeng was'ieri

down locker-ioom drains. Bui witti a lew

mmor adjustments, Americans cou-d
:.. ,„':: ,' i; anc oe no em c 1 1

_-'
i

i
-.

i

m.ii ,'i Ihe ',::.'
. 1

1
i

!
. v. .

exercise bicycle in tlx n -6 Stares to

a power generator (these could Pe
r
=.-.

. :
i Ml '

I
:!'.'

their rivenro

present resources! Now convert every

iracik to a Ireadmili and watch calories

' become kilowatts. '.'•

The list goes on: Nanllius machines

would supply rhe pumping cower for tne

waterworks of an entire aeighborhood.

teams of swimmers would row "ernes

across narbors: aao a modified conies!

ot tug-ohwar would ilft elev.aor passen-

gers to their desired floo:. Additionally.

e bo oncoura.ged ret to

let tr -:
i
: iy jo to ••'. i

'
i athli i. :

would Pe challenged to go for Ihe volt.

.1 .:'. ! :.i :
i

.
i

. 1 1 ,;w,

she easiest lei people to try It relies, on

I .'II :; !.!, ,. : i |. i'i

Though some mav never climb a

Ireaomtl or iesl-drive the r chi dren,

almost no one would refuse a midday

I
,!.). Ol' '.. !. ! "'! '.1

.
I'' ,: . e

nee

benefil ihe l.lniled Elates : n two wavs:

F,;'S > ii' u' ! : i i. " ;!

nooufs.i i nergy mis woi.t'ii aid n
'! ;,,.

i
i :i ltd n (re id illy <.'

i.
I

time). Second, if IdHoweci by a manda-
tory and absouie "cease to. ' a 'our-

to five- hour period allowing no opportu-

nity "or activity, peoo-e woue emerge
tke noted springs, raring to c-imo a

lie i'
: a i

: yc o; '

il la- ig

drive- with the kids.

In closing I'd like to nose a aaes!:on.

Remember the Department oi Energy?

Begun in 1977 by crstwhle president

Jimmy Carter. DOL was a'l out obiilerated

oy ":.
i

'ii : ;!;
i

mi
i
, .

One of I he original iLneiionsof UOl
wai :

sources of energy. Despite the Reagan
era' i,< i . ,.!. m ;

wn'i '>

sour; iscfen, cy I ey s:ill Isn't i

time store

it's pronounced D0.A7D0


